Nickel- and iron-based HVOF thermal spray coatings for high temperature corrosion protection in biomass-fired power plant boilers

Biomass burning for production of electricity and heat has been increasing due to legislation in Europe. Growing awareness of environmental problems has led to strict restrictions on greenhouse emissions in the energy sector, and increased demand for higher use of renewable energy sources and carbon-neutral fuels, such as biomass. There are over 1000 biomass boilers in Europe, and the number is increasing. These plants often face serious problems due to high temperature corrosion. Thermal spray coatings can offer an attractive solution for corrosion protection of boiler tubing. The objective of this work was to determine the corrosion resistance of thermal spray coatings in biomass combustion conditions.

The research focused mainly on improving the high temperature corrosion resistance of thermal sprayed HVOF (high velocity oxy-fuel) coatings by optimizing their structure and verification of corrosion performance in biomass boiler conditions, both in laboratory conditions and in real biomass boilers. According to this research, the tested HVOF sprayed nickel- and iron-based coatings can offer protection for low-alloy substrates in biomass boiler conditions. The results of the present study will help optimize the coating process for high temperature corrosion applications, and in adopting the use of thermal spray coatings for protection of the heat exchanger surfaces of biomass boilers.
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Appendices
List of symbols and abbreviations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>CFB</td>
<td>circulating fluidized bed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CJS</td>
<td>carbide jet spray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cr₂O₃</td>
<td>chromium oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CTE</td>
<td>coefficient of thermal expansion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuCl₂</td>
<td>copper chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CuO</td>
<td>copper oxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>Diamond Jet Hybrid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EDX</td>
<td>energy dispersive X-ray spectrometry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₂O₃</td>
<td>hematite (iron oxide)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe₃O₄</td>
<td>magnetite (iron oxide)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>F/O</td>
<td>fuel-oxygen ratio</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FeCr</td>
<td>iron-chromium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HAZ</td>
<td>heat affected zone</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HCl</td>
<td>hydrochloric acid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVOF</td>
<td>high velocity oxy-fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVOFGF</td>
<td>high velocity oxy-fuel, gas fuelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HVOFLF</td>
<td>high velocity oxy-fuel, liquid fuelled</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ICP</td>
<td>in-situ coating property measurement</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>KCl</td>
<td>potassium chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K₂FeO₄</td>
<td>potassium ferrate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K₂SO₄</td>
<td>potassium sulfate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K₂S₂O₇</td>
<td>potassium pyrosulfate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Abbreviation</td>
<td>Description</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>--------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MW&lt;sub&gt;th&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>megawatt (thermal output)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NaCl</td>
<td>sodium chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;SO&lt;sub&gt;4&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>sodium sulfate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Na&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;S&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;O&lt;sub&gt;7&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>sodium pyrosulfate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCl&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>nickel chloride</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCr</td>
<td>nickel-chromium</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SEM</td>
<td>scanning electron microscope</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>sulfur dioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SO&lt;sub&gt;3&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>sulfur trioxide</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SRF</td>
<td>solid recovered fuel</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T</td>
<td>temperature</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TS</td>
<td>thermal spray</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>v</td>
<td>velocity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>XRD</td>
<td>X-ray diffraction</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZnCl&lt;sub&gt;2&lt;/sub&gt;</td>
<td>zinc chloride</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
1. Introduction

The use of biomass as fuel has been increasing due to legislation in Europe. Growing awareness of environmental problems has led to strict restrictions on greenhouse emissions in the energy sector, and increased demand for higher use of renewable energy sources and carbon-neutral fuels, such as biomass. The EU has committed to cutting its emissions to 20% below 1990 levels by the year 2020. This commitment is one of the headline targets of the Europe 2020 growth strategy and is being implemented through a package of binding legislation. This includes raising the share of needed energy produced by renewable energy sources, such as wind, solar and biomass, to 20% by 2020 (Ref 1).

There are over 1,000 biomass boilers in Europe, and the number is increasing (Ref 2, 3). Biomass boilers can utilize different kinds of fuels, such as wood, forest residues, recycled wood, and agricultural crops, such as straw. These plants often face serious problems due to fouling, slagging, and severe high temperature corrosion of metallic heat exchanger surfaces, such as superheaters. Fouling and corrosion in biomass boilers originate from burnt fuels, which contain alkali metals, chlorine and other corrosive elements, and can lead to material wastage, tube failures, tube leakages, unplanned shutdowns of the boiler and shortened lifetime of the boiler tubing; these are harmful and expensive consequences of corrosion. In addition, demand for higher efficiency of electricity and heat generation requires an increase in steam temperatures, which in turn raises the material temperatures of boiler tubes, and may result in more severe corrosion problems. To overcome material wastage and potential tube failure in boilers, commonly used carbon or low-alloy steels are being replaced by higher-alloyed tube materials. However, the high price and sometimes difficult machinability of these materials hinders their adoption.

Thermal spray coatings offer an attractive solution for the corrosion protection of boiler tubing. They can be applied to load-carrying carbon steel or low-alloy steel tubes to increase the corrosion resistance and lifetime of boiler tubes, e.g. in superheaters and waterwalls. The material selection for coatings is wide and spraying can be optimized to produce well-adhered and dense coatings. This enables both the coating structure and composition to be tailored for specific conditions.
This work was performed in order to increase the lifetime of the heat exchanger surfaces of power plant boilers consuming biomass as fuel. The high temperature corrosion mechanisms of metallic tube materials have been studied widely both in laboratory and boiler exposures. However, optimizing and testing the high temperature corrosion properties of HVOF (high velocity oxy-fuel) thermal spray coatings in actual biomass power plant boiler conditions has not been reported previously.

The aim of this work was to manufacture thermal spray coatings of sufficient quality for high temperature corrosion protection in biomass boilers. This involved optimizing the thermal spray process to produce an optimal coating structure by applying a process-structure-properties-performance methodology with the help of diagnostic tools. The expected outcome of the study was demonstration and confirmation of the applicability of thermal spray coatings for high temperature corrosion protection in actual power plant conditions.

The research focused on improving the high temperature corrosion resistance of nickel- and iron-based HVOF coatings by optimizing their structure and validation of their corrosion resistance. The corrosion performance of the selected coatings was validated both in laboratory conditions and real biomass boiler conditions. Focus was also placed on determining the corrosion mechanisms of thermal spray coatings based on iron and nickel and beneficial alloying elements. The results of the present study will help to optimize the coating process for high temperature corrosion applications and, especially, the adoption of thermal spray coatings for the protection of the heat exchanger surfaces of biomass boilers prone to severe corrosion failure.

The research was based on the following hypotheses:

1) The high temperature corrosion performance of the manufactured Fe and Ni based HVOF sprayed coatings is adequate for corrosion protection of boiler tubes in biomass boiler conditions.

2) Diagnostic tools can be applied for HVOF coating process optimization in order to attain an optimal coating structure for corrosion protection in high temperature applications.

The study begins with a review of power plant boilers utilizing biomass fuels and the high temperature corrosion taking place in them. Currently applied tube materials, advanced materials and weld-overlays are presented in brief. Requirements for thermal spray coatings in boiler coatings are declared. In the experimental section, two HVOF spray systems were employed to enable comparison of the effect of different coating structures on high temperature corrosion performance. The coatings were characterized and their chemical and mechanical properties were analysed. The corrosion testing was performed for the coatings and reference materials both in controlled laboratory conditions and actual biomass power plant exposures. Special attention was paid to chlorine-induced corrosion and molten salt attack. Post-analysis of the exposed samples was performed by optical microscope and scanning electron microscope (SEM) with energy dispersive X-ray spectroscope (EDX). Finally, the main results and conclusions of Publications I–VI are presented and discussed in detail.
2. High temperature corrosion in biomass-fuelled power plant boilers

The aim of decreasing the carbon dioxide emissions from fossil fuels in electricity and heat production has increased the use of biomass and waste as a partial replacement for coal in co-combustion boilers (Ref 4). Biomass boilers can utilize different kinds of fuels, such as wood, forest residues, recycled wood, and agricultural crops, such as straw. The operating conditions of different boilers (temperature, flue gas composition, fly ash, etc.) depend on the fuels and the process parameters, and may vary inside the boiler. The burning of difficult fuels, such as biomass and solid recovered fuel (SRF), leads to very harsh conditions and may cause fouling, slagging, and high temperature corrosion of the metallic heat exchanger surfaces (Ref 5–9). Corrosion can cause severe material damage and tube leakage, leading to severe operational problems and expensive consequences such as unplanned plant shutdowns, high maintenance costs, reduced availability of the plant and shortened lifetime of the boiler tubing (Ref 10). In addition, the demand for higher efficiency of electricity and heat generation requires an increase in steam temperatures, which in turn raises the material temperatures of boiler tubes, and may lead to even more severe corrosion problems especially in economizer and/or superheater areas. The material temperatures are planned to raise up to 750...800 °C in advanced ultra super-critical power plant boilers in future. Schematic images of biomass-fuelled circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boilers are presented in Figure 1.

The operating conditions of different boilers (e.g. temperature, flue gas composition, fly ash) depend on fuels and process parameters, and may vary inside the boiler. There are several high temperature corrosion mechanisms that can occur in power plant boilers operating on chlorine-containing fuels, including biomass and waste-to-energy boilers. In the superheater area, corrosion derives from the reactions between fly ash, gaseous components, and cooler metal surfaces, on which a deposit is formed. The corrosion reactions derive from combustion gas containing HCl or deposited ash containing low-melting-point salts such as chlorides. Chlorine-induced active corrosion is detrimental to steels, and the corrosion starts almost immediately after introduction of chlorine-containing contamination into the environment (Ref 11). Chlorine is able to penetrate and destroy the metal oxide layer, probably through cracks in the scale, and at the metal-scale interface
the chlorine reacts with chromium and iron to form volatile metal chlorides (Ref 12). Severe corrosion of the boiler tubes occurs especially due to molten phases (Ref 13–15), and one of the extremely damaging corrosion mechanisms in biomass and waste-to-energy boilers is molten salt attack due to low melting temperature compounds such as alkali metal chlorides (NaCl, KCl) and zinc, copper or lead chlorides (Ref 16–20).

Figure 1 Schematic illustrations of circulating fluidized bed boilers. a) 550 MWth co-firing biomass boiler (Publication III) and b) 40 MWth district heating unit (Publication V).

Wood-derived fuels are the most utilized biomass type in Finland. Even though the Cl content of wood can be low, combustion of wood-based fuel, mainly recycled wood, may accelerate corrosion rates in power plants (Ref 21–23). Table 1 presents the chemical composition of detrimental elements in some wood-based fuels and ashes (Ref 24). Typically fly ash and deposits in biomass combustion contain high amounts of potassium and chlorine. Other harmful elements are e.g. sodium, sulfur, lead, zinc, copper and bromine, which condensate and deposit on metallic tubes causing very severe material deterioration and tube failure (Ref 8, 19, 25–27). Particularly detrimental are compounds with low melting points.
Table 1 Elemental analysis of detrimental elements in fly ash and bottom ash (dry solids content) and the wood-derived fuels in mg/kg (Ref 24) (Publication V).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element [mg/kg]</th>
<th>Fly ash</th>
<th>Bottom ash</th>
<th>Forest residue</th>
<th>Bark</th>
<th>Recycled wood</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Organic carbon, TOC</td>
<td>21000</td>
<td>&lt; 1000</td>
<td>51.7*</td>
<td>52.5*</td>
<td>49.4*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fluoride, F⁻</td>
<td>&lt; 100</td>
<td>&lt; 100</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chloride, Cl⁻</td>
<td>4400</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>0.031*</td>
<td>0.019*</td>
<td>0.09*</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sulfate, SO₄²⁻</td>
<td>44000</td>
<td>300</td>
<td>0.01**</td>
<td>0.03**</td>
<td>0.07**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Arsenic, As</td>
<td>&lt; 15</td>
<td>&lt; 15</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>0.11</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barium, Ba</td>
<td>5300</td>
<td>3700</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>583</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cadmium, Cd</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>&lt; 0.1</td>
<td>0.26</td>
<td>0.38</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chromium, Cr</td>
<td>52</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Copper, Cu</td>
<td>160</td>
<td>43</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mercury, Hg</td>
<td>0.47</td>
<td>&lt; 0.03</td>
<td>0.022</td>
<td>0.033</td>
<td>0.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molybdenum, Mo</td>
<td>6.9</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nickel, Ni</td>
<td>71</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>1.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lead, Pb</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>213</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Antimony, Sb</td>
<td>&lt; 10</td>
<td>&lt; 10</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Selenium, Se</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>&lt; 15</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Zinc, Zn</td>
<td>1500</td>
<td>650</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>150</td>
<td>1950</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Percentage of dry fuel weight. ** Elemental S, percentage of dry fuel weight.

Several high temperature corrosion mechanisms prevail in power plant boilers utilizing chlorine-containing fuels including chlorine-induced active oxidation, selective chlorine corrosion, hot corrosion by eutectic melts and sulfidation (Ref 6, 8, 28). Type II hot corrosion is caused by gas phase acid fluxing or sulfidation and occurs typically at 600-800 °C. Sulfur dioxide and sulfates cause accelerated corrosion as a gaseous reaction as well as in deposits. Type II hot corrosion forms typically pitting, which results from the formation of mixtures of e.g. Na₂SO₄ and NiSO₄, which may have low melting temperature. For the Type II corrosion reactions to occur, a high partial pressure of SO₃ is required. Deposit formation and factors influencing corrosion rate are described in Figure 2 (Ref 29). In the superheater area, corrosion derives from the reactions between fly ash, gaseous components, and cooler metal surface, on which a deposit is formed. The corrosion reactions are due to combustion gas containing HCl or deposited ash containing low-melting-point salts such as chlorides.

The corrosion problems related to biomass combustion have been reported mainly be caused especially by chlorine as stated earlier. Sulfidation has not been reported to be that serious a problem in boiler conditions. In some cases, additional sulfur has been added to combustion with fuels with high chlorine content, e.g. biomass or recovered fuel, in order to prevent chlorine induced corrosion. Sulfur addition to decrease chlorine corrosion into the combustion process has been studied and made also commercially available (Ref 21, 22). The main focus in this work was to study corrosion resistance by chromium alloyed coatings, and
therefore sulfidation was not considered as relevant as chlorine induced corrosion and corrosion caused by low melting compounds. However, at higher temperatures, Type II hot corrosion may be very important corrosion mechanism with nickel-based materials in particular.

**Figure 2** Main factors of ash deposition and corrosion rate (Kawahara, Ref 29).
2.1 Chlorine-induced corrosion

Chlorine and chlorides are especially detrimental to iron and low-alloy steels as they prevent the formation of protective oxide layers or degrade already formed layers. Corrosion starts almost immediately after introduction of chlorine-containing contamination into the environment (Ref 30). Chlorine contamination may be relatively low; e.g. Bramhoff et al. (Ref 31) have shown that an addition of 250-3000 vppm HCl(g) into oxidizing atmosphere leads to accelerated catastrophic corrosion of a low-alloy steel.

Active oxidation occurs in the presence of alkali chlorides in deposits and hydrogen chloride in the atmosphere (Ref 11). Chlorine gas or chloride ions penetrate the oxide-metal interface, where they react with the alloy components, typically forming FeCl$_2$. The metal chloride evaporates and, during its diffusion to the scale surface, is oxidized in the area with higher oxygen vapour pressure forming a non-protective oxide scale. The chlorine released in the reaction is able to participate again in the corrosion reaction, thus enhancing it. The active oxidation reaction circuit induced by chlorine is depicted schematically in Figure 3. Outward diffusion of FeCl$_2$(g) through the oxide scale is the rate controlling mechanism for the active oxidation process (Ref 11). The reactions are similar for high-chromium alloys. Chlorine reacts with FeCr$_2$O$_4$ or Cr$_2$O$_3$. However, mainly FeCl$_2$ is formed due to the of lower Gibbs free energy of FeCl$_2$ compared to CrCl$_2$ (Ref 11).

![Figure 3 Schematic illustration of the active oxidation reaction circuit caused by chlorine. The reactions are similar for NaCl. Adapted from (Ref 11) (Publication IV).](image)

2.2 High temperature corrosion due to molten phases

Chlorine is especially detrimental to heat exchanger surfaces because it forms compounds with low melting point and high volatility in boiler conditions. One important corrosion mechanism in biomass and waste-to-energy boilers is molten salt attack due to low-melting compounds such as alkali metal chlorides (NaCl and KCl); calcium, potassium, and sodium sulfates; and zinc, copper or lead chlorides (Ref 5, 14–17, 19, 32). Molten phases in the deposits may result in oxide scale fluxing and, hence, strong corrosion when the protective oxide scale is damaged and formation of new scale is hindered. Copper in the presence of chlorine has
been reported to act detrimentally in boiler conditions, strongly accelerating the
corrosion of iron- and nickel-based alloys (Ref 33). Some reactions that may occur
in the presence of chlorine, heavy metals and sulfates are presented in approxi-
mate Equation 1 adapted from (Ref 15), Equation 2 (Ref 33) and Equation 3 (Ref
11).

\[
\begin{align*}
ZnCl_2(l) + 2 \text{Fe}_2O_3 & = (Zn,Fe)O + \text{Fe}_3O_4 + Cl_2 + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 & (1) \\
2 \text{CuCl}_2 + \text{O}_2 & \rightarrow 2 \text{CuO} + 2 \text{Cl}_2 & (2) \\
(Na,K)_2\text{SO}_4 + \text{SO}_2 + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 & = (Na,K)_2\text{S}_2\text{O}_7 & (3)
\end{align*}
\]

Chlorine also plays an important role in the formation of fine particles and de-
posits (Ref 34). Alkali metal chlorides of biomass combustion have high vapour
pressures and therefore condensate at low temperatures in the flue gas. On the
other hand, sulfur reacts with alkali metal (sodium or potassium) chlorides and
hydroxides by sulfation reactions (Ref 35), as presented in Equations 4-5 (Ref 36).
In the sulfation reaction, chlorine of the metallic chloride is released as HCl, which
has been found to significantly reduce deposit formation and corrosion in power
plants operating with chlorine-rich fuels (Ref 37).

\[
\begin{align*}
2 (Na/K)OH + \text{SO}_2 + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 & \leftrightarrow (Na/K)_2\text{SO}_4 + H_2O & (4) \\
2 (Na/K)Cl + H_2O + \text{SO}_2 + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 & \leftrightarrow (Na/K)_2\text{S}_2O_7 + 2 HCl & (5)
\end{align*}
\]

Zinc has high influence on the corrosion mechanism, especially when waste
wood is used for combustion (Ref 6). When burning biomass or waste, for in-
stance the following low-melting compounds are formed ZnCl_2, FeCl_2 and FeCl_3,
with melting points of 318 °C, 676 °C and 303 °C, respectively (Ref 15, 30). Lead
and copper have the same detrimental effect on the corrosion behaviour of stain-
less steels (Ref 17). According to thermodynamic equilibrium calculations by
Otsuka (Ref 38), vapour condensation of KCl, NaCl, Na_2SO_4, as well as lead and
zinc salts takes place on the tube surfaces below 350 °C. Montgomery (Ref 39)
has reported on the occurrence of pitting corrosion at low temperatures (300 °C)
due to chlorides and sulfates present as heavy metal salts in a melt or semi-melt
phase. Catastrophic corrosion rates can occur in the presence of molten chlorides
on heat exchanger surfaces even at 250 °C (Ref 40). Skrivfars et al. (Ref 41) have
shown that enhanced corrosion can occur even below the first melting point of
alkali sulfate and alkali chloride salts. It is assumed that water vapour accelerates
the breakdown of the protective layer. Ehlers et al. (Ref 42) have shown that under
the conditions of high H_2O(g)/O_2 ratios the penetration of water vapour molecules
triggers enhanced oxidation and sustains high growth rates of the poorly protective
Fe-rich oxide scale formed in the atmospheres.
2.3 Conventional boiler tube materials

Boiler components are traditionally manufactured from low-alloy steels (Ref 43). However, due to increasingly aggressive conditions in present boilers, high-alloyed materials have been considered for the critical parts of boilers, e.g., superheaters and lower furnace walls. The main alloying element used for increasing corrosion resistance is chromium. Material properties influencing boiler lifetime are, e.g., creep rupture, yield strength, corrosion and erosion resistance and mechanical stability. Other material requirements for boiler materials are weldability and machinability, which are dependent on the size and shape of the part (Ref 44). The tube materials need to endure thermal stresses in order to withstand shutdown/start-up cycles and temperature variations. Therefore, in large and thick-walled parts the coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) is kept small and the thermal conductivity as high as possible. Ferritic steels perform better than austenitic steels in large parts, mainly due to the huge differences in CTE. The CTE of low-alloy or ferritic steels is typically about 10…12×10⁻⁶/°C compared to 16…18×10⁻⁶/°C for austenitic steels, depending on the alloy and the temperature (Ref 45). In very demanding high temperature conditions the creep properties of ferritic or austenitic stainless steels are not adequate, and nickel super alloys should be applied. However, the high price and sometimes difficult machinability and joining of high-alloyed materials hinders their use. The CTE for nickel super alloys is around 13…17×10⁻⁶/°C (Ref 45). Some generally applied materials in different boiler parts and the average operating temperatures of these critical components are listed in Table 2.

Table 2 Conventional and high-end materials used for boiler components, including low-alloy steels, stainless steels, high-alloy steels and nickel-based alloys and their operation temperatures. (Ref 44, 46–51).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Boiler part</th>
<th>Temperature range</th>
<th>Applied materials</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Superheaters</td>
<td>450–750 °C</td>
<td>DIN X20CrMoV121, 13CrMo44 (T12), T91, HCM 12 (P122, SUS410J3TB), Super 304H, Sanicro 25, HR3C, TP347H(FG), Alloy 617, AC66, Inconel 625, A263</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Reheaters</td>
<td>290–500 °C</td>
<td>10CrMo910 (T22, SA213), 13CrMo44 (T12), HCM 12, Super304H, TP347H, Alloy 617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economizers</td>
<td>150–300 °C</td>
<td>ST35.8, DIN 15Mo3, SA201-Gr.A1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Furnace walls</td>
<td>≈500 °C at the end</td>
<td>13CrMo44 (T12), DIN 15Mo3, T22, T23, T24, HCM 12, Alloy 617</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Steam pipes</td>
<td>500–620 °C</td>
<td>P91, P92 (NF616), P122, DIN X20CrMoV121, HCM 12, SAVE121, NF121, Alloy 617, A263</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Recent trends in fuel technology aimed at increasing the production of electricity using renewable fuels have led to major changes in operating conditions inside boilers. Specifically, there is an increased risk of significant alkali chloride deposition in the superheater area of biomass-fuelled boilers due to the chlorine content of the fuels. Depending on the alkali metal volatilization in the boiler and the sulfur and chlorine content of the fuel, condensation of vaporized alkali chlorides on flue gas particles or directly on heat transfer surfaces may cause accelerated corrosion in the superheater area. Hence, even high-alloy steels may experience severe corrosion in biomass boiler conditions. An example of a molten salt corrosion test of steels is presented in Figure 4. Half-immersion test of metallic materials in a molten NaCl-KCl-Na₂SO₄ salt at 525 °C under atmospheric conditions was performed for low-alloy (10CrMo910), stainless (AISI 304) and high-alloyed steels (HR11N) and a nickel alloy (IN625) (Ref 52). Low-alloy steels were damaged mainly by intergranular corrosion and rapid oxide growth. High-alloyed stainless steels and the high-nickel alloy suffered from severe pitting.

Figure 4 Steels after exposure in molten salt at 525 °C. a) Cross-section of 10CrMo (duration of exposure 44 hours), b) as reference, cross-section of 10CrMo after exposure in actual recovery boiler, c) cross-section of AISI 304 (65 h), d) corrosion pit on the surface of SAN28 (65 h), e) corrosion pit on the surface of HR11N (65 h) and f) pitting on the surface of IN625 (65 h) (Ref 52).

High-alloyed alloys can be applied on economical low-alloy steels as weld overlays (Ref 53, 54) or laser claddings (Ref 55). Weld overlays are thick, typically 2 mm, and dense (Ref 56). Problems associated with the weld overlay coatings include varying corrosion resistance of beads due to heat affected zone (HAZ), increased risk of stress corrosion cracking and mismatch in coefficients of thermal expansion. In laser cladding, a laser beam fuses a consumable onto the substrate surface producing a dense, uniform and crack-free coating with low porosity (Ref 55, 57). During deposition, the top layer of the substrate is melted to give metal-
urgical bonding with some dilution of the coating to the substrate. Compared to weld overlays, laser cladding gives lower dilution and lower component heating and the laser beam can more rapidly treat larger surface areas. The biggest drawback in claddings, both weld overlays and laser cladding, is the metallurgical bonding mechanism of coating to the substrate material, which may have a negative influence on the mechanical properties of boiler tubes under high pressure.
3. Thermal spray coatings

Thermal spraying is a general term describing a coating method in which typically a metallic or ceramic raw material is heated and sprayed in molten or semi-molten form onto a substrate. Different spraying methods include flame, arc, plasma, high velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF), detonation and cold spray techniques. Common to all thermally sprayed coatings is a lamellar structure although there are vast differences, e.g., in the nature of lamellae (splat) boundaries, porosity and residual stress state. In particular, splat boundaries, interconnected voids and pores can act as fast diffusion paths for corrosive species (Ref 55). For high temperature corrosion applications HVOF spraying is a potential coating method, as it produces dense and well-adhering protective coatings (Ref 58–60). However, optimization of the composition and structure of thermal spray coatings are especially important in the case of corrosion protection in extreme conditions, such as power plant boilers. Several diagnostic tools can be employed for thermal spray process optimization.

3.1 Requirements for thermal spray coatings in boiler conditions

The composition and structure of the coatings should be tailored to endure general conditions as well as harsh corrosion conditions to in order protect the low-alloy steel tubes. The coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) of the coating should match with the substrate material in order to endure the thermal variations during start-ups, shutdowns and the boiler process itself without cracking (Publication VI). The CTE for NiCr is about 14·10⁻⁶°C, for NiCrAlY 12·10⁻⁶°C, for IN625 13...16·10⁻⁶°C and for Fe19Cr around 10·10⁻⁶°C (Ref 61, 62).

Dense coating structure and high adherence to the substrate are of utmost importance for coatings in high temperature conditions, where corrosive gaseous and molten phases may be present. HVOF spraying is widely used for depositing metallic materials due to its very high particle velocities, which produce dense and well-adhered coatings. The ability to produce dense coatings with low degradation, low oxidation of metallic materials, and minimal phase transformation are the main advantages of the HVOF process (Publication I), making it ideal for the manufacture of corrosion-resistant coatings. This is due to the short dwell time of the parti-
cles in a relatively cold flame. In the HVOF process, fuel and oxygen are introduced to the combustion chamber together with the spray powder. Combustion of the gases produces high temperature and high pressure in the chamber, which causes supersonic flow of the gases through the nozzle. In the HVOF process the particles melt completely or only partially, depending on the flame temperature, particle dwell time, material melting point and thermal conductivity.

3.2 HVOF process parameters

HVOF technology is applied for materials synthesis and fabrication of protective and multi-layered coatings. It is a versatile process with complex process-materials interactions. Coating performance is not only related to the inherent properties of material but also to the process-induced degradation of material properties resulting from the thermal exposure (Ref 63). Thermal spray deposit formation dynamics is highly complicated phenomenon involving droplet impact, spreading, rapid solidification and layered assembly of different sized impact droplets called splats (Ref 64). The particle impact and stacking have an important effect on the coating properties, as the microstructure exhibits many defects associated with droplet based assembly. During the spray process, particle flame interactions, inflight metal oxidation, evaporation in low conductivity oxides and decomposition processes of thermally sensitive materials may occur, and cause variations in coating composition and structure. The substrate condition and spray environment have influence on the coating characteristics, as well. The stresses and strain introduced by the defected structure are important for the properties, behaviour and lifetime of a thermal spray coating. Therefore, the knowledge of stress evolution and residual stresses associated with coating formation and cooling is of particular importance.

The main factors influencing the formation of HVOF thermal spray coatings are the spray system used, raw material properties (composition, particle size distribution, etc.), nozzle type and fuels, and process parameters such as oxygen to fuel ratio, spray distance, and powder feed rate. Different spray guns, nozzles, and fuels can be used to alter the temperature and velocity of the spray particles. Higher temperature produces more molten particles and thus a denser coating structure. By increasing the particle velocity and keeping the particles at lower temperature, the particles maintain their original structure and composition better (e.g., nanostructure, volatile elements). Furthermore, the oxidation of metallic particles can be lower due to the shielding effect of the flame, the chemistry of the flame, shorter dwell time and lower particle temperature (Ref 65).

Particle velocity (v) and particle temperature (T) together with substrate characteristics are the main parameters affecting deposit formation that can be measured (Ref 66). They determine the deposit build-up process and deposit properties. Particle velocity and temperature affect the deposit efficiency as well as the microstructure. The trend in HVOF process development has been towards higher gas pressures, faster particle velocities and lower particle temperatures as shown
schematically in Figure 5. This development has a clear influence on the coating microstructure, with the amount of oxidation in the lamellar boundary decreasing and the flattening rate increasing, resulting in improved coating density generation by generation.

![Figure 5](image.png)

**Figure 5** Trend in HVOF process development towards higher gas pressures, faster particle velocities and lower particle temperatures (Publication I).

### 3.3 Process-structure-properties-performance relationship

For advanced material design, deeper understanding of the relationship between the process, coating structure, properties and performance is needed. This relationship is presented in Figure 6. The coating process can be monitored to measure characteristics of the spray stream and to analyse the effect of changes in selected process parameters. By comparing the formed microstructure and the properties of the coatings with the spray characteristics, a deeper understanding of the spray process could be achieved and the link between process parameters and deposit formation possibly determined.
In the PSPP approach to material design, the processing parameters are linked to material structures, the structures are linked to properties and the properties to material performance (Ref 67).

### 3.4 HVOF process optimization

Factors influencing the control of the HVOF process include the gases/liquid fuels used, total volume flow of gases/liquid fuels, fuel-oxygen (F/O) ratio, choice of nozzle and its geometry, spray distance, powder feed rate, robot speed, etc. Kinetic and thermal energy transferred to the particles is dependent on the flame energy (enthalpy of the used fuel, fuel density, and ratio of fuel to oxygen). Higher energy levels of the flame yield higher kinetic and thermal energies in the particles. Powder feedstock properties have a very important effect on the formed coating, as the particle characteristics are very different in the spray process (e.g., temperature and velocity). Powder properties and characteristics (e.g., particle shape, structure and size, powder density and flow ability, purity, phase content, agglomeration) depend on the specific powder manufacturing method, i.e., crushing and milling, water and gas atomization, spray drying, agglomeration and sintering (Ref 58). Examples of different powder morphologies are presented in Figure 7 (Publication I).
Thermal spray process monitoring and optimization tools have developed strongly in recent decades due to improved on-line diagnostic techniques. Optimization of the coating process has consequently progressed from trial and error based evaluation to systematic process control (Ref 68, 69). Several systems have been developed for monitoring the effects of conventional spray parameters (e.g. gas flow rate, nozzle diameter, particle size distribution) on in-flight particle conditions, i.e. particle temperature and velocity (Ref 68). These diagnostic tools have markedly improved the reproducibility and reliability of thermal spray coatings. In parallel, stress formation during the spray process can be measured with an in-situ coating property sensor (ICP) (Ref 70). Characteristics of the coatings, such as adherence to the substrate, are strongly influenced by the residual stresses generated during the coating deposition process (Ref 71).

Sampath et al. (Ref 72) introduced a Process Map methodology, in which diagnostic tools are used for understanding the fundamental relationships in the thermal spray process from powder feedstock, thermal spraying and deposit formation, to coating characteristics and to coating performance. Predictable quality and properties of a manufactured coating may be achieved by combining on-line diagnostics and the process map methodology with the process-structure-properties concept. The process map methodology was developed for process
control and optimization of coating properties. Benefits of the methodology include, e.g., improved coating manufacturing and quality, process reliability, advanced coating design, predictable operating life of coatings, and enhanced process and deposition efficiency (Ref 65, 73-76).

A first-order process map expresses the relationship between torch parameters and particles in the spray stream, which are measured by diagnostics. A second-order process map represents the relationship between the spray stream measured responses and coating properties. Systematic evaluation of the processes, leading to optimization of coating properties for specified performance and assessment of process reliability, can be performed using process map method. The process map concept for HVOF spraying is presented in Figure 8 below.

**Figure 8** Process Map concept for the HVOF process. The goal of process mapping is to understand the thermal spray process and coating structure and properties (process-structure-properties) in order to enhance the coating design (Publication I).

Principle objectives of diagnostic tools are to measure the variables of particles within the spray stream, i.e., velocity, temperature, flux, trajectory, and size distribution, which all influence the microstructure and properties of sprayed coatings (Ref 75). The sensors are mainly based on two-wavelength pyrometry and time triggered measurement of velocity. Example sensors for thermal spraying include the Tecnar DPV2000, Oseir SprayWatch, Tecnac Accuraspray, Inflight Particle Pyrometer, and Spray Position Trajectory sensors. These are based on either
individual particle (DPV2000) or ensemble (group of particles) measurement (SprayWatch, Accuraspray). Ensemble measurement is the faster of the two, at a few seconds versus a few minutes (Ref 68). The diagnostic tools differ in how they measure the spray stream, including the spray volume, number of particles, and ability to scan the stream. These differences between single particle and ensemble sensors may lead to different results when measuring temperature and velocity. Comparison between single and ensemble sensors has shown good correlation for ceramic and metallic coatings when velocity was measured, but with average particle temperature measurement no correlation was shown for metallic materials (Ref 72). The reason for these differences might be that high-temperature ceramic materials have higher total radiated intensity due to higher temperature and higher emissivity, whereas metals are influenced by oxidation and change in emissivity (Ref 72). Therefore, the results of diagnostic tools require careful consideration (Publication 1).

3.5 Sealing methods

Thermal spray coatings consist of a complex structure that typically features some porosity, non-melted particles, cracks, and oxides in the splat boundaries. This type of structure might lower the coating resistance in aggressive environments where corrosive agents are present and able to penetrate the coating-substrate interface more easily due to the open structure (Ref 77). Splat boundaries, interconnected voids and pores can act as fast diffusion paths for corrosive species (Ref 55, 78). Therefore, post-treatment methods have been developed for thermal spray coatings, including sealing by (i) impregnation of some material to fill the pores and cracks and (ii) partial melting or sintering of the coating layer to reduce the amount of open porosity and increase adhesion between splats. Inorganic sealants are mainly aimed at high temperature applications where the coatings are exposed to corrosive gases and molten salts. Inorganic sealants include aluminium phosphates, chromic acid, sodium and ethyl silicates and sol–gel type solutions (Ref 77, 79). Several studies have also reported reduced porosity and enhanced erosion corrosion resistance of thermal sprayed coatings by laser glazing (Ref 80, 81). However, it is expected that due to current advanced thermal spray technologies dense coatings without the need for post-treatment can be manufactured.
4. Beyond state-of-art

Several high temperature corrosion tests simulating biomass and waste incineration conditions on bulk materials and the corrosion mechanisms involved have been reported in the literature (Ref 11, 14, 15, 25, 29, 82–88). These tests have included e.g. ferritic and austenitic steels, pure metals, oxides and nickel alloys in oxidizing conditions, under chlorine attack, or under salt deposits. Coatings such as HVOF sprayed Ni20Cr, Ni50Cr, Ni21Cr9Mo, NiCrBSiFe, Cr3C2-NiCr, Alloy 625, Stellite-6, Fe3Al and WC-Co have also been tested in similar laboratory conditions (Ref 55, 89–92). Testing of bulk materials has been carried out in actual power plant conditions and some testing of coatings (e.g. Ni20Cr, NiCrBSi, Stellite-6 and TiO2-50% Alloy 625) in coal-fired boilers at 900 °C and in waste incinerators (Ref 53, 93). However, relevant research results on thermal spray coatings in actual biomass boiler conditions in the economizer (about 200 °C) or superheater (about 550 °C) area have not been reported. The testing and validation of HVOF coatings at 750 °C in actual biomass boiler conditions in the present study sheds new light on the corrosion performance of HVOF coatings. Optimization and comparison of the structures of HVOF thermal spray coatings with respect to corrosion performance in actual biomass conditions and under severe molten phase exposure are reported here for the first time.
5. Experimental

5.1 Coating Materials

The following nickel- and iron-based coating materials were employed in this work (code in parenthesis): NI-980-1/1260F (NiCr) of Praxair Surface Technologies, Indianapolis, IN, USA; 1260F/Diamalloy 1005 (Ni22Cr) and 4006 (Ni21Cr) of Sulzer Metco Europe GmbH, Hattersheim, Germany; AI-1625-TG (NiCr9Mo) of Plasmalloy, Baytown, TX, USA; Alloy 59 (NiCr16Mo) of MBC Metal Powders Ltd., UK; Amperit 413 (NiCr10Al) of H.C.Starck, Goslar, Germany; SHS9172HV1 (Fe19Cr) of The Nanosteel Company, Providence, RI, USA and Durmat 580 (Fe27Cr) of Durum Verschleiss-Schutz GmbH, Willich, Germany. Diamalloy 1005 and AI-1625-TG are similar in chemical composition to the IN625 material. These alloys were selected because they are designed for high temperature corrosion protection especially in harsh boiler conditions. The chemical compositions of the coating powders are presented in Table 3. Hereafter, the coating materials will be denoted by their code names.

Table 3. Chemical compositions [wt.%] of the coating powders as obtained from the manufacturer or by EDX analysis (Publications II–VI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Nb</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>C</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Cu</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>Y</th>
<th>Ti</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NiCr</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni22Cr</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>21.5</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>3.7</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni21Cr</td>
<td>&lt;1.0</td>
<td>20.5</td>
<td>9.0</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>10.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>4.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCr9Mo</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>9.1</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCr16Mo</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCr10Al</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe19Cr</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>Bal.</td>
<td>18.6</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>8.6</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe27Cr</td>
<td>10.7</td>
<td>Bal.</td>
<td>27.2</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* According to the manufacturer; could not be analysed by EDX.
5.2 Reference tube materials

Thermal spraying was performed on steel alloys. Reference coatings for microstructural and mechanical testing were sprayed either on X10CrMoVNb9-1 (X10) or X20CrMoV11-1 (X20) steels by SFS-EN 10216-2:2014 and coatings for residual stress measurements were sprayed on structural steel S355 by SFS-EN 10025-2. These steels have similar thermal properties (e.g. coefficient of thermal expansion) and therefore the coatings are comparable irrespective of the substrate. Tube materials P235GH by SFS-EN 10216-2:2014 (St35.8 by DIN 17175), X10CrWMoVNb9-2 by SFS-EN 10216-2:2014 (T92; SA-213 T92 by ASTM), X20, Sanicro 25 (SAN25) and Nimonic® alloy 263 (A263) were applied as reference materials in the high temperature corrosion testing. St35.8 is a carbon steel with low corrosion properties. Ferritic (martensite) stainless steels T92 and X20 show sufficient creep resistance at high operating temperatures and moderately higher corrosion resistance than carbon and low-alloy steels. A263 is a precipitation hardening alloy with high strength and corrosion resistance properties. SAN25 (Sanicro 25) by Sandvik (Sandviken, Sweden) is a recently developed iron-based alloy with excellent high temperature properties, designed for use in advanced pulverized coal fired steam boilers. The chemical composition of the reference materials is presented in Table 4.

Table 4 Main elements of the reference materials [wt.%].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mater.</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Ni</th>
<th>Cr</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Co</th>
<th>W</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Cu</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>St35.8</td>
<td>Fe.</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.4-0.8</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T92</td>
<td>Bal.</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>9.3</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>X20</td>
<td>Bal.</td>
<td>0.3-0.8</td>
<td>10-12.5</td>
<td>0.8-1.2</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>&lt;1</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A263</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>Bal.</td>
<td>19.9</td>
<td>5.8</td>
<td>19.6</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SAN25</td>
<td>Bal.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.3 Thermal spray coating

Coatings were manufactured by thermal spraying using the high velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) technique. Two HVOF spray systems were used: gas-fuelled Diamond Jet Hybrid 2600 (later: DJ) (Sulzer-Metco, Westbury, NY, USA) and liquid-fuelled Carbide Jet System (later: CJS) (Thermico GmbH & Co KG, Dortmund, Germany). The DJ was fuelled with propane (C₃H₈) and the CJS with kerosene and hydrogen. The spray process was optimized particularly for two coating powders, NiCr and Fe-19Cr, in order to determine the optimal coating structure for high temperature corrosion protection (Publication II). Optimization was performed by varying the spray system (DJ vs. CJS), nozzles and selected process parameters (amount
5.4 Process monitoring and optimization by diagnostic tools

In order to achieve a dense, well-adhered coating structure, the thermal spray coating process was monitored using diagnostic tools. Monitoring of HVOF spraying was performed with the on-line diagnostics device SprayWatch 2i (Oseir Ltd., Tampere, Finland) and an in-situ coating property (ICP) sensor (ReliaCoat Technologies, East Setauket, NY, USA) (Publication II). SprayWatch, an ensemble monitoring system, measures particle temperature by measuring the radiation intensity of the particle flow in two wavelength ranges, while the in-flight particle velocity in the spray stream is calculated using the time-of-flight method. The nozzle types and lengths and the amount of fuels were varied, and the effect on the spray jet and formed coatings were monitored and analysed. Spray distance and powder feed rate were kept constant during spraying. The ICP sensor enables measurement of the curvature of the coated substrate materials during spraying and cooling. Stress formation during the spraying and resulting residual stresses after the cooling stage can be calculated from this curvature. The evolution of residual stresses is described in detail in Ref 63.

Deposition efficiency was calculated according to standard SFS-EN ISO 17836:2004, where the substrate is weighed before and after spraying, and the spray time on the substrate [s] and powder feed per minute [g/min] are measured (Publication II). Based on that information, the deposition efficiency can be calculated as accumulated powder [g] / used powder [g] * 100%.

5.5 Characterization of coating microstructure

The coated specimens were prepared as metallographic cross-sections and characterized with an optical microscope and scanning electron microscope (SEM). Metallographic sample preparation was performed by mounting the samples into resin, cutting the samples with a diamond cutter, and grinding and polishing the samples to 1 µm diamond paste fineness. The samples exposed to high temperature corrosion tests were prepared with ethanol and glycerol to prevent the loss of water-soluble elements and compounds from the corrosion products. The following mechanical, chemical and structural analyses were then performed on the samples.

5.5.1 Microscopy

The microstructure of the coatings was studied with an optical microscope. The cross-sections were examined with an optical microscope and a scanning electron microscope (SEM; Philips XL30ESEM) equipped with energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscope (EDX; Thermo Fisher Scientific Inc. UltraDry EDS Detector) for elemental analysis and mapping.

5.5.2 Porosity by permeability testing

Viscous gas permeability was measured using a GPT-02 testing cell (Kermetico Inc.) with $N_2$ gas. The tester is able to measure up to 7 bar $N_2$ pressure and a minimum flow rate of 0.10 ml/min. Standard porous discs of 25.4 mm diameter are used as substrates on which the coatings are deposited. The discs do not notably hinder gas flow, yet are strong and solid enough to allow good quality coatings to be deposited on them. In the test, a coated porous disc is inserted into the testing cell facing an O-ring that seals the chamber. Then, $N_2$ pressure is increased step-wise and the flow rate through the specimen is recorded at each step. Knowing the coating thickness and tested surface area, the viscous gas permeability coefficient ($m^2$) can be calculated from the measured data. The coefficient represents the surface area of through pores in a single $m^2$ sample.

5.5.3 X-ray diffraction

The powders and coatings were analysed with an X-ray diffractometer (XRD; Panalytical X’Pert Powder) using Cu-Kα activation.

5.5.4 Measurement of oxygen content

Elemental analysis of oxygen was performed with a TC-436 LECO instrument applying the inert gas fusion principle.

5.5.5 Hardness and elastic modulus

Hardness and elastic modulus of the cross-sections were measured with an instrumented Zwick ZHU 0.2 hardness tester. Elastic modulus values were calculated from the load-displacement data taken from indentations on the coating surface following the procedure proposed by Oliver and Pharr (Ref 63, 94).

5.5.6 Adhesion

Adhesion was tested according to modified SFS-EN 13144:2003, using the materials tester 1185 by Instron Ltd. The testing differed from the standard by the measured area; the measurement was performed using square samples, which were not cut into a circular shape in order to avoid cracking before the testing. The coating area was therefore larger than the standard counterpart (625 mm$^2$ vs. 1963 mm$^2$).
5.6 High temperature corrosion testing

High temperature corrosion testing was performed both in controlled laboratory conditions (Publication VI) and in actual biomass power plant exposures (Publications III-V). Special attention was paid to chlorine and salt melt induced high temperature corrosion. After exposure, the specimens were removed from the probe and embedded in cold-setting resin on site. The embedded specimens were cross-sectioned by grinding in ethanol followed by polishing. Post-analysis of the exposed samples was performed by optical microscopy, SEM and EDX spectroscopy.

5.6.1 On-site boiler exposure in superheater area

The corrosion performance of the coatings and the reference materials was tested in real boiler conditions with a probe exposure (Publication III). The probe with coated and uncoated ring specimens was installed in the superheater area after the cyclones for up to 5900 hours. The flue gas temperature in that area varies typically from 750 to 900 °C. The advanced air- and water-cooled probe with separate controllable cooling unit is approximately two meters in length and can accommodate two sections with six test rings in each. One section is water and air cooled and exposed to metal temperatures of approximately 550 °C, the other section is air-cooled and exposed to metal temperatures of about 750 °C (Figure 9).

Figure 9 Test probe before exposure in a biomass co-fired boiler. On the left, section with specimens exposed to 550 °C; on the right specimens exposed to 750 °C (Ref 95).

The on-site exposure was conducted at the Alholmens Kraft power plant in Pietarsaari, Finland. The 550 MWth circulating fluidized bed boiler is one of the largest biomass-fuelled power plants in the world producing electricity, district heating and process steam and heat for a pulp and paper mill. The live steam parameters of the boiler are 194 kg/s, 165 bar and 545 °C. A schematic diagram of the power plant boiler is presented in Figure 1a. During the measurements the boiler was fired on average with 15% peat, 30% coal, 46% biomass (forest residues, industrial wood and bark, etc.) and 9% solid recovered fuel (SRF). Chemical analyses of
the fuels were not available, but Sandberg et al. (Ref 24) have presented the chemical composition of similar fuels in their study. Gas composition was gathered from the plant’s reporting systems. SO$_2$ and HCl levels showed high variation due to fluctuating production rates of the boiler as well as varying fuel shares. SO$_2$ level was 150 mg/Nm$^3$ on average (50-200 mg/Nm$^3$) and HCl 80 mg/Nm$^3$ (35-115 mg/Nm$^3$).

5.6.2 On-site boiler exposure in economizer area

Coating testing in the economizer area took place in a 40 MW$_{th}$ circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boiler fired by solid biomass (Publications IV-V). Coatings were thermally sprayed on two-metre-long boiler tube sections, which were then welded onto actual boiler tubes for a two-year period of in-situ exposure. The district heating power plant had encountered severe problems with corrosion, and the economizer tubes had to be replaced every two years. The test coatings were installed on the hot and cold economizer, where strong corrosion and tube failure had occurred. The boiler design is presented in Figure 1b. The boiler was fired mainly by wood-based fuels, including recycled wood, mixed with small amounts of peat. The moisture content of the wood was high, at over 50%. The water inlet temperature to the economizers was about 102–115 °C, and the maximum water temperature in the hot economizer was about 200 °C. The temperature of the flue gas was about 360–400 °C before the cold economizer and about 520…800 °C before the hot economizer according to the boiler operator.

5.6.3 Laboratory testing

Two high temperature salt deposit corrosion tests were carried out in a high temperature corrosion test furnace under controlled conditions. The test layout is presented in Figure 10. The deposit tests were performed to simulate the actual situation in boilers, where molten salt deposits may form on the tubes and cause severe corrosion. The tests were made using salt deposit and a controlled atmosphere consisting of synthetic air and 10% H$_2$O. The gas flow was controlled by mass flow controllers. The composition of the gas phase is not representative for actual biomass boiler conditions as e.g. HCl and SO$_2$ were not present in the tests. The duration of each test was 168 h in total, and it was run at a constant temperature of either 575 °C or 625 °C. The applied deposit was an alkali chloride – alkali sulfate salt mixture of eutectic composition (6.5 wt.% NaCl; 59 wt.% Na$_2$SO$_4$; and 34.5 wt.% KCl), which transforms in molten state at 520–530 °C. The test conditions are presented in Table 5. The water-soluble deposits were sprayed onto preheated (150-200 °C) samples following the TESTCORR recommended procedures (Ref 96). The deposit was applied on one side of the samples.
Figure 10 Furnace layout for high temperature corrosion testing in laboratory (Publication VI).

Table 5 Conditions applied for the laboratory corrosion tests (Publication VI).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Test</th>
<th>Temperature</th>
<th>Salt</th>
<th>Gas</th>
<th>Duration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>575 °C</td>
<td>NaCl, Na₂SO₄, KCl</td>
<td>Synthetic air + 10% H₂O</td>
<td>168 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>625 °C</td>
<td>NaCl, Na₂SO₄, KCl</td>
<td>Synthetic air + 10% H₂O</td>
<td>168 h</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

5.7 Thermodynamic calculations

Thermodynamic calculations were performed using the FactSage 6.4 Phase Diagram module with FactPS database (Publications III, IV).
6. Summary of results

This chapter summarizes the major findings. Detailed results are presented in the attached Publications I–VI.

6.1 HVOF process optimization

Optimization of the HVOF coating process was performed by applying diagnostic tools together with careful characterization of the coatings for NiCr in particular. The optimization was aimed at attaining dense coating structures suitable for high temperature corrosion resistance.

Particle velocity \(v\) and particle temperature \(T\) together with substrate characteristics are the main parameters affecting the deposit formation that can be measured (Ref 66). They determine the deposit build-up process and deposit properties. Particle velocity and temperature affect the deposit efficiency as well as the microstructure (Publication I). The trend in HVOF process development towards higher gas pressures, faster particle velocities and lower particle temperatures has had a clear influence on the coating microstructure, with amount of oxidation in the lamellar boundary decreasing and the flattening rate increasing, resulting in continuous generation by generation coating density improvement (Publication I), as presented in Figure 11.
Figure 11 The trend in HVOF process development towards higher gas pressures, faster particle velocities and lower particle temperatures has had a clear influence on coating microstructure (Publication I).

6.2 Process optimization for NiCr coating

Thermal spray coatings were prepared using the HVOF spray technique. For NiCr coating, several process parameter combinations were applied in order to achieve a dense structure with sufficient adhesion to the substrate (Publication II). The process parameters used for NiCr coating are presented in Table 6. Spray optimization was performed with the DJ and CJS spray systems by using two nozzles for the DJ and three nozzles for the CJS. The amount of fuel and oxygen feed was alternated. The spray distance was 250 mm and the powder feed rate was 40 g/min for the DJ and 50 g/min for the CJS. The spray parameters for other coating materials are presented in detail in Publications I–VI.
Table 6 HVOF process parameters for NiCr coating. Fuel feed is shown in [l/min]. Spray distance was 250 mm and powder feed rate was 50 g/min for CJS and 40 g/min for DJ (Publication II).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Gun</th>
<th>Spray</th>
<th>Nozzle</th>
<th>C H\textsubscript{3}</th>
<th>H\textsubscript{2}</th>
<th>O\textsubscript{2}</th>
<th>N\textsubscript{2}</th>
<th>Total flow</th>
<th>F/O</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>A1</td>
<td>2702</td>
<td>45</td>
<td>179</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>626.5</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>A2</td>
<td>2702</td>
<td>59</td>
<td>165</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>626.5</td>
<td>0.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>A3</td>
<td>2702</td>
<td>78</td>
<td>146</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>626.5</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>A4</td>
<td>2702</td>
<td>69</td>
<td>166</td>
<td>390</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>637.5</td>
<td>0.34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>A5</td>
<td>2701</td>
<td>56</td>
<td>252</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>720.5</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>A6</td>
<td>2701</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>290</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>764.5</td>
<td>0.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>A7</td>
<td>2701</td>
<td>85</td>
<td>222</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>712.5</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DJ</td>
<td>A8</td>
<td>2701</td>
<td>77</td>
<td>195</td>
<td>400</td>
<td>12.5</td>
<td>684.5</td>
<td>0.28</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

6.2.1 On-line diagnostics: T - v measurement

Temperature (T) and velocity (v) values were measured for NiCr coating with the DJ and CJS systems (Publication II). The diagnostics data for selected spray process parameters are presented in a temperature-velocity chart in Figure 12. For DJ spray gun 2702, the highest particle temperatures (average 2110 °C) were achieved with A1 spray parameters and lowest (1867 °C) with A4 spray parameters. With the 2701 spray gun, the highest temperature values were achieved with A6 (2078 °C) and lowest with A7 (1924 °C) spray parameters. With the 2702 spray gun, the highest measured particle velocities were for spray A3 (average 645 m/s) and the lowest for spray A1 (563 m/s). Higher velocities were produced by the 2701 spray gun: the highest value being for the A8 (703 m/s) and the lowest for A5 (633 m/s) spray. Dependency of F/O ratio on temperature and of total flow on velocity could be detected, Figure 13. The highest temperature was achieved with the smallest F/O ratio (0.17) and the highest velocity with the highest total fuel flow (785 l/min).
Figure 12 Temperature-velocity chart for NiCr coatings sprayed with HVOF DJ and CJS (Publication II).
Figure 13 Dependencies of a) F/O ratio and b) total flow [l/min] on particle temperature and velocity for NiCr coating by HVOF DJ spraying (Publication II).

The particle temperatures for CJS spraying varied between 1830 °C (for B4 spray) and 1908 °C (for B2 spray). For the CJS, velocities were distinctly higher than with the DJ system. The highest value was produced with the B3 spray (average 874 m/s) and the lowest with the B2 spray (773 m/s). However, the reliability of measurement of CJS spraying is not high, as only a few measurement points were possible to detect due to limitations of the device to detect lower particle temperatures.

6.2.2 Deposition efficiency for NiCr coatings

Calculated relative deposition efficiencies for NiCr coating spraying varied between 53–67% (Table 7) (Publication II). Best efficiency value was achieved by the A8 spray (67%) with the DJ 2701 spray gun. With the 2702 spray gun, the best efficiency was given by the A4 spray (64%) and with the CJS by the B4 spray (62%).

Table 7. Relative deposition efficiency DE [%] for NiCr coating sprays with DJ Hybrid (2702 A1–4 and 2701 A5–8) and CJS (B1–4) (Publication II).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spray</th>
<th>DJ 2702</th>
<th>DJ 2701</th>
<th>CJS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>53</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>61</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>62</td>
<td>59</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>64</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>67</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>62</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7</td>
<td>67</td>
<td>67</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>62</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
6.2.3 Microstructure of NiCr coatings

There was a clear difference between the microstructures of DJ and CJS sprayed coatings. The DJ sprayed coatings exhibited a higher melting state and stronger oxidation behaviour than the CJS sprayed coatings. Melting state varied between different DJ sprays. The A6 spray parameters produced the highest melting state and flattest lamellar structure, whereas A4 coating showed a lower melting state and a clear lamellar structure with perceivable round particle form. The CJS spray produced quite similar coatings with all the applied spray parameters. With the CJS, the peening effect of previous passes was distinctive, as the appearance of the coating structure was much denser near the substrate, and the lamellar boundaries were more prominent in the surface layers of the coating.

In the temperature-velocity diagram (Figure 12), six different T-v ranges can be distinguished. For example, A1 coating represents a combination of high temperature and moderate velocity and B1 coating a combination of low temperature and high velocity. These six coating microstructures are presented in detail in Figure 14, where evident differences in melting state, lamellar structure and oxidation could be detected visually. The A4 DJ coating resembles CJS sprayed coatings, with lower oxidation and a circular lamella form. High oxidation on lamellar boundaries can be detected in the A6 coating compared to the A4 coating with a lower particle temperature during spraying.

![Figure 14](image_url)

Figure 14 Comparison of HVOF NiCr coating microstructures by optical microscope with different temperature–velocity values: a,b,d,e) DJ and c,f) CJS (Publication II).
6.2.4 Stress formation in NiCr coatings

In situ coating property (ICP) measurement was carried out for selected samples (Publication II). With the DJ system, both tensile and compressive stresses were formed in the NiCr and Fe19Cr coatings. The highest tensile stress state was built with A1 spray parameters for NiCr (123 MPa). The highest compressive stress state was developed with A6 spray parameters for NiCr coating (~54 MPa). High compressive stress values were formed in all the CJS sprayed NiCr coatings. The highest compressive stress values were built with sprays B3 and B8 (residual stress ~396 MPa). A typical curvature evolution and substrate temperature history for the DJ and CJS coatings during spraying are presented in Figure 15. With an almost identical temperature history, the stress development between the A1 and B1 sprays were significantly different. For the DJ, the quenching stresses are dominant (positive curvature during spraying) producing tensile residual stress in the coating, and for CJS spraying the peening stresses dominate (negative curvature) resulting in compressive residual stresses in the coating.

**Figure 15** Typical curvature evolution (up) and substrate temperature history (below) for DJ Hybrid and CJS coatings during spraying. With an almost identical temperature history, the stress development between A1 and B1 sprays are significantly different (Publication II).
6.2.5 Characteristics of NiCr coatings

Mechanical and chemical properties were measured for NiCr coatings A1-A8 (DJ) and B1-B4 (CJS) (Publication II). According to XRD analysis, NiCr coating was composed of chromium, silicon and iron in a nickel matrix (Figure 16) (Publication II). The crystal structure of the coatings remained similar to the crystal structure of the feed material independent of the HVOF spray system (DJ or CJS). Heat treatment of the coatings in air (168 h, 700 °C) caused a slight shift in the peaks and a few peaks of chromium appeared. Hardness of the samples varied between 395-454 HV0.3 for DJ sprayed NiCr coatings. The highest hardness value was obtained with A8 spray parameters. Young’s modulus varied between 146-187 GPa with coating A8 again showing the highest value. For CJS, the hardness of the coatings showed greater variation: HV0.3 was 341-492 depending on the spraying parameters, the highest being obtained with B3 coating. Young’s modulus was 145-182 GPa, and the highest value was again achieved with B3 spray parameters. The values of the viscous gas permeability test measurement varied between 0.0-33.9 nm² for the NiCr coatings. Zero porosity was achieved in the A6 DJ and B4 CJS sprayed NiCr coatings. The test values are presented in Table 8.

![X-ray diffraction pattern](image)
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Figure 16 X-ray diffraction pattern presenting the phases of NiCr coating as sprayed (B8) and after heat treatment (B2) (168 h at 700 °C in air).
Table 8 Measured coating properties for NiCr: hardness, elastic modulus, viscous gas permeability coefficient, oxygen content and tensile bond strength. The bond strength was measured for five selected samples (Publication II).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Spray</th>
<th>HV0.3</th>
<th>E [GPa]</th>
<th>(\kappa) [nm(^2)](^*)</th>
<th>(O_2) [w.%]**</th>
<th>(R_t) [N/mm(^2)]**</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>426 ± 30</td>
<td>152 ± 8</td>
<td>5.94</td>
<td>2.19 ± 0.07</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>424 ± 33</td>
<td>152 ± 9</td>
<td>1.66</td>
<td>1.94 ± 0.03</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>438 ± 30</td>
<td>157 ± 9</td>
<td>1.96</td>
<td>1.63 ± 0.09</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>416 ± 36</td>
<td>177 ± 9</td>
<td>33.89</td>
<td>0.79 ± 0.03</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A5</td>
<td>401 ± 33</td>
<td>157 ± 10</td>
<td>1.69</td>
<td>2.72 ± 0.08</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>414 ± 44</td>
<td>146 ± 7</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3.27 ± 0.04</td>
<td>81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A7</td>
<td>395 ± 67</td>
<td>164 ± 3</td>
<td>4.51</td>
<td>1.33 ± 0.01</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A8</td>
<td>454 ± 23</td>
<td>187 ± 7</td>
<td>1.83</td>
<td>1.82 ± 0.02</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>341 ± 60</td>
<td>145 ± 8</td>
<td>8.66</td>
<td>0.13 ± 0.00</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>423 ± 16</td>
<td>158 ± 7</td>
<td>4.18</td>
<td>0.12 ± 0.00</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>492 ± 33</td>
<td>182 ± 8</td>
<td>0.53</td>
<td>0.24 ± 0.01</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>461 ± 26</td>
<td>165 ± 15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.23 ± 0.00</td>
<td>77</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B5</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>5.12</td>
<td>9.78</td>
<td>4.01</td>
<td>8.11</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* One measurement performed for each sample
** Two measurements performed for each sample

All of the NiCr samples contained small amounts of oxygen (Publication II). The amount of oxygen in coatings sprayed with DJ varied between 0.79 wt.% and 3.27 wt.%. CJS sprayed coatings contained much less oxygen: 0.12–0.24 wt.%. The highest oxygen content was formed in the A6 coating and the lowest in the A4 coating with the DJ. Lowest oxygen content was in the CJS sprayed B2 coating. The oxygen content equates well with visual examination of the optical micrographs, the dark areas between lamellas being oxidized areas. The measured relative bond strengths for the selected specimens were 55–81 N/mm\(^2\). Most of the coatings showed very high bond strength values, the highest being with the DJ sprayed A6 coating. The oxygen values and bond strengths are shown in Table 8.

6.3 Coating structure of Fe19Cr coating

X-ray diffraction analysis of the FeCr powder and coatings showed that the material was partly amorphous with some of the iron-based matrix crystallized (Publication II).
tion II). The DJ sprayed coating contained less distinct peaks of iron-based alloy with some Fe$_3$C crystalline phase. With the CJS system, some other peaks presenting crystalline phases, such as WC and Cr$_2$C, were detected. Heat treatment at 700 °C for 168 hours in air increased the number of crystalline phases in the coating. In EDX analysis, FeCr coating contained several phases with different chemical compositions as presented in Figure 17. The stress state formed in the FeCr coating was tensile with the DJ spray system (288 MPa residual stresses for C1) and with the CJS the measured coatings were all in compressive state from -88 MPa to -750 MPa.

![Figure 17 SEM (BSE) images, EDX analyses and X-ray diffraction patterns presenting the chemical composition and phases of FeCr coating. Boron was not included in the EDX analysis (Publication II).](image)

6.4 High temperature corrosion performance

6.4.1 Corrosion resistance in the superheater area of a biomass boiler

NiCr (DJ and CJS), Ni22Cr and Fe19Cr coatings were tested in the superheater area of a biomass co-fired circulating fluidized bed boiler as a probe measurement for 5900 hours (Publication III). The microstructure of the coatings presented typical features of the applied spray methods (Figure 18). The CJS sprayed NiCr and Fe19Cr coatings were dense with round lamellae showing lower melting state and minor oxidation. The DJ sprayed NiCr and Ni22Cr coatings were also dense, having a higher melting state with flat and oxidized layered structure. Ferritic steel T92
was applied as a reference material at 550 °C, and nickel-based super alloy A263 at 750 °C.

Figure 18 Optical micrographs of the as-sprayed coatings: a) NiCr_CJS, b) NiCr_DJ, c) Ni22Cr_DJ and d) Fe19Cr_CJS (Publication III).

The probe with the specimens was covered with a thick light-brown deposit after the 5900 h exposure. The appearance of the probe before and after is presented in Figure 19. The deposit consisted mainly of oxygen (43 wt.%), calcium (13 wt.%), silicon (12 wt.%), sulfur (11 wt.%), aluminium (7 wt.%), potassium (6 wt.%), iron (3 wt.%) and sodium (1 wt.%). Small amounts (< 1% each) of titanium, phosphorus, magnesium, zinc, lead, chromium, barium, copper, manganese and chlorine were also present in the deposits.
Corrosion performance at 550 °C

The coatings showed excellent corrosion resistance in the experiment at 550 °C compared to the uncoated ferritic steel T92 (Publication III). The steel tube was covered with an approximately 600 µm thick partly loose oxide scale consisting of several iron and chromium oxide layers. The layers contained e.g. potassium (5 wt.%), sulfur (3 wt.%), sodium (2 wt.%), copper (2 wt.%) and small amounts (< 1 wt.%) of chlorine and zinc. All of the tested thermal spray coatings protected the ferritic substrate material against high temperature corrosion during the exposure. The Ni-based HVOF coatings NiCr and Ni22Cr had mainly a thin, 4–5 µm chromium oxide layer. Propagation of sulfur through lamellar boundaries down to 50 µm was detected with the NiCr_CJS coating on the windward side (about 0.2 wt.% in total). Images of the T92, CJS sprayed NiCr coating and DJ sprayed Ni22Cr and NiCr coatings after the exposure are presented in Figure 20.
Figure 20 Optical micrographs of the coatings and the T92 reference material after exposure at 550 °C. a) T92, b) NiCr_CJS, c) Ni22Cr_DJ and d) NiCr_DJ. EDX analyses of the corrosion scales of T92 (# 1-2) are presented below the images [wt.%) (Publication III).

A 7–20 µm thick chlorine containing iron-chromium oxide was detected on the surface of the Fe19Cr coating on the windward side (against the flue gas stream) after the 5900 h exposure (Publication III). Furthermore, a thin chlorine-containing layer was detected below the chromium oxide. A thicker, about 80 µm corrosion layer with chromium and iron oxide had formed on the leeward side (opposite to the flue gas stream) (Figure 21). The scales consisted of e.g. sulfur (< 5 wt.%), copper (< 6.0 wt.%), chlorine (< 3 wt.%), potassium (0.5 wt.%), lead (0.6 wt.%) and zinc (0.6 wt.%). The corrosion layer exhibited a typical oxide structure with an outer porous iron oxide layer and a denser inner chromium oxide layer.
Figure 21 SEM (BSE) image of the Fe19Cr coating after 5900 h exposure at 550 °C. Elemental maps and EDX point analyses of the corrosion scales (1-5) are presented [wt.\%] (Publication III).

Corrosion performance at 750 °C

In the exposure at 750 °C, the uncoated nickel-based alloy A263 as well as most of the coatings showed high corrosion resistance in the boiler conditions (Publication III). Maximum corrosion rates of the reference and coating materials after the superheater area exposure of 5900 hours in a co-firing biomass boiler are presented in Table 9 (Publication III). The A263 developed a thin (about 15 µm thick) chromium oxide layer, which also contained titanium. Internal grain boundary attack of roughly 15 µm was detected in the alloy, and sulfur was detected at these boundaries. The NiCr coating performance was similar to that of the lower 550 °C test temperature (Figure 22). A thin chromium oxide layer was formed on the coating surface. The oxide scale thickness was about five micrometres with NiCr-CJS and 20 µm with NiCr_DJ in most areas. Stronger reaction was detected with NiCr_DJ as pitting corrosion with a maximum corrosion layer thickness of 65 µm. Increased porosity at lamellar boundaries down to 60 µm from the coating surface was noticed in the NiCr_DJ coating.
Table 9 Maximum thickness of corrosion layers (including oxide layer and internal attack) and maximum corrosion rates of the materials in the 5900 h co-firing biomass boiler exposure. WW = windward, against the flue gas stream and LW = leeward, the opposite side (Publication III).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Material</th>
<th>Max. corrosion layer [µm]</th>
<th>Max. corr. rate [µm/1000h]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>550°C</td>
<td>750°C</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T92</td>
<td>613</td>
<td>484</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A263</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>-</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCr_CJS</td>
<td>3*</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCr_DJ</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ni22Cr_DJ</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe19Cr_CJS</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Additionally corrosion through lamellar boundaries down to 50 µm
** Total coating failure including 50 µm of substrate corrosion

As in the exposure at 550 °C, an outer un-protective iron oxide layer of thickness about 50 µm and an inner chromium-rich mixed oxide layer of equal thickness were formed on the windward side on the Fe19Cr coating (Publication III). Niobium (9 wt.%), tungsten (6 wt.%), and small amounts of e.g. sulfur (2 wt.%), potassium (1 wt.%), and sodium (1 wt.%) were present in the chromium-rich oxide layer. Zinc (2 wt.%), copper (1 wt.%) and lead (1 wt.%) were also detected in the mixed oxide layer.

Ni22Cr coating was consumed totally on the windward side of the tube at 750 °C (Publication III). The strong corrosion had progressed down to the substrate material A263, which showed grain boundary corrosion with sulfur penetration down to 50 µm. Some of the Ni22Cr coating remained in the side area and opposite area (the leeward side) with the corrosion layers containing chromium oxide and sulfur and nickel oxide. Corrosion of Ni22Cr was initiated as localized pitting corrosion on the windward side, as shown in Figure 23. Corrosion products consisted mainly of chromium (4–69 wt.%), oxygen (5–20 wt.%), nickel (3–78 wt.%) and sulfur (4 wt.%). One of the oxide layers contained potassium (4 wt.%) and small amounts (<1 wt.%) of Na, Zn, Pb, Cu and Cl.
Figure 22 SEM (BSE) images of the reference material A263 and the HVOF coatings after exposure at 750 °C. a) A263, b) NiCr-F_CJS, c) Ni22Cr_DJ and d) Fe19Cr_CJS. EDX analyses of the corrosion scales are presented below the images [wt.%] (Publication III).
Figure 23 SEM (BSE) image of corrosion initiation in Ni22Cr coating at 750 °C. EDX mapping of the corrosion pit is presented with elemental maps of nickel, chromium and oxygen. Main compositions of the corrosion layers are presented in the EDX point analyses (1–4) (Publication III).

6.4.2 High temperature performance in field test in economizer area

HVOF coated tubes were installed in the water circulation tubes of a biomass boiler in the hot and cold economizer area, where maximum water temperature was about 200 °C. After two years of exposure, the coatings were covered partly with ash deposit. The resistance of the Ni-based (NiCr16Mo, NiCr9Mo and NiCr10Al) and Fe-based (Fe27Cr and Fe19Cr) coatings to corrosion in the biomass boiler exposure appeared superior compared to the uncoated tubes (Publications IV, V). Considerable material wastage associated with formation of deep cavities had occurred in carbon steel St35.8 during the two-year exposure in the biomass boiler. Chemical composition of the deposits on the coatings and carbon steel is presented in Table 10. Barium (0.2–0.3 wt.%) and molybdenum (1.0–1.3 wt.%) were also detected in deposits of the Fe-based coatings.

The NiCr16Mo coating was dense with minimal porosity and a lamellar structure typical of a thermal spray coating. Corrosion resistance of the NiCr16Mo coating was excellent in the two-year biomass boiler testing in the cold economizer (Publication IV). The coating showed no sign of corrosion after the exposure. The outer layer of the coating consisted of nickel, chromium, molybdenum, oxygen and a small amount of aluminium. A cross-section of the NiCr16Mo coating before and after exposure is presented in Figure 24 a and d.
Table 10 EDX analyses of the deposits on the coatings and carbon steel after two-year exposure in a biomass boiler [wt.%] (Publications IV, V).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>Ca</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Na</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>Cl</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Pb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NiCr16Mo&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCr9Mo&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCr10Al&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe27Cr&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe19Cr&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St35.8&lt;sup&gt;a&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St35.8&lt;sup&gt;b&lt;/sup&gt;</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<sup>a</sup> Cold economizer, <sup>b</sup> Hot economizer

Figure 24 Optical images of the coating cross-sections before exposure: HVOF sprayed a) NiCr16Mo, b) NiCr9Mo and c) NiCr10Al. SEM images of the coating cross-sections after two-year exposure: d) NiCr16Mo, e) NiCr9Mo and f) NiCr10Al (Publication IV).

The NiCr9Mo coating exposed in the cold economizer had similar coating quality to NiCr16Mo, with a dense structure and sufficient adherence to the substrate and some closed porosity (Publication IV). The structure of the coating is presented in Figure 24 before (b) and after (e) the exposure. The corrosion resistance of the NiCr9Mo coating was highly satisfactory. Only traces of chlorine and potassium were detected in the outer surface of the coating down to some tens of micrometres.
The NiCr10Al coating had high corrosion performance in the biomass boiler conditions in the hot economizer and protected the underlying carbon steel tube excellently (Publication IV). The coating was sufficiently dense with low porosity. The structure of the coating is presented in Figure 24 before (c) and after (f) the exposure.

The Fe27Cr and Fe19Cr coatings were dense and well-adhered to the substrate. However, the outer surface of the coatings showed weak cohesion and detachment of lamellas. Both coatings had a lamellar structure typical of thermal spray coatings, with some porosity and non-molten particles present. Corrosion resistance of the coatings was excellent in the boiler exposure compared to the uncoated steel tubes (Publication V). Corrosion products were not detected in the Fe27Cr coating. SEM images of the coatings before and after the exposure are presented in Figure 25. Only some thin surface areas of the Fe19Cr coating, about 10 µm deep, contained corrosion products, such as small amounts of chlorine (0.6 wt.%) and potassium (0.4 wt.%). However, in the Fe19Cr coating some perpendicular cracks extending to the substrate material were present. This had led to some corrosion at the coating-substrate interface in these areas (Figure 26). Iron oxide containing sodium, sulfur, chlorine and small amounts of potassium and zinc was detected on the coating-substrate interface. The nature of the corrosion scale indicated that it had been molten during the exposure (Publication V).

![Figure 25](image)

Figure 25 a) SEM image of the Fe27Cr coating after two-year biomass boiler exposure. The coating shows no signs of corrosion. b) SEM figure and EDX analysis [wt.%] of the Fe19Cr coating surface shows minor amounts of corrosion products in the outer lamella (Publication V).
Figure 26 SEM image of the Fe19Cr coating cross-section showing the perpendicular cracking that propagated to the substrate. Corrosion products were detected in the coating-substrate interface after the two-year biomass boiler exposure due to cracks.

In comparison to the excellent high temperature corrosion performance of the coatings, severe deterioration of the uncoated carbon steel St35.8 tubes had taken place in the biomass boiler in both the cold and hot economizer. In the worst cases, several millimetres of tube wall thickness were consumed within two years, with a maximum corrosion rate of 2.3 mm/y in both the hot and cold economizer (Publication IV). An example of deep corrosion cavities formed on the steel is presented in Figure 27 (Publication IV). Both even and pitting types of corrosion were detected on the samples. Chlorine was detected in some of the corrosion layers (Publication V).
Figure 27 Deep corrosion cavities on the St35.8 tube in the cold economizer. Both chlorine and copper were detected in the oxide-metal interface in EDX analysis [wt.%].

6.4.3 High temperature corrosion performance in laboratory tests

High temperature corrosion testing was carried out in controlled laboratory conditions simulating alkali chloride – alkali sulfate molten salt attack in a biomass boiler (Publication VI). Test temperatures were 575 °C and 625 °C and test duration 168 hours. Tested HVOF coatings were NiCr, Ni21Cr, Ni22Cr and Fe19Cr, sprayed both with DJ and CJS systems. The microstructure of the coatings prior to the testing is presented in Figure 28.

Figure 28 Optical images of the coatings before testing. (a) NiCr_CJS, (b) Ni22Cr_CJS, (c) Ni21Cr_CJS, (d) Fe19Cr_CJS, (e) NiCr_DJ, (f) Ni22Cr_DJ, (g) Ni21Cr_DJ, and (h) Fe19Cr_DJ. Oxygen content [wt.\%] and viscous gas permeability coefficients (GPC) are presented in the images (f and h not measured) (Publication VI).
The coatings exhibited superior high temperature corrosion performance compared to reference steels X20 and SAN25, but nickel-based alloy A263 had the highest corrosion resistance in the tests (Publication VI). Ni21Cr_DJ and Fe19Cr_CJS showed the best high temperature corrosion performance of the coatings. Maximum corrosion layer thicknesses are presented in Figure 29.

![Figure 29](image.png)

**Figure 29** Maximum thickness values of the oxide/corrosion layers formed during the tests. Coatings performed better than X20 or SAN25 steels, and nickel-based alloy A263 had the best corrosion resistance. Ni21Cr_DJ and Fe19Cr_CJS had the best corrosion performance of the coatings (Publication VI).

**Corrosion resistance of NiCr coatings**

The NiCr coatings showed considerably better corrosion resistance than the reference iron-based tube materials (Publication VI). The maximum corrosion layer thickness was about 1/10...1/3 of the X20 or SAN25 steel. The NiCr_DJ coatings with higher density performed better. The NiCr_CJS coatings suffered from the exposure, especially at 575 °C (Figure 30). The better corrosion at higher temperatures may have two reasons. At higher temperatures, the growth kinetics of the protective scale is faster. The other reason is the dissociation pressure of Na2SO4, as it is not stabilized by some gaseous SO2. At lower temperature, SO3 is more stable than SO2 and because SO3 is more corrosive, the corrosion rate is increased. The oxide layer on NiCr_CJS consisted mainly of chromium oxide and contained a small amount of chlorine and sulfur. The layer formed on NiCr_DJ was composed of chromium oxide together with potassium, sodium and sulfur. The coating beneath the layer seemed dense. However, in the EDX analysis it was observed that chlorine had penetrated deeper into the coating (about 120 µm), and depletion of chromium from the coating was observed (Figure 31).
Figure 30 Performance of NiCr coating in molten salt attack in laboratory high temperature corrosion testing (168 h).

Figure 31 EDX mapping of NiCr_DJ coating after the test at 575 °C. Chromium had diffused from the coating to form oxide in the surface and chlorine had penetrated into the coating (Publication VI).
Corrosion behaviour of Ni22Cr coatings

Ni22Cr coatings showed similar corrosion resistance to NiCr coatings, and the corrosion layer thicknesses were 1/2...1/20 of the values of X20 and SAN25 (Publication VI). However, Ni22Cr_CJS had a detached, thick corrosion layer, and some detachment of the outer lamellas had occurred (Figure 32). The oxide layer consisted mainly of chromium and iron oxide, with a very small amount of chlorine. Ni22Cr_DJ had an oxide layer, which was Cr-rich near the coating and Fe-rich further to the layer surface. A small amount of chlorine was detected in the oxide layer, as well as at the lamellar boundary near the surface. Test temperature had a strong effect on the corrosion behaviour of the Ni22Cr_DJ coating. At lower temperature, the oxide layer was thicker and consisted mainly of iron oxide. At higher temperature, a thinner chromium oxide layer had formed. The Ni22Cr coating surface was rich in nickel and depleted of chromium. At higher temperature, only a chromium layer formed on the surface. The DJ produced higher density for the Ni22Cr coating than the CJS, but in spite of that chlorine had penetrated into the coating at lower test temperature.

![Figure 32 Performance of Ni22Cr coating in molten salt attack in laboratory high temperature corrosion testing (168 h).](image)

Corrosion performance of Ni21Cr coatings

The corrosion behaviour of Ni21Cr coatings differed strongly depending on the spray system used, in similar way as with the NiCr and Ni22Cr coatings (Publication VI). Ni21Cr showed excellent corrosion resistance compared to the reference materials X20 and SAN25. However, with CJS the Ni21Cr coating experienced strong corrosion with an approximately 100 µm thick corrosion layer consisting mainly of iron, chromium and oxygen, with small amounts of e.g. chlorine, potassium and sulfur (Figure 33). Ni21Cr_DJ endured the test well with only a 15 µm thick oxide layer containing nickel, chromium, tungsten and molybdenum. Chlorine
was, however, observed in a lamellar boundary near the surface. At lower temperature, a thin oxide-containing layer of nickel, chromium, molybdenum and tungsten was formed. At higher temperature, a slightly thicker oxide layer with nickel, chromium, copper and niobium was formed on the coating. The outer surface of the coating was depleted of Ni and enriched with Mo and W. Outermost was a detached copper-rich oxide layer, as with the Ni21Cr_DJ coating. The oxide layer contained an iron-rich area further from the coating surface, and a chromium-rich area close to the coating, and the innermost oxide consisted of Ni, Cr, Fe and chlorine.

**Figure 33** Performance of Ni21Cr coating in the molten salt attack in laboratory high temperature corrosion testing (168 h).

**Corrosion performance of Fe19Cr coatings**

The Fe19Cr_DJ and Fe19Cr_CJS coatings both performed well against corrosion attack compared to X20 and SAN25, with corrosion layer thicknesses of 1/20...1/5 of the values of the reference materials (Publication VI). The coatings were dense and had corrosion layers of about 25-30 µm and only slight detachment of the lamellas was found (**Figure 34**). The oxide layer consisted mainly of iron and chromium oxide with a small amount of sodium. The iron oxide on Fe19Cr_CJS was rich in niobium near the coating surface. Chlorine was detected only on the lamellar boundary of Fe19Cr_CJS (625°C), not in the oxide layers. At lower temperature, a small amount of chlorine was present in the oxide and on the outer surface of the coating. The Fe19Cr_DJ coating showed very good corrosion resistance at both test temperatures.
Figure 34 Performance of Fe19Cr coating in molten salt attack in laboratory high temperature corrosion testing (168 h).

Corrosion resistance of the reference materials

Corrosion resistance of the reference nickel alloy A263 proved excellent in the tests (Publication VI). The oxide layer formed at 575 °C consisted of nickel, chromium, cobalt, titanium, molybdenum, and small amounts of sulfur, potassium, and chlorine. The reference material, X20 steel, experienced severe corrosion at both test temperatures (Figure 35). The corrosion layers were porous and detached with multilayer oxides, mainly consisting of Fe$_2$O$_3$, with some sulfur, chlorine and potassium. A Ni-rich oxide was present at the metal surface of the X20 after both tests.

Figure 35 Corrosion performance of the reference alloys in molten salt attack laboratory testing (168 h).
Austenitic alloy SAN25 suffered extreme corrosion during the tests. The oxides were thick, detached and contained chlorine. The outermost layer consisted of iron oxide with a thin Cu-Na-O overlay. This was followed by a chromium oxide layer. The innermost layer consisted of Ni, Cu, O, and small amounts of sodium, sulfur, chlorine and potassium. Corrosion had progressed through the grain boundaries beneath the oxide layer to a depth of about 100 µm. The grain boundary attack was induced by chlorine, and the corrosion area was depleted of chromium and contained chlorine. SEM images with EDX mapping of SAN25 are presented in Figure 36.

![Figure 36 SEM images (BSE) of the SAN25 material after the test at 575 °C, and EDX mapping of the corrosion layer elements. Chlorine was detected in the corrosion layer and on the metal surface with intergranular corrosion (Publication VI).](image-url)
6.4.4 Comparison of NiCr coating performance in corrosion tests

The high temperature laboratory testing in molten salt was very harsh and resulted in high corrosion rates, 1.56-5.48 mm/y for the selected NiCr coatings (Table 11) (Publication II). However, the reference ferritic and austenitic steels suffered even stronger corrosion (8.86 mm/y for X20CrMoV121 and 23.36 mm/y for Sanicro 25) (Publication II). In this short exposure (168 h), corrosion initiation is underway as opposed to actual steady-state corrosion. In the biomass boiler exposures with longer duration, the corrosion performance of the NiCr coatings in particular was excellent. The corrosion rates were between 0.01-0.50 mm/y.

Table 11 High temperature corrosion testing results for NiCr (A6-B8) and Fe19Cr (C1-D4) coatings presented as maximum corrosion rate [mm/y] (Publication II).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>[mm/y]</th>
<th>550°C Boiler</th>
<th>575°C Lab</th>
<th>625°C Lab</th>
<th>750°C Boiler</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A6</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>2.71</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>0.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B7</td>
<td>0.01</td>
<td>5.48</td>
<td>2.87</td>
<td>0.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B8</td>
<td>0.02</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1.25</td>
<td>0.19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D1</td>
<td>0.27</td>
<td>1.46</td>
<td>1.72</td>
<td>0.40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>D4</td>
<td>0.19</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Corrosion of the DJ sprayed NiCr occurred mainly via formation of a thick chromium oxide layer, which protected the coating from further, severe corrosion. At the higher test temperature (750 °C), the formation of pores could be detected in the outer layer of the coating. With the CJS sprayed coatings, cohesion between lamellas was insufficient and the corrosion proceeded through the lamellar boundaries and detached the outer lamellas at 575 °C in the laboratory test. However, at higher test temperature and with longer exposure the structure of the CJS sprayed coating had densified and a thin, coherent and protective chromium oxide layer had prevented further corrosion. With NiCr, the CJS spray system produced better corrosion performance at a higher test temperature compared to the DJ sprayed coating. At lower test temperature, the coating suffered from low cohesion and corrosion propagation through the lamellar boundaries. However, in boiler exposures the corrosion rate was independent of the spray system. SEM images of NiCr coatings tested in laboratory and in boiler are presented in Figure 37.
Figure 37 SEM (BSE) images of high temperature corrosion tested NiCr coatings: a) DJ sprayed coating tested in laboratory for 168 hours and b) in boiler for 5900 hours, c) CJS sprayed coating tested in laboratory for 168 h and d) in boiler for 1300 h (Publication II).
7. Discussion

The corrosion performance of the HVOF coatings exposed in actual biomass boiler conditions and in laboratory tests was analysed and evaluated against the reference bulk materials.

7.1 Corrosion performance of the HVOF coatings

The HVOF coatings were exposed to biomass combustion conditions in economizer (material temperature about 200 °C) and superheater region (550 °C and 750 °C) and molten salt attack in laboratory tests (575 °C and 625 °C). The corrosion performance, corrosion mechanisms and the ability of the coatings to offer high temperature corrosion protection are discussed in the following.

Chlorine induced corrosion was observed as main corrosion mechanism in the boiler and laboratory exposures. Chlorine was detected in small amounts in deposits of the specimens after the boiler exposures, on metal surface of the damaged tubes and in the corrosion products of some of the coatings. The amount of chlorine compared to sulfur was typically lower in the analysed specimens. Similar observations of chlorine corrosion have been reported, even though the amount of chlorine has been low (e.g. Ref 5, 7, 11). This is due to volatilization of chlorine from the corrosion products during the corrosion reactions. Sulfur may have played a role in suppressing the corrosion process by reacting with alkali metal chlorides and releasing chlorine as HCl especially at higher temperatures.

7.1.1 On-site exposure in economizer region in biomass boiler

The tested Ni- and Fe-based HVOF coatings showed very high corrosion resistance at a temperature of about 200 °C in the economizer area of the biomass boiler (Publications IV, V). Carbon steel St35.8 experienced extremely severe corrosion in the presence of chlorine and low melting phases of potassium, copper and zinc. Catastrophic corrosion rates of heat exchanger tubes have been reported, even at relatively low temperatures of 250 °C, in the presence of eutectic melts such as KCl-ZnCl₂ or PbCl₂ (Ref 40). Due to its low condensation temperature, zinc chlorine ZnCl₂ (144–302 °C) may have condensed on the tube surfaces in the upper part of the cold economizer (Ref 97), leading to severe corrosion and further to leakage of the St35.8 boiler tube. Iron and its oxides have been reported to be
completely unable to withstand chlorine (HCl) attack in test conditions starting from 400 °C, whereas both chromium and nickel can resist corrosion against chlorine (Ref 98). Strong corrosion of carbon steel compared to the coating materials can be explained also by the higher solubility of iron chloride in the ZnCl\(_2\)-KCl melt compared to nickel chloride and chromium (III) chloride (Ref 99). According to thermodynamic stability calculations, iron forms a liquid phase with chlorine at 310 °C, whereas reactions with chromium produce solid reaction products (Figure 38a). Copper and zinc can form liquid phases at 430 °C and 320 °C, respectively (Figure 38b). It has been shown that with sufficient oxygen partial pressures chromium can form a protective oxide layer on the coating surface, which prevents reaction with chlorine and, hence, detrimental active oxidation (Ref 13). Molybdenum is also known to act favourably for corrosion resistance in oxidizing–chloridizing environments by reacting slowly and behaving rather inertly (Ref 82). The severe corrosion of carbon steel St35.8 compared to the excellent performance of HVOF Ni- and Fe-based coatings with high chromium content are in line with these findings.

![Figure 38a](image_url)
**Figure 38** a) Thermodynamic stability of iron and chromium at 310 °C in the presence of chlorine and oxygen. b) Phase diagram of Cu-Cl₂-O₂ and Zn-Cl₂-O₂ systems at 430 °C and at 320 °C, respectively. (Publication VI).

7.1.2 On-site testing in the superheater region of biomass boiler

NiCr coatings showed high corrosion resistance in the boiler testing in the superheater area, which is due to the formation of a protective chromium oxide layer on the surface of the NiCr coatings during exposure. Contrary to the high performance of the coatings, chlorine-induced corrosion was detected in the ferritic steel T92 and resulted in a corrosion rate of 0.9 mm/y at 550 °C. Typically, Fe-Cr steels have high corrosion rates in conditions containing chlorine, and especially in molten chlorides due to fluxing (dissolution) and destruction of the oxide (Ref 15). As the formation of a protective oxide layer is not possible in the present conditions, the corrosion rate is increased. Ni-base alloys are expected to resist chloride attack because the vapour pressure of NiCl₂ is much lower than that of Fe and Cr chlorides at the same Cl activity and gas temperature (Ref 100). Instead, internal grain boundary attack (about 10 µm thick) caused by sulfidation was detected on the A263 material at 750 °C exposure. According to the thermodynamic calculation (FactSage 6.4), chromium oxide is expected to form even at very low vapour pressure of oxygen both at 550 °C and 750 °C (Figure 39).

The Fe19Cr coating showed sufficient corrosion protection, although chlorine reactions and zinc compounds enhanced the corrosion compared to the NiCr coatings. Niobium alloying may have been beneficial for the FeCr coating corrosion resistance, as niobium did not react during exposure and was enriched in the coating surface below the oxide scales (Ref 82).
Figure 39 Thermodynamic calculation for Fe, Cr, Ni, O and Cl at a) 550 °C and b) 750 °C. (Publication III)
The Ni22Cr coating failed completely at 750 °C despite its dense structure. Chromium had diffused from the coating to form chromium oxide and was depleted in the nickel matrix. Segregated areas with high molybdenum content were detected. Due to the enhanced corrosion rate, the amount of chromium was not high enough to protect the material. IN625 weld overlay has been reported to suffer from pitting and selective dendritic corrosion due to chlorides and sulfates together with heavy metals in biomass and waste incineration plants (Ref 39); corrosion was also claimed to occur in sites where potassium chloride was condensed. Those results are in line with Montgomery et al. (Ref 101), who reported IN625, which has a similar composition to Ni22Cr, to form a galvanic pair within the material due to difference in molybdenum content between the core and the interdendritic zone.

7.1.3 Effect of molten salt attack on corrosion resistance

The purpose of the accelerated laboratory corrosion test was in particular to screen the corrosion resistance of the thermal spray coatings in comparison to bulk materials under molten salt attack in oxidizing conditions. Typically, HCl and SO₂ are present in the gas phase in actual boiler conditions. Consequently, the laboratory conditions do not fully represent real conditions, but allow comparison of the materials in these conditions. The exposure time (168 h) is too short to make reliable lifetime estimation of the corrosion resistance in biomass boiler exposure. However, as the test was very harsh, distinct differences in the corrosion behaviour of the materials were detected.

Ni22Cr coating sprayed with the CJS system showed signs of chlorine-induced active oxidation, which was enhanced by interconnected porosity. The lamellar boundaries acted as easy paths for chlorine penetration through the coating. Below the scale, chromium was selectively attacked by chlorine, which has been reported to increase the corrosion rate significantly above 520 °C (Ref 16). Iron was detected in the coating, which indicates formation of volatile iron chlorides at the coating/substrate interface (Ref 55). With high-alloy steels, mainly FeCl₂ is formed due to its higher thermodynamic stability compared to NiCl₂, CoCl₂ and CrCl₂ (Ref 11). At the higher test temperature of 625 °C the corrosion mechanism of Ni22Cr indicated the reaction of chromia with the melt.

The most important factors regarding the corrosion resistance of alloys against molten salt corrosion proved to be suitable alloying and an optimized dense coating structure (Publication VI). The corrosion protection of any alloy against salt melt attack depends on the chemical stability of both the kinds of metal and their compounds, such as oxides and chlorides (Ref 84). Chromium has been found to be the most beneficial alloying component against corrosion in atmospheres containing chlorine (Ref 102, 103). According to results of the present studies, even though chromia has high solubility in NaCl-KCl melts (Ref 14), a sufficient amount of chromium (i.e. more than 22 wt.%) was required to form a protective chromium oxide layer on the surface to achieve high corrosion resistance. Advantageous alloying elements against molten chloride salt corrosion in the Ni21Cr and Fe19Cr coating materials were both molybdenum and niobium. The free energy of MoCl₂ /
NbCl\(_2\) formation is considerably less negative than that for FeCl\(_2\) and CrCl\(_2\) (Ref 29, 82). Silicon and aluminium have been observed to increase the high temperature corrosion resistance of Fe-Cr and Ni-Al alloys (Ref 82), and these were found in the oxides of the well-performing Fe19Cr coating.

The reference material, high-alloy steel SAN25, failed in the molten salt phase attack laboratory testing (Publication VI). The material was not tested in boiler conditions in the present study, so its performance in real conditions is not known. A probable cause for the catastrophic corrosion of SAN was the reaction of the Cr\(_2\)O\(_3\) with the melt, leading to depletion of chromium in the alloy and formation of nickel-rich spinels and nickel oxides (Ref 15). Because NiO scale is highly porous, volatile salts diffused into the scale/melt interface and condensed as solid or molten phases, and the corrosive attack continued. Presence of copper compounds has been reported to increase corrosion rate significantly (the Deacon reaction) (Ref 17, 33). Therefore, copper alloying can be detrimental in chlorine-containing atmospheres (Publication VI). SAN25 is designed for ultra-supercritical coal-fired boilers (Ref 104) in which the molten salt conditions that cause catastrophic corrosion are not likely to occur. However, SAN25 cannot be recommended for severe conditions with any risk of molten phase attack by chloride.

### 7.2 Process optimization and effect of coating structure

Because a dense and homogenous structure is essential for HVOF coatings against corrosion, special attention was paid to the optimization of spray parameters. When such a coating structure is achieved, the need for post-treatments such as laser re-melting as well as unwanted coating breakdown during usage can be avoided (Ref 81, 105). Diagnostic tools were applied to monitor the HVOF coating process in order to detect the influence of process conditions on coating properties and high temperature corrosion performance. The process optimization was performed in particular for the NiCr coatings, which were sprayed with CJS (HVOFLF) and DJ (HVOFGF) systems. In general, both the DJ and CJS spray systems can produce dense coatings with good adhesion to the substrate due to the high velocities of the sprayed particles.

Coatings sprayed by the CJS system showed a distinct lamellar structure and low oxygen content. However, with the applied process parameters lamellar cohesion was not sufficient close to the coating surface, resulting in the lamellar boundaries acting as corrosion paths. Nevertheless, the peening effect clearly promoted a denser structure in the inner layers of the coating and corrosion did not proceed into the substrate in neither laboratory nor boiler testing. The lack of cohesion may have resulted from insufficient splat deformation (Ref 60, 106). As the particle temperature increases, spray particles become more ductile and more prone to oxidation. Splats are strongly deformed at higher particle temperature, which generally causes less coating porosity. If particle velocities are not high enough, cavities are not filled and fully dense coatings are not attained from cold, hard spray particles. Thus, fully dense coatings require both sufficient particle
velocity and particle ductility. Particle melting state and oxidation is affected by the dwell time, heat transfer and interactions of the particles in the upstream (with the flame chemistry) and downstream (with the ambient air) (Ref 76). The oxidation levels and intersplat/interpass bonding between the splats have influence on the coating performance (Ref 65). The currently available CJS spray gun can generate much higher velocities than detected in the study by Hanson et al. (Ref 106), with particle velocities up to 550 m/s, so high density can be achieved. However, the low particle temperature may have a negative influence on the cohesive strength of the coating, and despite the low oxygen content the coating may not provide maximal corrosion resistance (Ref 107, 108).

Compared to the CJS sprayed coatings, DJ sprayed coatings exhibited a higher melting state, flatter lamellar structure and stronger oxidation. With both systems, gas-tight coatings were attained according to the viscous gas permeability measurement. High compressive residual stresses were formed in the CJS sprayed coatings, whereas both compressive and tensile stresses were formed in DJ sprayed coatings, and at lower total flow (< 700 l/min) these coatings were fully under tensile stress. With higher propane and total flow of the fuels, compressive stresses were formed for also in DJ sprayed coatings due to higher particle velocities, which induced a strong peening effect in the coatings.

The microstructure of the coatings was in good correlation with the measured T-v values, especially with the DJ system. The measured temperature and velocity values could be attributed to the lamellar structure (flatness, individual round semimolten particles) and oxidation of lamellar boundaries (dark areas) in the micrographs. The oxygen content measurement confirmed the visual result. With the DJ system, the oxygen content of the coatings increased with decreasing F/O ratio due to more oxidizing spray conditions. The results on oxygen content corresponded well with the results by Valarezo et al. (Ref 76), who presented the correlation between F/O ratio and oxygen content in the coating.

Selected coatings were tested in high temperature corrosion tests in actual power plant boilers as well as in controlled laboratory conditions. The selection of candidate coatings for high temperature corrosion testing was based on the following specific coating properties: low porosity, high adhesion and compressive stress state in addition to mechanical properties. Different oxygen contents were also chosen, DJ sprayed coatings representing a higher and CJS sprayed coatings a lower amount of oxygen. The test matrix also included materials other than optimized variations of NiCr and FeCr coatings and therefore there was a limited possibility for testing of these coatings. NiCr coating sprayed with A6 parameters had high density (zero through-porosity according to the gas permeability test), high adhesion and compressive residual stresses, but also high oxygen content. The CJS sprayed B8 coating with low viscous gas permeability coefficient and high compressive residual stresses was selected to compare the effect of oxygen content on corrosion resistance compared to the DJ sprayed coating. In order to compare the DJ and CJS spray systems with the FeCr coating, the DJ sprayed C1 coating with dense structure and the CJS sprayed D4 coating, which showed zero
in the gas permeability test, high elastic modulus, and compressive residual stresses, were selected for the tests.

Due to the limited number of tests, no detailed conclusions regarding the association between process parameters and coating structure, coating properties and high temperature corrosion performance could be made (Publication II). Nevertheless, the selected specimens showed excellent corrosion performance in the tests. In general, the DJ spray system resulted in better corrosion performance of the coatings compared to CJS sprayed coating. With the CJS spray system the coatings suffered from inadequate lamellar cohesion and related corrosion propagation through lamellar boundaries. This was especially the case in molten salt exposure. In the boiler exposures, the corrosion rate was somewhat independent of the spray system.

Interconnected porosity and oxides in the splat boundaries have been reported to be detrimental to the corrosion resistance of coatings because corrosive elements, such as gases or molten salt, can percolate through the coating and attack the splat boundaries (Ref 80). Conversely, Sidhu et al. (Ref 90) have claimed that the formation of oxides along the splat boundaries may have a positive influence on corrosion resistance as the oxides may act as a diffusion barrier to the inward diffusion of corrosive species. Because low porosity is critical for corrosion resistance, sufficient particle oxidation during the spray process may be required for high corrosion resistance (Ref 80, 103, 107). However, due to high particle velocities, CJS spray can produce coatings with zero through-porosity according to the gas permeability measurement (coating parameters B4). These coatings should be tested in future with close examination of the potential beneficial or detrimental effects of oxides in the lamellar boundaries on corrosion resistance.

The diagnostic tools used enabled monitoring of the spray process and linking of some of the coating characteristics and properties with the process parameters. However, as previously stated, it was detected that temperature and velocity measurement alone do not indicate the melting state of the particles and impinging of the particles on the substrate material and, hence, the deposit build-up process (Ref 75, 109, 110). The structure and quality of the coating, such as residual stress formation, adhesion, cohesion, density, interconnecting porosity, and amorphous phases, can be influenced by optimization of the thermal spray process parameters. Coating structure plays a crucial role in determining the corrosion resistance of thermal spray coatings by preventing the transport of corrosive elements towards the substrate (Publication V).
8. Summary and conclusions

This study reported for the first time results of HVOF coating spray process optimization and testing in economizer (about 200 °C) and superheater (550 °C and 750 °C) regions in actual biomass power plant conditions. It was shown that several nickel- and iron-based HVOF thermal spray coatings with high chromium content exhibited sufficient or excellent corrosion performance in biomass boiler exposures. The corrosion rates were much lower compared to typically applied boiler tube materials (Ref 5, 6, 21). The coatings also exhibited high corrosion resistance in simulated biomass boiler conditions in laboratory tests. On the basis of the results presented in this thesis and attached publications, the following specific conclusions on the corrosion performance of the coatings can be drawn:

- NiCr16Mo, NiCr9Mo, NiCr10Al and Fe27Cr HVOF sprayed coatings showed excellent corrosion resistance in the economizer of a power plant firing wood-based biomass due to sufficient alloying against corrosion and dense structure. In comparison, St35.8 carbon steel tubes experienced severe corrosion in the circulating fluidized bed. Several millimetres of tube wall thickness were corroded within two years. Corrosion mechanism of St35.8 carbon steel was chlorine-induced corrosion with influence of low melting phases of potassium, copper, zinc and lead.

- NiCr coatings had high corrosion resistance in biomass boiler conditions in the superheater area. Best corrosion performance in actual biomass boiler exposure at 750 °C was shown by NiCr coating sprayed with CJS, the HVOFLF system, due to formation of a very thin protective chromium oxide layer on the coating surface.

- Ni22Cr exhibited high corrosion resistance at 550 °C in the biomass boiler exposure but failed completely at 750 °C despite the dense structure. In laboratory conditions, corrosion mechanisms of Ni22Cr coating under molten salt attack included chlorine-induced active oxidation at 575 °C and reaction of chromia (Cr2O3) with the melt at 625 °C. Ni22Cr cannot be recommended for biomass combustion above 700 °C if there is a risk of chlorine or molten salt attack. The results confirm that thorough testing in relevant conditions prior to application in actual conditions is essential.
Process-structure-properties-performance methodology together with diagnostic tools and careful characterization of the coatings were applied for optimization of the coating structure. Two HVOF spray systems (gas-fuelled DJ and liquid-fuelled CJS) were used for coating to study the influence of different coating structures on high temperature corrosion resistance. Based on this comparison, the following distinct conclusions can be drawn:

- High quality NiCr coatings with dense coating structure can be produced both by high total fuel flow DJ spray and high kerosene flow CJS spray. In general, DJ sprayed coatings showed better corrosion performance compared to CJS sprayed coatings. With the CJS spray system the coatings suffered from inadequate lamellar cohesion and related corrosion propagation through lamellar boundaries. This was most markedly evident in molten salt exposure.

- NiCr coatings with low oxygen content can be produced with CJS spraying. Lamellar cohesion is important in high temperature corrosion environments and hence sufficient melting state and oxidation level of powder particles together with high kinetic energy are required for formation of a dense coating structure.

- Dense structure is essential to the corrosion resistance of thermal spray coatings in order to prevent the transport of corrosive elements towards the substrate. Structure and quality of the coating, such as adhesion, cohesion and porosity can be influenced by optimization of TS process parameters.

- DJ sprayed Fe19Cr suffered perpendicular cracking. With CJS, cracking was avoided due to higher kinetic energy and lower thermal energy, which resulted in compressive residual stresses in the coating.

In conclusion, HVOF thermal spray coatings can be recommended for corrosion protection and, hence, for increasing the lifetime of carbon steel or low-alloy steel substrates in biomass-fired boilers where chlorine and low melting compounds can cause severe corrosion. Particularly at the higher temperatures, sulfur may play a more important role than chlorine due to Type II hot corrosion mechanism. Therefore it is important to analyse the corrosion conditions properly, as some elements are beneficial for chlorine, but harmful for sulfur induced corrosion effects. The key challenges are thus correct material selection for specific conditions and application of the coatings at large scale with high coating quality. Careful attention should be paid to joint areas of coated and uncoated tubes.

In future, an extensive corrosion testing matrix should be included in order to establish clear relations between process parameters, coating structure, coating properties and corrosion performance. Due to the limited number of tests, no systematic relations could be derived in the present work. However, some qualitative correlations were drawn. Process diagnostics can be used to monitor, in particular, stress formation in the coatings and for quality assurance during the spraying process. To exploit their full benefits, diagnostic tools should be applied systematically in thermal spray coating together with careful characterization and testing.
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Errata

Publication IV

On page 4 (239), in Fig. 5. caption, the b) NiCr16Mo, and c) NiCr16Mo should be written as b) NiCr9Mo, and c) NiCr10Al; and the e) NiCr16Mo, and f) NiCr16Mo should be written as e) NiCr9Mo, and f) NiCr10Al.

Publication VI

On page 15 (795), line 1, the (Ref 14, 15) should be written as (Ref 16, 17).

On page 15 (795), line 6, the (Ref 14) should be written as (Ref 16).
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Abstract: In this work High Velocity Oxy-fuel (HVOF) thermal spray techniques, spraying process optimization, and characterization of coatings are reviewed. Different variants of the technology are described and the main differences in spray conditions in terms of particle kinetics and thermal energy are rationalized. Methods and tools for controlling the spray process are presented as well as their use in optimizing the coating process. It will be shown how the differences from the starting powder to the final coating formation affect the coating microstructure and performance. Typical properties of HVOF sprayed coatings and coating performance is described. Also development of testing methods used for the evaluation of coating properties and current status of standardization is presented. Short discussion of typical applications is done.
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1. Introduction to Thermal Spray Processes

Thermal spraying is a general term to describe all methods in which the coating is formed from melted or semi-melted droplets. In thermal spraying the material is in the form of powder, wire or rod
and is fed into the flame produced by a spray gun, where it melts and the formed droplets are accelerated towards the substrate to be coated. The thermal and kinetic energy of the flame can be produced either with burning mixtures of fuel gas and oxygen, or by using an electrical power source. Based on the energy source, thermal spray methods can be divided into a few main groups: plasma spray methods (atmospheric plasma APS, vacuum plasma VPS, and low pressure plasma LPPS), combustion flame spray methods (flame spray), high velocity oxy/air-fuel methods (HVOF/HVAF), electrical arc methods (wire arc), detonation method (D-Gun), and, as the latest technology, cold gas methods (CGS).

Since coating is built up from flattened, fast solidified droplets the velocity plays an important role for the obtained density of the lamella structured coating. Temperature of the flame has a strong effect on the suitable materials to be sprayed. Ceramic coatings are mainly manufactured by using atmospheric plasma spray method, while temperature sensitive materials, such as cermets, are more preferably sprayed by methods with a lower flame temperature. In Figure 1 the typical operation ranges for various spray systems are presented.

**Figure 1.** Typical flame temperature and particle velocity operation ranges for various thermal spray systems.

![Flame temperature and particle velocity operation ranges](image)

Thermal spray coatings are often applied for better corrosion and wear resistance. Therefore, low porosity and good adhesion are desired properties for the coating. High velocity processes—especially HVOF (High velocity oxy-fuel) spraying—are the preferred methods for producing coating with low porosity and high adhesion. In HVOF spraying, heat is produced by burning mixture of oxygen and
fuel such as hydrogen, kerosene, propane, propylene, natural gas, ethylene, or acetylene. Due to the special nozzle design, a jet with supersonic speed is produced.

The ability to produce dense coatings with low amount of degradation, oxidation of metallic materials, and phase transformations is the main feature of the HVOF process. This is due to the short dwell time of the particles in a relatively cold flame. It is widely used to produce cermet and metal coatings, but the HVOF process has also been demonstrated to be able to deposit dense ceramic coatings.

In the HVOF process, fuel and oxygen are introduced to the combustion chamber together with the spray powder. The combustion of the gases produces a high temperature and high pressure in the chamber, which causes the supersonic flow of the gases through the nozzle. The powder particles melt or partially melt in the combustion chamber and during the flight through the nozzle. The flame temperature varies in the range of 2500 °C–3200 °C, depending on the fuel, the fuel gas/oxygen ratio and the gas pressure. In the HVOF process the particles melt completely or only partially, depending on the flame temperature, particle dwell time, material melting point and thermal conductivity.

A few different HVOF spray systems exist with partly different gun designs and capacities. Each one has differences in design, but all are based on the same fundamental principles. The combination of high pressure (over 3 bar) and gas flow rates of several hundred liters per minute generate supersonic gas velocities. These systems can be roughly divided into the first, second and third generation. In all first and second generation guns, the pressurized burning of gaseous fuel with oxygen is used to produce an exhaust jet traveling at a speed of about 2000 m/s. The main fundamental difference between first and second generation is the design of the nozzle. In the first generation HVOF systems there is typically relatively large combustion chamber and a straight nozzle. With this design maximum of 1 Mach (gas velocity related to the sonic speed) velocities can be produced. The second generation is based on the de Laval nozzle, which enables over 1 Mach velocities at the diverging part of the nozzle. Under standard spray conditions the systems are operated at a power level of about 100 kW and are capable of spraying about 2–3 kg/h of WC-Co. The third generation systems are for power levels ranging from 100 to 300 kW and for higher chamber pressures ranging from 8 bar up to as far as 25 bars, being capable of spray rates up to about 10 kg/h. Table 1 summarizes the key differences between generations.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Nozzle type</th>
<th>Power level (kW)*</th>
<th>Chamber pressure (bar)</th>
<th>Kg/h (WC-Co)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1st generation</td>
<td>straight</td>
<td>80</td>
<td>3 to 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2nd generation</td>
<td>De laval</td>
<td>80 to 120</td>
<td>5 to 10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3rd generation</td>
<td>De laval</td>
<td>100 to 300</td>
<td>8 to 12 (up to 25)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Total Heat Output

From a scientific point of view, particle velocity (v) and particle temperature (T) together with substrate characteristics are the main parameters affecting the deposit formation. They determine the deposit build-up process and deposit properties. Particle velocity and temperature affect the deposit efficiency as well as the microstructure. Trend in HVOF process development has been towards higher
gas pressures, faster particle velocities and lower particle temperatures as shown schematically in Figure 2. This has a clear influence on the coating microstructure, where amount of oxidation in the lamella boundary is decreased and flattening rate is increased, and due to this the coating density is improved generation by generation, as presented in the Figure 3.

**Figure 2.** The trend in HVOF process development has been towards higher gas pressures, faster particle velocities and lower particle temperatures.

**Figure 3.** Faster particle velocities and lower particle temperatures in HVOF process have a clear influence on the coating microstructure, where amount of oxidation in the lamella boundary is lowered, the flattening rate increased, and due to this the coating density is improved.
2. HVOF Process Optimization

HVOF spraying is a very complex process, which has a large variety of variables affecting the deposit formation and hence coating properties. These variables include hardware characteristics (e.g., nozzle geometry and spraying distance) and process parameters, e.g., fuel gas, gas flow density, and powder feedstock. In the spray process, the powder particles experience very high speed combined with fast heating up to its melting point or above. This high temperature may cause evaporation of the powder or some components of it, dissolution, and phase transformations. Due to this complex nature of HVOF technique, the control and optimization of the process in order to achieve coating with desired properties is a highly challenging task. There are different ways of optimizing and analyzing the thermal spray processes and deposit formation. These include statistical methods such as Taguchi and design of experiments (DoE), numerical modeling and simulation, and FE methodology [1-5]. In the Taguchi method, for example, the test matrix can be significantly reduced and the relative importance between variables can be determined sufficiently. The result in Taguchi is dependent on the design and selection of variables and their levels and the result may therefore be misleading. Determining the importance and weight of a large number of variables is very difficult with the HVOF process. This applies to different modeling procedures as well.

Good coating quality with suitable properties and required performance for specific applications is the goal in producing thermal spray coatings. In order to reach this goal, a deeper understanding of the spray process as a whole is needed. Starting material, spray process and particle-substrate interactions all affect the formation of coating with different microstructure and hence the coating properties and eventually the coating performance. Use of submicron and nanostructured powders sets demands for the coating process in order to maintain the fine-scaled structures and enhance the coating properties. For better control of thermal spraying, different sensing devices have been developed during the last decade. These diagnostic tools have enabled better investigation and measuring of the spray process, and helped to understand the impact of different process variables on in-flight particle state (flux, temperature and velocity). In tandem with the diagnostic tool development, a novel comprehensive optimization tool has been developed for thermal spray processes. The process mapping concept was first introduced by Professor Sanjay Sampath [6], and its use has increased since introduction [7-10]. In this chapter the diagnostic equipments are introduced, as well as the process mapping tool and factors related to it. Examples of applying the process maps for process control and coating design are presented.

2.1. Diagnostic Tools for Process Optimization

For the last fifteen years active development of spray process sensing systems has taken place. These diagnostic tools are nowadays robust, user-friendly and cost-effective, and therefore their use has increased strongly. Principle objectives of diagnostic tools are to measure the variables of particles within the spray stream, i.e., velocity, temperature, flux, trajectory, and size distribution, which all have influence on the microstructure and properties of sprayed coatings [9]. The sensors are mainly based on two-wavelength pyrometry and time triggered measurement of velocity. Examples of sensors for thermal spraying are Tecnar DPV2000, Oseir SprayWatch, Tecnar Accuraspray, Inflight Particle...
Pyrometer, and Spray Position Trajectory sensor. These are based on either individual particle (DPV2000) or ensemble (group of particles) measurement (SprayWatch, Accuraspray). In its simplest form, the sensors are used for measuring the temperature and velocity of the powder particles in the spray stream. The placing of the sensors can either be fixed on the spray torch or on the side of it. With the former sensors, it is possible to monitor the process continuously, and any variation can be instantly detected. Ensemble measurement is the faster of the two, a few seconds against a few minutes [11]. The diagnostic tools have differences in measuring the spray stream, including volume, number of particles and the ability to scan the spray stream. These differences with single particle and ensemble sensors may lead to different results when measuring temperature and velocity. Comparison with single and ensemble sensors has shown good relation for ceramic and metallic coatings when velocity was measured [12]. However, average particle temperature measured by single and ensemble sensors did not correlate for metallic materials. The reason for this might be that high-temperature ceramic materials have higher total radiated intensity due to higher temperature and higher emissivity, but metals are influenced by oxidation and change of emissivity [12]. Therefore the results of diagnostic tools need careful consideration.

2.2. Process Optimization Procedures

The spraying process is monitored with diagnostic sensors, which measure the particle surface temperature and velocity in the spray stream. It is very important to place the equipment correctly in-line with the spray stream. By controlling the gas flow, the fuel/oxygen ratio, or back-pressure of the chamber, different particle states are formed. In order to examine coating formation in detail, individual splats can be sprayed in parallel with using diagnostic tools. By splat studies on the polished substrate, the particle melting state can be analyzed, and hence it is possible to get more information of the diverse coating build-up process. With splat analysis, it has been shown e.g., that small NiCr particles suffer more oxidation when particle temperatures are high [10]. It is common that high speed particles form air pockets when deposited on the substrate, especially when particles are not fully melted. Fully molten NiCr particles have formed smaller grain sized splats compared to feedstock material [10]. Examples of splats of Al2O3 are presented in Figure 4, showing different melting states of sprayed particles resulting from different spray parameters. Characterization of the formed coating by microscopic means and testing the coating after spraying, thickness, porosity, lamellar structure with fully or partially molten particles, flattening ratio, oxidation level, bonding, hardness, elastic modulus etc. are revealed, and can be linked to process variables. When the linkages between process variables, coating microstructure and properties are done, the reverse deduction is also possible. When a certain property is the goal, it is possible to go backwards by process maps and identify the correct process parameters in order to achieve the desired property.
Figure 4. In the SEM figures of splats different melting, flattening and splashing behavior of HV2000 (Praxair) sprayed Al₂O₃ particles can be detected. The used spray parameters have been (a) 776 L/min H₂ / 272 L/min O₂ / 20 L/min N₂ (fuel ratio 2.85), 150 mm stand-off distance, (b) 776/272/20 (2.85) 200 mm, (c) 699/349/20 (2.00) 150 mm, and (d) 747/301/20 (2.48) 150 mm.

Three operational gas/liquid flow variables can be used for the control of HVOF process: (i) choice of used gases/liquids; (ii) total volume flow of gases/liquids; and (iii) the ratio between them (oxygen/fuel). All these have influence on particle velocity (backpressure of the chamber) and particle temperature. Independent operational parameters with HVOF can be oxygen, fuel, nitrogen and air flow. Other variables, which play an important role, include spray distance and deposition rates (combination of e.g., feed rate and robot speed). Gas flow control can be used as a tool for particle state measurements (T, v), as well as a tool for using different fuels, chamber and nozzle designs, which change the particle state significantly.

The spraying process must be calibrated, so that errors in the measurement can be prevented or estimated. Use of feedback control in the process enables this. Repeating a certain condition whilst performing the process map procedure indicates the data scatter and error, both to temperature and velocity measurement. Errors rise from input parameters (emissivity), instruments, control of gas flows and feed rate, and degradation effects of nozzle and injection wear [8]. These may have influence on the achieved temperature-velocity values during a long process time, and therefore calculation, re-calculation and re-adjusting of spraying parameters are needed throughout the spraying process.
An example of the HVOF spraying of NiCr powder has shown the influence of oxygen-rich flame, resulting in higher temperature and lower velocity [10]. When fuel-rich flame was used, the temperature decreased (as the flame energy decreased), and particle velocity increased. Kinetic and thermal energy transferred to the particles is dependent on the flame energy (enthalpy of the used fuel, fuel density, and ratio of fuel to oxygen). Higher energy levels of the flame yield higher kinetic and thermal energies to the particles. Increment of airflow to the flame decreases the temperature and increases the particle velocity slightly by increasing the drag force to the particles and shortening of their dwell time. Changes in fuel-oxygen mixture cause stronger effect. Feed rate plays also a role on the kinetic and thermal energy. A flame quenching effect has been observed when increasing the feed rate of NiCr powder [10].

The oxide content of the coatings is predominantly determined by the in-flight reactions. Longer flame protects the particles from oxidation by shortening the interaction with the surroundings, and by burning the oxygen within the flame, a so-called shielding effect. Therefore the fuel-rich conditions produce metallic coatings with less oxidation [10]. Higher particle speeds reduce particle overheating, thus preventing the oxidation and decarburization of carbides [13]. On the other hand, higher particle temperature leads to slightly higher oxide content [10].

2.3. Process Mapping

Particle state is influenced by fuel gas chemistry (fuel/oxygen ratio), total gas flow, and energy input, which affect the particle temperature, velocity and hence coating formation dynamics and properties. The process-structure-property relations can be presented by process maps, which can be used as design tool for coating processing. Process maps are interrelationships among the process variables and output responses [12]. The process mapping optimization tool has been widely applied for plasma spray process [12,14], but it can be successfully used for HVOF process as well [10,15].

2.3.1. Concept of Process Mapping

The process map methodology is developed for process control and coating properties optimization. In the process mapping concept, the diagnostic tools are used for understanding the fundamentals of relationships in the thermal spray process, starting from powder to thermal spraying process, to deposit formation, to coating characteristics, and finally to coating performance. In Figure 5, the process map concept for HVOF spraying is presented. A first order process map expresses the relationship between torch parameters and particles in the spray stream, which are measured by diagnostics. A second order process map represents relationship between the spray stream measured responses and coating properties. Systematic evaluation of the processes, eventually leading to optimization of coating properties for specified performance and an assessment of process reliability, can be performed by creating first and second order maps for certain material and thermal spray process. A third order process map, which links coating microstructure and properties to coating performance can also be constructed.
**Figure 5.** The process map concept for the HVOF process. The relationship between process parameters, measured particle state, coating microstructure and coating properties are described as process maps of different order. The goal of process mapping is to understand the process-structure-properties in order to be able to use the tool for coating design.

2.3.2. First-Order Process Map

A first order process map relates the process variables to particle state (temperature and velocity). The results acquired with diagnostic tools are plotted in a T-v diagram, which is called a first order process map. An example of first-order (T-v) process map is shown in Figure 6, which presents different temperature and velocity ranges for two different fuel mixtures for HVOF sprayed Al₂O₃ [15]. A generalized first-order process map in Figure 1 for different thermal spray processes, presenting the typical temperature and velocity ranges. In the figure it can be seen that HVOF process has moderate temperature and high velocity compared to other common thermal spray processes. First-order process map helps to understand how the particle state influences on the formation of the coating microstructure.
2.4. Reliability through Process Optimization

More stringent requirements for coatings in different applications enhance the use of process optimization, repeatability, reproducibility and reliability (3 R’s) of the coating process as a goal [16]. However, reliance and manufacturing reproducibility is a complex task due to the multitude of interrelated parameters that influence spraying process and the deposit formation dynamics. The complexity of the process and material variables has made it difficult to understand the process-structure-property relationships as well as industry/application related attributes, such as coating design, property characterization and reliability [8]. Process optimization is used for process development by parameter improvement, tracking instabilities and examining reproducibility, and that way for improved coating manufacturing. A strategy for coating design can be obtained by careful use of process maps, because process parameters can be linked to coating characteristics and hence understanding of the process-microstructure-property relationships is possible [12]. Through process optimization it is possible to produce reliable and reproducible coatings with designed performance together with predictable life of operation [15]. Therefore the process map concept is an excellent tool for analyzing and controlling the effects of spraying parameters in production of coatings. The method can be applied for any thermal spray technology [10]. Also deposition efficiency (DE) can be improved, as well as process efficiency. Materials usage and the amount of defective coated components can be minimized, and that way it is possible to lower the coating production costs.

2.5. Case Studies of Process Optimization with Process Map Concept

Challenges arise when spraying nanoscale carbides, because with fine carbide sizes the dissolution of carbides and carbon loss becomes easier. The powder quality is important, as the size distribution, density, carbon and oxygen content have influence on the deposit formation. Choosing right spray process and optimizing control parameters are essential in generating good coating quality.

Agglomerated and sintered WOKA 3652, −45+45 µm WC-10Co4Cr powder was sprayed with DJ Hybrid HVOF spray, with hydrogen as fuel gas. The goal was to increase both wear resistance and fracture toughness. As can be seen in the generalized second order process map for WC-CoCr in Figure 8, a small process window to achieve such characteristics combination was found. The goal of using WC-CoCr with nanoscale carbides was to achieve high hardness combined with good fracture toughness. Thermico CJS(carbide jet spray), a colder HVOF thermal spray process with broader process window, was applied for maintaining the nanoscale carbides within the matrix. With careful process optimization, both the characteristics were enhanced [17].

2.3.3. Second-Order Process Map

A second-order process map links the process and deposit interactions. It describes the influence of coating microstructure on the coating properties. In order to produce a second-order map, a certain T-v process window from the first-order map is selected. After the spraying, the coating properties, such as weight, elastic modulus and thermal conductivity, are measured, and thus linked to the process parameters (temperature, velocity). The purpose of the second order map is to provide a tool for designer to choose coatings of selected combination of properties and specify the values of T-v of the particle state. Actual operational parameters are specified from the first-order map. A second-order process map for HVOF sprayed NiCr is presented in Figure 7, showing values of elastic modulus and hardness reflected with different particle temperature and velocity values [10]. A schematic illustration of an idea of the second-order process map is presented in Figure 3, where different HVOF processes are compared in T-v diagram, linking the formed microstructure to the process parameters.

Figure 7. Second-order process maps for HVOF NiCr of elastic modulus and hardness with different particle temperatures and velocities [10].
2.4. Reliability through Process Optimization

More stringent requirements for coatings in different applications enhance the use of process optimization, repeatability, reproducibility and reliability (3 R’s) of the coating process as a goal [16]. However, reliance and manufacturing reproducibility is a complex task due to the multitude of interrelated parameters that influence spraying process and the deposit formation dynamics. The complexity of the process and material variables has made it difficult to understand the process-structure-property relationships as well as industry/application related attributes, such as coating design, property characterization and reliability [8]. Process optimization is used for process development by parameter improvement, tracking instabilities and examining reproducibility, and that way for improved coating manufacturing. A strategy for coating design can be obtained by careful use of process maps, because process parameters can be linked to coating characteristics and hence understanding of the process-microstructure-property relationships is possible [12]. Through process optimization it is possible to produce reliable and reproducible coatings with designed performance together with predictable life of operation [15]. Therefore the process map concept is an excellent tool for analyzing and controlling the effects of spraying parameters in production of coatings. The method can be applied for any thermal spray technology [10]. Also deposition efficiency (DE) can be improved, as well as process efficiency. Materials usage and the amount of defective coated components can be minimized, and that way it is possible to lower the coating production costs.

2.5. Case Studies of Process Optimization with Process Map Concept

Challenges arise when spraying nanoscale carbides, because with fine carbide sizes the dissolution of carbides and carbon loss becomes easier. The powder quality is important, as the size distribution, density, carbon and oxygen content have influence on the deposit formation. Choosing right spray process and optimizing control parameters are essential in generating good coating quality. Agglomerated and sintered WOKA 3652, \(-45+45\ \mu m\) WC-10Co4Cr powder was sprayed with DJ Hybrid HVOF spray, with hydrogen as fuel gas. The goal was to increase both wear resistance and fracture toughness. As can be seen in the generalized second order process map for WC-CoCr in Figure 8, a small process window to achieve such characteristics combination was found. The goal of using WC-CoCr with nanoscale carbides was to achieve high hardness combined with good fracture toughness. Thermico CJS (carbide jet spray), a colder HVOF thermal spray process with broader process window, was applied for maintaining the nanoscale carbides within the matrix. With careful process optimization, both the characteristics were enhanced [17].
2.6. Thermal Energy and Kinetics of Particles in Spray Stream

In order to better understand the melting behavior of particles in the spray stream, another factor has been developed besides the use of temperature. Especially with ceramic materials, with low thermal conductivity, the particle surface temperature does not directly indicate the particle melting status due...
to large temperature gradient within the particle [9,18]. The particle surface may even evaporate before the core melts. In the case of metallic materials, the oxidation of particles occurs in the spray stream. This phenomenon can have an effect on the measured temperature values and emissivity value. Melting index (MI) also takes into account the time particles stay under the influence of flame and particle size. It can be expressed as [12]:

\[ MI = \frac{T \Delta t_{fly}}{D} \]  

where \( T \) = measured particle surface temperature [K], \( D \) = particle size [m], and \( \Delta t_{fly} \) particle in-flight time assuming constant acceleration of particles [s]. In the MI formula the \( \Delta t_{fly} = 2L/v \), where \( L \) = spray distance [m], and \( v \) = particle velocity [m/s]. MI can be defined as the ratio of particle residence time in the flame to the total time needed for particle to melt: \( MI = \Delta t_{fly}/\Delta t_{melt} \) [9].

With this approach MI is non-dimensional, which allows cross-comparison of melting state among different materials. From Equation 2, it can be detected that if the flame temperature is higher than the melting point of the material, a positive MI value will be obtained, which corresponds to fully molten particles. Otherwise, the material will be unmolten (MI < 0) or partially molten (0 ≤ MI < 1). Since it is difficult to monitor the real time flame temperature in the vicinity of the flying particles, for simplifications particle surface temperature, \( T \), has been often used instead of \( T_f \). Meta: Metallic particles oxidize during the spraying process, which has effect on the measured temperature by diagnostic sensors. Oxidation reactions are exothermic, which raises the particle temperature in-flight. Extent of oxidation taking place with the metallic particles is described by Oxidation index (OI) [9].

Like temperature, the velocity values alone do not give sufficient information of the particles impinging on the substrate material and hence the deposit build-up process. Therefore either kinetic energy (KE) or Reynolds number (Re) can be used for describing the kinetic behavior of the particles. Kinetic energy is related to particle mass \( (m) \) and velocity \( (v) \) [9]:

\[ KE = \frac{1}{2}mv^2 \]  

Reynolds number can be described with factors such as particle size, material density and viscosity [17]:

\[ Re = \frac{Dv\rho}{\mu} \]  

\( D \) is the particle size [m], \( \rho \) is the density of the material in liquid state [kg/m³], \( h_f \) is the enthalpy of fusion [J/kg], and \( T_f \) is the flame temperature near the in-flight particle [K], \( T_m \) is the melting point of the material [K], \( D \) is the particle size [m], and \( Bi \) is the Biot number [9].
where $D =$ particle diameter [m], $\rho =$ density of the material in liquid state [kg/m$^3$] and $\mu =$ dynamic viscosity [kg/ms]. Both the kinetic energy and Re are important factors describing the impact, extent of spreading and flattening, and hence the nature of splat-substrate and splat-splat contact [9]. Melting state, kinetic energy and local deposition temperature are likely the most important factors controlling the microstructure and properties of the coatings [10].

Other factors besides particle state correlations that strongly effect deposit formation dynamics (wetting, spreading-splashing, flattening, solidification, and interlocking/bonding dynamics) and hence deposit characteristics, are substrate temperature and roughness, deposit conditions (rate, spray angle), and deposit rate [12]. Another factor affecting particle behavior and temperature is exothermic reaction of oxide formation (e.g., Cr$_2$O$_3$), which generates additional heat during flight [10].

2.7. Monitoring Deposit Formation In-Situ

Analysis of coating characteristics is mainly performed after the actual coating process. However, the actual deposit formation process is difficult to monitor. An in-situ coating property sensor (ICP) has been developed to monitor coating curvature evolution and substrate temperature during the spraying process [12]. Measuring curvature is possible by monitoring the substrate displacement with non-contact lasers. Temperature measurement is performed with multiple thermocouples attached to the back of the substrate material during both deposition and cooling. With this information, it is possible to calculate residual stresses, CTE, and elastic modulus of the coatings. The technique and the measurement method are described in detail by Matejicek et al. [19].

The particle state influences stress build-up during spraying process and coating residual stresses have an effect on the coating properties. The residual stresses depend strongly on the particle velocity and on the particle temperature [12]. Compressive stresses are formed due to peening at high particle velocities. As an example, in curvature measurements of NiCr it has been noticed that in the first pass, the quenching stresses prevail due to limited plastic deformation of the substrate [10]. Following passes induce compressive stresses due to the peening effect. The higher the velocity, the higher is the buildup of the compressive stresses. Peening intensity of the impacting particles can be monitored during spraying through an in-situ curvature technique. Correlation of it can be made to the microstructure, splats, residual stress and hardness of deposits [10]. Difference in CTE’s (coefficient of thermal expansion) between the coating and substrate material also causes stress in the coating. Evolving stress and substrate temperature are main factors when considering strain hardening of the coating, compaction, and residual stress development [10].

2.8. Effect of Feedstock Properties on Coating Formation

Powder properties and characteristics (e.g., particle shape, structure and size, powder density and flow ability, purity, phase content, agglomeration) depend on the detailed powder manufacturing method, i.e., crushing and milling, water and gas atomization, spray drying, agglomeration and sintering [13]. Studies have shown implication of different feedstock for the formed coating, as the particle characteristics are very different in the spray process (e.g., temperature and velocity). When powders from the same material, but with different morphologies or different size distribution, have been sprayed with similar temperature and velocity range, the formed coatings have shown substantial
differences in several properties e.g., elastic modulus [12]. Examples of different spray powder morphologies are presented in Figure 9. The feedstock characteristics (particle form, size distribution, density and chemistry) have an effect on deposit evolution and process efficiency by change in thickness per pass, and to other properties, such as thermal conductivity.

Figure 9. SEM images of thermal spray powders representing different morphologies. a) Ball mill mixed, agglomerated and sintered Al₂O₃/SiC; b) spray dried Cr₂O₃; c) gas atomized Ni20Cr; and d) fused and crushed Al₂O₃ powder by Praxair.

3. Characterization of HVOF Coatings and their Properties

The optimization of the coating microstructures and properties is a challenging task, not to mention the performance of the coating in a particular environment or application as presented in Figure 10. There are a number of influencing factors and interdependencies that influence the intrinsic coating properties as discussed above. These interdependencies are complicated and sometimes even impossible to handle although the systematic process optimization approach described in the previous chapter shows promise as an effective tool for such a task.
Figure 10. A typical optimization route of coating performance by controlling the intrinsic coating properties via optimization of coating microstructure and coating/substrate system interactions.

As described in previous chapters, the typical route for the optimization of coatings performance is via its intrinsic properties that in turn are controlled by the microstructure and coating/substrate—system interactions. For example, in wear applications such coating properties as hardness, elastic modulus and fracture toughness, along with porosity of the coating, are under focus. If the application requires environmental resistance, whether against corrosive media or oxidation, it is important to control the phase structure of the coating as well as its porosity. In both cases, also the system properties, i.e., adhesion of the coating to the substrate and internal stresses must be under control to obtain a coating that has an optimal performance at the particular applications.

Before discussing the typical properties and the range of their variance in HVOF coatings we will introduce the most usual methods for characterizing the properties of HVOF coatings. It is important to acknowledge that although most of them are quite generally applied in materials characterization, thermal spray coatings bear many special features that must be taken into account when their properties are evaluated.

3.1. Characterization of Intrinsic Coating Properties: Special Features and Limitations

Characterization of coating microstructures and properties are usually carried out by methods developed for microstructural characterization in general. While most of these are directly applicable for HVOF coatings as well, there are certain precautions, which should be considered and taken into account. This concerns especially the preparation of samples for characterization of microstructural features of coatings.

3.1.1. Coating Hardness

Hardness of the coating is usually measured either from the cross section or the surface of the coating. Two types of methods are commonly used, i.e., traditional hardness measurement preferably
carried out by Vickers’ method or instrumented indentation techniques, where the hardness is evaluated from the load-displacement data.

When Vickers hardness is measured from the cross-section of thermal sprayed coating the applied loads should not lead to the formation of cracks. According to standard EN ISO 14923 the thickness of the coating should be at least three times the indentation diagonal $d$. This is observed to be the absolute minimum thickness required to make reliable measurements and, to be on the safe side, the upper corner of the indentation should be located at least at a distance of one diagonal from the surface of the coating, and the lower corner a similar distance away from the substrate. When Vickers hardness is measured from the top surface of the coating, the thickness is recommended to be ten times the plastic depth of the indentation to avoid any effect from the substrate on the measurement. Therefore, nanoindentation is currently used for a more detailed mechanical property characterization, such as for measuring hardness and elastic modulus of individual phases like carbides or matrix material of the coating or even from single splats [20-22].

3.1.2. Elastic Modulus

There are several methods to deduce the elastic modulus or Young’s modulus of the coating ($E$). Among them impulse excitation technique (IET), ICP sensor, and instrumented indentation test are most common. IET-standard procedures are described in ASTM E 1876-99 [23] and ENV 843-2 [24]. Elastic modulus can conveniently be determined by instrumented indentation. Values of $E$ are calculated from the load-displacement data usually following the procedure proposed by Oliver and Pharr [25]. Because of the elastic field of the indentation is always larger than the plastic field, the boundary conditions of hardness measurement described above should be considered to be minimum requirements for elastic modulus measurements. Since elastic modulus is very sensitive to coating microstructure and especially to coating porosity and other faults, its value can also be used when estimating the uniformity and quality of the coating in comparison to other thermally sprayed coatings.

3.1.3. Coating Toughness

The toughness of a material describes its ability to absorb energy before and during fracture [26]. Because of the brittle nature of many thermal sprayed coatings, fracture mechanics play an important role in evaluation of the usability and performance of the coatings. Fracture mechanical theories, equations and measuring techniques of bulk ceramics, also possessing brittle nature, have been the starting point for studying the fracture behavior in the thermal sprayed coatings. Because of the required sample size in the methods developed for bulk materials, the indentation fracture toughness (IF) technique seems to be the only reasonable and suitable test for thermal sprayed coatings. The basic idea is to apply a large enough load with Vickers diamond pyramid tip to initiate cracks from the diagonal corners of the indentation mark. From the measured average crack length and applied indentation load, the fracture toughness ($K_{IC}$) can be calculated. It describes the critical stress intensity factor of mode I crack. Indentation fracture toughness $K_{IC}$ can be measured from the cross-section or the surface of thermal sprayed coating. From the surface, one usually gets four corner cracks with the same length, and the boundary conditions described e.g., in JIS R 1668-2005 [27] can be used.
Because the applied loads needed for the initiation of cracks in the fracture toughness measurement are higher than those used in the hardness measurements, one must check that the maximum plastic depth of the indentation is less than one tenth of the coating thickness. When measuring fracture toughness from the cross-section of the coating, the obtained result describes the lamellar cohesion. Cracks in the coatings grow more easily in the direction parallel to the substrate—vertical cracks are usually produced only in the brittle ceramic coatings. The cracks parallel to the substrate will usually initiate and propagate in the lamella boundary. Because of this preferred crack growth direction, the equations and boundary conditions developed for homogenous bulk ceramics do not apply and some modifications are needed. If the cracks grow only in the parallel direction, the average crack length (l) should be calculated by dividing the total crack length (= sum of the cracks) by two, not by four as when measured from the surface. One requirement is that the cracks should initiate near the diagonal corners. If other major cracks than the corner cracks are developed, the measurement is not anymore valid. This prerequisite may lead to difficulties of finding valid measurements, especially if the coating possesses large residual stresses [22].

### 3.1.4. Coating Porosity

There are a number of different methods that can be used for determination of the coating porosity. Nondestructive methods such as water adsorption, mercury intrusion porosimetry, helium pycnometry, Archimedean method, and other more sophisticated and tedious methods such as small angle neutron scattering (SANS) or x-ray computed microtomography (CMT) [28] have all been employed for quantitative measurement of porosity. Accurate counts of porosity and its distribution can be obtained by the latter two methods, but they both require special instrumentation, which is not generally available for industrial use.

The most common practice to analyze the porosity of a coating is to prepare a metallographic cross-section sample of the coating and to determine its porosity from the micrographs taken with light microscope or a scanning electron microscope (SEM) e.g., by image analysis. Porosity within a microstructure can in principle be easily detected by image analysis because of the contrast difference between the dark pores (voids) and the more highly reflective coating material with sufficient resolution. Some reports claim that image analysis can reproducibly detect and measure microstructural features (pores, cracks, etc.) to a 95% confidence level within thermal spray coatings [29].

There is a lot of criticism presented on this procedure since the preparation of the samples has a large influence on the values obtained, i.e., the preparation may result in formation of pores (in brittle coatings such as ceramics) or closure of pores (in ductile metallic coatings) resulting in erroneous values of porosity. In ISO/TC107/WG1, porosity measurement of thermal sprayed ceramic coatings by SEM cross-sectional photography and image analysis has been evaluated by a number of participating members. In a round robin test organized by the working group, five samples having a different ceramic coating were tested by each participant to obtain the respective porosity values. Further examinations have also been conducted by NIMS in Japan about the role of image analysis software, SEM and surface polishing procedures to rationalize the reasons for the observed differences. A preliminary and partial analysis of these results is given in ref. [30], and the final report is published as...
an ISO Technical Report TR 26946. The findings can be summarized as follows. The differences in
grinding/polishing conditions of the cross-sectional sample have a major influence on the porosity
value obtained. Especially the pressure during polishing has an important role. It could be
hypothesized that if the grinding pressure in the beginning of the polishing procedure is too low, the
defects formed during the specimen cutting and preparation are not removed completely and too high
value of porosity is obtained. If the pressure applied in the polishing is too high the sample preparation
itself results in pull offs and too high porosity value. Furthermore, it is important to recognize that the
imaging mode in SEM has an influence such that secondary electron image (SEI) typically yields
lower values of porosity than the backscattered electron image (BEI) because the distinction of the
coating matrix and the pores is more difficult in the SEI image, and the fraction of image judged to be
a pore as a result has decreased. Based on this hypothesis an optimum pressure can be found, which
results in a minimum value of porosity. Whether this is the actual porosity of the coating or higher than
the real value depends on the mechanical properties of the particular coating.

An additional challenge is that the total percentage of porosity does not always give enough
information on the quality of the coating even if determined correctly. A more detailed account of
pores and cracks is actually needed if the coating properties and performance are to be judged or
predicted in more detail. Therefore it would be advantageous to divide the net porosity into classes,
such as coarse and fine globular pores and crack networks according to their process of formation [31].
Coarse pores refer to the size range of 3–10 µm pores, which are formed due to incomplete filling of
interstices between impacting particles and previously deposited particles and typically formed, when
the impacting particles are not completely molten. Fine pores are approximately 0.1–3 µm in size
resulting from incomplete contact between lamellae during coating formation, and are therefore more
or less oriented parallel to the substrate surface. The fine cracks approximately 0.01–0.5 µm in
thickness result from relaxation of stresses generated within the splats during cooling and are thus
oriented typically perpendicular to the lamellar plane.

### 3.2. Characterization of Coating Substrate System Properties: Challenges and Special Features

#### 3.2.1. Coating Adhesion

Adhesion is one of the most important parameters, which influences the performance of thermal
spray coatings—substrate system in practical applications of coatings. For many applications the
adhesion of the coating is crucial to the performance of the coated part (e.g., [32]). Since no
metallurgical bonds are formed between the rapidly cooling deposit and the substrate, the surface
finish and the deposition conditions during the first spray pass are of uttermost importance in obtaining
good adhesion.

A standard method for the measurement of adhesion of thermal spray coatings is by tensile adhesive
test [33]. This test is widely used although according to [34] more than 80 other methods are reported
for the measurement of coating adhesion. However, in case of porous ceramic coatings tensile
adhesion testing has an inherent problem of being prone to penetration of the adhesive used for gluing
the tensile test holder through the coating. This may result in too high a value of adhesion in the test.
Therefore, other types of tests have been proposed for the measurement of adhesion of thermal spray
ceramic coatings. Two of these are currently used or studied as an alternative for the tensile test, *i.e.*, shear test and scratch test.

Shear test developed in the frame of the EU-CRAFT-project “Shear Test for Thermally Sprayed Coatings” presents the main advantage of being possibly used in real time, *i.e.*, during the production process [34]. The small size of the substrate specimens allows them to be prepared in advance in large quantities, and no limitation of porosity or adhesive strength of the adhesive occurs. Therefore the shear test is more relevant to represent the real stress state acting on the mechanical parts during service. The main disadvantages are the samples characteristics (coating should be thicker than 150 µm) and the need of special equipment to perform the test.

Scratch test, which is widely used for testing adhesion of thin films to substrate, is with modifications currently considered also for determining the thermal spray coating adhesion. ISO TC 107 WG 1 is carrying out an international round robin test to study the feasibility of this test for the determination of the coating adhesion of ceramic thermal spray coatings. Preliminary results of this round robin test will be available by the end of 2011.

### 3.2.2. Evaluation of Internal Stresses

An important coating-substrate system property is the residual stress state of the coating after spraying. There are only few methods that can be used to measure the residual stresses of thermally sprayed coatings. The generally applied method for measuring the residual stresses in metallic materials is by XRD using standard \( d \) vs. \( \sin^2 \Psi \) XRD techniques (see e.g., [35]). In order to apply this method for the determination of residual stresses of thermally sprayed coating one needs to know the so-called X-ray elastic constants (XEC). XEC can be calculated using techniques based on the mechanical loading of the samples. However, the experimental behavior of the thermally sprayed coatings shows that the calculation of XEC is unreliable. Considering the characteristics of dense material to which the X-ray diffraction is sensitive, the use of XEC values calculated for the same phase of the bulk material can, according to [36], be used for the determination of stresses in the coatings with an engineering accuracy.

When internal stresses are measured during spraying using the so called *In-situ* Coating Property (ICP) sensor, it is possible to adjust the residual stresses to a large extent during spray by controlling the deposition parameters. In this way, the various stages of stress build-up can be monitored and the various stress contributions can be evaluated separately. The ICP sensor can also be used to extract in-plane elastic modulus of the coatings deposited. It is based on laser sensing of deflections in a strip during thermal spraying which is converted to sample curvature. A simultaneous measurement of temperature is achieved via multiple thermocouples. Elastic modulus and CTE of the coating can be calculated from the coating-substrate composite curvature change due to thermal mismatch [37].

### 3.2.3. Evaluation of Wear Resistance

Wear resistance of thermally sprayed coatings is of high interest for many applications. In general, wear resistance of a coating in a particular environment is a system property influenced by the coating and substrate material and in particular the type of wear environment. Therefore, it is impossible to quantify the wear resistance of the coating accurately without knowing these factors. However, for
particular types of wear environments there are tests, which give relative performance of different coatings quite accurately. One of the most used wear tests for thermally sprayed coating is the rubber wheel abrasion test (e.g., ASTM G-65), which is meant for testing material’s resistance against abrasive type of wear. These tests are also extensively used for a wider screening of coatings, since the possible problems in coating microstructure (not so easily observed e.g., by metallographic means) are often manifested in the results of the abrasion test. Other tests exist for other types of wear situations, such as tests for adhesive wear (e.g., pin-on-disc types of test) and tests for erosive conditions (various modifications exists, e.g., slurry test depicted in standard ASTM G75-95 [38]).

3.2.4. Evaluation of Wet Corrosion Resistance

Corrosion resistance of thermally sprayed coating is always a system property. This is influenced first of all by the corrosive environment in question, but also by the coating properties (composition, phase structure and microstructure including the cracks and the pores) and the coating-substrate-environment interactions. It is very rarely possible to produce fully liquid or gas impenetrable coatings even by sealing the coatings afterwards. Therefore, it is not only the corrosion resistance of the coating, but of the substrate-coating system, which should be considered in each particular application where corrosion is a factor.

Measurement of the corrosion resistance of a coating-substrate system is typically carried out by immersion tests in actual conditions or by accelerated immersion tests in the laboratory. These tests in combination with metallographic and analytical studies help to identify the corroding parts of the system, whether this is corrosion of coating in general, selective corrosion of some specific phase of the coating, or corrosion of substrate via cracks or open porosity of the coating finally leading to coating detachment.

Electrochemical measurements may also be used to evaluate the response of coating—substrate system to corrosive environments. Typical measurement may include the determination of the free corrosion potential and the polarization behavior of the system. If the environment is selected such that the electrolyte causes corrosion only in the substrate, the corrosion current may yield information on the through porosity of the coating as well as on the possible passivation system while the pores of the coating are filled with corrosion products from the substrate.

4. Typical Properties of HVOF Coatings

Coatings prepared by various HVOF techniques have properties typically different from those produced by other thermal spray methods. As discussed in the previous chapter this results mainly from the characteristics of the HVOF process and in particular the combination of particle velocities and temperatures. Therefore, it is important to recognize that nominally similar coating compositions may have a wide variance in properties depending on the details of the processing. On the other hand, this also implies that properties of the coatings can be adjusted according to demands of the application at least to some extent.
4.1. Wear Resistant HVOF Coatings

Wear control is of uttermost importance for many applications of thermally sprayed coatings. These applications include various moving parts such as rotating rolls and axels e.g., for printing equipment, paper and pulp machinery, etc. Among different thermal spray methods high velocity oxy fuel (HVOF) spraying has proven to be especially suitable for deposition of carbide and metallic coatings because of relatively low flame temperature and supersonic particle velocities [16]. Under certain restrictions it can also be used to produce high quality ceramic coatings for wear protection.

4.1.1. Wear Resistant Cermets

Typical wear resistant coatings are based on cermet, i.e., metal-ceramic composites, predominantly combining various mixtures of metal matrix including cobalt (Co), chromium (Cr) and nickel (Ni), and tungsten carbide (WC) or chromium carbide (Cr$_3$C$_2$). The most common combinations—WC-12 wt.% Co or WC-17 wt.% Co—are widely used in applications where high wear resistance is required. Theoretically the compositions correspond to 20% and 27% of cobalt in volume, but may slightly vary depending on spraying conditions and decomposition of WC during spraying.

For WC-Co-based material it is well known that during flight sprayed particles melt to different extents depending on their size, density and dwell times. Molten Co dissolves the WC grains whereas carbon loss occurs by diffusion through the liquid followed by reaction with the oxygen from the surroundings. There can be large amounts of carbon and tungsten dissolved in the matrix metal, especially in the outer regions of sprayed particles. During cooling, Co-rich liquid becomes supersaturated resulting from the formation of W$_2$C and other mixed carbides. High cooling rates can even be responsible for the formation of amorphous/nanocrystalline matrix phase. During cooling, precipitation of mixed carbides like eta-carbide [(Co$_6$W$_6$)C] phase may occur in the Co-rich material. All of these effects are most visible on the outer core of the particles. In the small size particles, the whole particle can be influenced by decarburization [39]. If cooling is fast enough, the matrix will stay amorphous and supersaturated of W and C. When the coating is heat-treated afterwards, precipitation of eta-carbide starts at temperatures above 600 °C resulting in marked increase of hardness and reduction of residual stresses in the coating [22,40].

In oxidizing atmospheres or at temperatures above approximately 450°C the resistance of Co-WC is not adequate, and alloying of cobalt binder e.g., with chromium or use of other type of cermet coatings such as Cr$_3$C$_2$-25 wt.% NiCr are frequently employed to protect against wear at such elevated temperatures [41]. However, in comparison to WC-Co coatings Cr$_3$C$_2$-NiCr coatings are less wear resistant in many cases. Likewise to WC powders Cr$_3$C$_2$ containing powders are susceptible to a range of decomposition reactions during thermal spraying and require careful optimization of the spraying process in order to obtain desired coating properties. This has prompted efforts to look for other type of cermet for high temperature applications. TiC and TiB$_2$ are potentially attractive alternatives to Cr$_3$C$_2$ for use in high temperature wear resistant cermet applications since it exhibits a high hardness, low density and good oxidation resistance. Wear properties of TiB$_2$-containing cermet coatings have been addressed e.g., in refs. [42,43]. HVOF spraying of Ni(Cr)-65 wt.% TiB$_2$ and Fe(Cr)-70 wt.% TiB$_2$ powders resulted in TiB$_2$-containing coatings that were found to perform better in abrasive wear with
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alumina than conventional Cr3C2-NiCr deposits. Coatings having composition of Ni(Cr)-65 wt.% TiB2, Ni(Cr)-40 wt.% TiB2, and Ni(Cr)-40 wt.% TiB2 with 5 at.% excess boron in order to promote matrix amorphization have also been studied [42]. The size of the TiB2 particles within the cermet was found to depend critically on the initial composition; large particles were favored by low binder fractions and the presence of the excess boron. The presence of the larger boride particles was concluded to impart the wear resistance of these coatings in abrasion by alumina or silica abrasives [43].

Other cermets studied for high temperature erosion include e.g., WC-CoCr, TiC-CoCr, NbC-CoCr [7]. In a study of the erosion-corrosion resistance of these coatings, Wang [44] noticed that peak wastage occurred at intermediate carbide contents at both shallow and steep impact angles for all of the HVOF carbide-cermet coatings tested. At shallow impact angles, this peak occurred on the side of lower carbide contents, while at steep impact angles the peak occurred on the side of higher carbide contents. At both shallow and steep impact angles, wastage in erosion-corrosion test decreased with decreasing carbide size of homogeneous distribution in the HVOF carbide-metal cermet coatings. It was concluded that the erosion-corrosion behavior of carbide/metal cermet coatings and the dependence of mass loss on carbide content are related to the morphology of the coatings and characteristics of erodent particles. Also Hawthorne et al. [45] noted that coating composition and microstructural integrity are the main factors determining the relative erosion resistance of the cermet coatings. They also noted that the WC-10Co-4Cr matrix coating was more resistant to erosion–corrosion damage in aqueous slurry testing than was the WC-12Co cermet coating. Similarly WC-10Co-5Cr coating has been found in simulative laboratory test to be a potential candidate for coating of hydro turbine components by Mann and Arya [46]. At low erosive conditions the erosion-corrosion resistance has been found to increase when increasing Cr-content from 5 to 8.5 wt.% [47].

An interesting development in the corrosion resistant HVOF coatings is being made with the amorphous coatings. Amorphous coatings with a composition of Fe48Cr15Mo14C15B6Y2 have been prepared by means of high velocity oxygen fuel (HVOF) thermal spraying under different conditions by Zhou et al. [48]. These coatings present dense layered structure and low porosity with some fraction of nanocrystals. The coatings are spontaneously passivated with wide passive region and low passive current density in chloride containing acidic solutions exhibiting excellent ability to resist localized corrosion.

4.1.2. Wear Resistant Ceramic Coatings by HVOF

HVOF spraying is applied mainly to cermet and metallic coatings because of the limited melting power of most of the HVOF spraying guns and systems. However, due to the higher kinetic energy, shorter dwell time of particles in the flame, and lower flame temperature compared to the plasma spray, HVOF offers an interesting combination to produce dense coatings with controlled phase transformations [49]. For high quality coatings particle melting state and possible phase transformations during particle flight in the thermal spray flame as well as coating build up mechanism including splat interface and stress stages must be controlled. Despite some limitations there are several reports on successful depositions of ceramic coatings by HVOF spraying techniques (e.g., [7,15,49-51]).
In order to produce high quality ceramic coatings by HVOF, the spraying system should have a high enough melting power to melt the powder particles during the short flight. It has been shown that the particle temperature and the melting state control the deposit efficiency and the build-up rate while the flattening behavior is dominated by particle kinetic energy [15]. The powders used for spraying must have a narrow size distribution and their average size should be somewhat smaller than for powders generally used for HVOF spraying. Selection of fuel gas is of high importance and the necessity of finding correct temperature-velocity combination is a must for successful deposition of high quality ceramic coatings. The coating density and mechanical properties are strongly affected by particle velocity when complete melting is achieved. The particle state in the case of HVOF is very sensitive to the standoff distance and is found to be an influential parameter controlling microstructure and properties. It has been noted that in HVOF the interpass interfaces play a dominant role in thermal, electrical and tribological properties [16].

4.1.3. Comparison of APS and HVOF Wear Resistant Coatings

It has been quite generally recognized that the wear resistance properties of HVOF coatings are superior to their APS counterparts. Li et al. [41] have compared the impact wear resistance of Cr₃C₂-25%NiCr coatings prepared by APS- and HVOF- spraying. They found that the wear resistance of Cr₃C₂-25%NiCr coatings under different impact conditions increases in the order of APS-Ar/H₂, APS-Ar/He and HVOF spraying. The HVOF sprayed Cr₃C₂-25%NiCr coatings showed the best impact wear resistance due to the denser structure and fewer defects since the wear mechanisms of Cr₃C₂-25%NiCr coatings under impact are influenced by the cohesive defects such as stratification, porosity and microcracks in the lamella, and therefore control of these factors has a large impact on the wear resistance of the coatings.

Similar findings have been made by the present authors on HVOF sprayed ceramic coatings. Although only a few HVOF spraying guns exist on the market that are suitable for depositing ceramic coatings, the coating properties obtained by the HVOF techniques have shown quite amazing improvements in comparison to coatings deposited by APS [52]. HVOF sprayed coatings show clearly improved density and less pores and cracks than the APS sprayed as depicted in Figure 11. The abrasion wear resistance of the coatings as measured in a standardized rubber wheel abrasion test is improved more than tenfold when the coating is made by HVOF spraying. The difference is more than 15 times with the alumina and chromia coatings where the spray parameters have been optimized. The HVOF zirconia coatings perform more than 20 times better than the corresponding APS coatings. It must be noted though that the reference value for comparison is for Thermal Barrier Coating (TBC), where maximum density is not aimed. However, the obtained results show that HVOF spraying of ceramics can be an effective method to produce dense, well-adhered ceramic coatings with good environmental protection capability. This can be attributed mainly to the lower porosity and improved cohesion of the ceramic coating structure when produced by HVOF techniques.
cohesion of the ceramic coating structure when produced by HVOF techniques. This can be attributed mainly to the lower porosity and improved abrasion wear resistance of the coatings. Although only a few HVOF spraying guns exist on the market that are suitable for depositing ceramic coatings, the coating properties obtained by the HVOF techniques have shown quite amazing improvements in comparison to coatings deposited by APS. HVOF sprayed coatings show clearly superior to their APS counterparts. Li et al. [41] have compared the impact wear resistance of HVOF sprayed Cr$_3$C$_2$-25%NiCr coatings prepared by APS- and HVOF- spraying. They found that the wear resistance of Cr$_3$C$_2$-25%NiCr coatings under impact are influenced by the cohesive defects such as stratification, microcracks in the lamella, and therefore control of these factors has a large impact on the impact wear resistance due to the denser structure and fewer defects since the wear mechanisms of brittle fracture prevails, the tougher HVOF coatings outperform APS ones. Analogously, in dry particle abrasion, where brittle fracture prevails, the tougher HVOF coatings outperform APS ones.

These findings were later confirmed by Bolelli et al. [53], who compared Al$_2$O$_3$ and Cr$_2$O$_3$ coatings deposited onto steel substrates by high velocity oxygen-fuel (HVOF) flame spraying using H$_2$ as fuel gas, and by conventional atmospheric plasma spraying (APS). In this study it was recognized that HVOF-sprayed coatings exhibited lower porosity and smaller average pore area than the APS ones. The HVOF-sprayed coatings possessed higher Vickers micro hardness, higher indentation fracture toughness and higher elastic modulus than the APS ones. During ball-on-disk tests against SiC, various wear mechanisms were observed. At room temperature and at low normal load, all of the coatings developed stable tribofilms under mild wear regime ($<10^6$ mm$^3$/Nm) while at higher temperature and/or normal load, brittle fracture wear prevailed. Under these latter conditions, HVOF coatings become superior to APS ones, thanks to their higher toughness. Also in this study the HVOF ceramics were found to display lower overall porosity, and smaller and more rounded pores than the APS ones. Excellent interlamellar cohesion was noticed by FEG-SEM observations of fractured cross-sections. A large degree of melting of HVOF-sprayed nanostructured Al$_2$O$_3$ powder was found. While some glassy or poorly crystallized splats existed in Al$_2$O$_3$ coatings, the Cr$_2$O$_3$ ones were fully crystalline. In all cases, smaller and more equiaxed grains appeared in HVOF coatings, while grains were larger and mostly columnar in APS ones. In general, HVOF sprayed ceramics are harder and tougher than corresponding APS ones, and HVOF Al$_2$O$_3$ and n-Al$_2$O$_3$
are even tougher than APS Cr$_2$O$_3$ indicating the great influence of microstructure on coating mechanical properties [53].

As discussed in Chapter 3.1.4, the pore structure has a major impact on the mechanical properties of the coatings. Coarse pores in the size range of 3–10 µm are formed when the impacting particles are not completely molten because of incomplete filling of interstices between impacting particles and previously deposited particles. Fine pores approximately 0.1–3 µm in size result from incomplete contact between lamellae during coating formation being more or less oriented parallel to the substrate surface. The fine cracks approximately 0.01–0.5 µm in thickness result from relaxation of stresses generated within the splats during cooling and thus oriented typically perpendicular to the lamellar plane. It is the difference in the distribution of the latter two types of pores (fine pores and cracks), which probably can explain the huge difference in the wear properties of the plasma sprayed and HVOF sprayed ceramic coatings.

4.2. Corrosion and Oxidation Resistant HVOF Coatings

HVOF-spraying is a versatile technique that can yield high-density coatings with porosities less than 1% by optimization of the process variables. Because of these microstructural improvements of deposits produced by HVOF as compared with traditional spraying methods (including APS) the HVOF coatings have widely been studied for their corrosion resistance and consequently, there are a plethora of publications on the corrosion properties and performance of HVOF coatings. These can be divided into two categories, i.e., those reporting oxidation resistance of HVOF coatings and the others regarding wet corrosion properties.

Resistance of MCrAlY coatings to oxidation in different oxidizing atmospheres has been studied and compared with that of VPS coatings by Brandl et al. [54]. Under the chosen oxidation conditions, which assured a high oxygen partial pressure, the oxidation kinetics of the HVOF and VPS coatings were very different, i.e., the oxidation rate of the HVOF sprayed coating is considerably lower than that of the VPS coating. This observation was proposed to result from the formation of finely divided α-Al$_2$O$_3$ during spraying hindering the grain boundary diffusion of the elements. As a consequence the oxide scale growth was very low.

Corrosion behavior of an HVOF Ni based self-fluxing alloy NiWCrBSi coatings in a chloride solution has been studied by Gil & Staia [55]. Since anticorrosion coatings must be impermeable to protect steel structures in corrosive environments optimization of deposition conditions must be determined. The optimization process indicated that especially the spraying distance, the fuel to oxygen ratio, and the powder feed rate have a significant effect on the porosity and consequently to the corrosion resistance of these coatings. Zhao et al. [56] noted that the corrosion of the NiCrBSi coating first occurs around the particles that have not melted during spraying and defects such as pores, inclusions and microcracks. Corrosion then proceeds along the paths formed by pores, microcracks and lamellar structure resulting in exfoliation or laminar peeling off the coating. Adjustment of the thermal spray parameters to reduce the electrochemical unevenness or sealing the pores can improve the corrosion resistance of the coating.

Hastelloy C coatings can offer corrosion protection in many aggressive environments. Similar to many other coatings aimed for corrosion resistance, the key question is whether the through porosity of
the coating in spraying can be controlled. Kawakita et al. [57] used quantitative analyses of dissolved substances derived from coated steel during immersion in HCl solution to evaluate the quality of Hastelloy C high-velocity oxyfuel (HVOF) sprayed coatings. This technique enables the detection of even small amounts of through-pores and separately calculates both coating through porosity and corrosion resistance. For Hastelloy C coatings, the number of pores extending through the coating was found to depend on the coating thickness and on the coating’s stacking structure.

Electrochemical behavior of various HVOF-sprayed corrosion resistant coatings in acidic medium has been made by [58]. A total of eight different chromium-containing coatings with varying proportions of alloying elements (Ni, Mo, Si, Fe, Co, W, B and C) aiming for a corrosion behavior comparable to that of stainless steel AISI 316 were studied and compared with that of bulk AISI 316. The results indicate that HVOF-sprayed AISI 316 coating offers a lower corrosion resistance compared to bulk AISI 316 while high nickel- and chromium-containing coatings appear to offer a corrosion resistance comparable to bulk AISI 316. In addition, other alloying elements like molybdenum were proposed to be essential for obtaining higher corrosion protection. In extension of this study Chidambarama et al. [59] confirmed that HVOF sprayed nickel-chromium alloy coatings containing molybdenum were confirmed to exhibit corrosion resistance comparable to bulk AISI 316.

Hard chromium displacement by HVOF coatings has been a long-standing goal for spray industry and, consequently, there are several studies made on the corrosion resistance of HVOF coatings in comparison with hard chromium e.g., [60-65]. According to the studies, several HVOF coatings offer potential for replacing hard chrome at least from the corrosion point of view. For example according to Guilemany et al. [66] polarization curves of Cr$_2$C$_2$-NiCr recorded after immersion tests showed a lower current and higher corrosion potential for Cr$_2$C$_2$-NiCr coating than several other samples studied including hard chromium coatings.

High temperature corrosion resistance of HVOF coatings has also been studied intensively. For example Cr$_3$C$_2$-NiCr, NiCrBSi, Stellite-6 and Ni-20Cr are coatings of particular interest [e.g., 67]. The high temperature corrosion resistance of the coatings may generally be attributed to the formation of oxides and spinels of nickel, chromium or cobalt on the surface of the coating. The high temperature corrosion resistance of all the coatings was found superior to bare nickel-based superalloy. In the presence of Na$_2$SO$_4$-V$_2$O$_5$ salt deposits NiCr coating was found to be most protective followed by Cr$_2$C$_3$-NiCr coating. WC-Co coating was least effective to protect the substrate steel [68]. It was concluded that the formation of Cr$_2$O$_3$, NiO, NiCr$_2$O$_4$, and CoO may contribute to the development of high temperature corrosion resistance in the coatings. In cyclic oxidation [68] NiCrBSi coating was also found to be very effective in decreasing the corrosion rate in the Na$_2$SO$_4$-60% V$_2$O$_5$ molten salt environment at 900°C. The high temperature corrosion resistance imparted by NiCrBSi coatings was attributed to the formation of oxides of silicon, chromium, nickel and spinels of nickel and chromium.

4.3. Nanocrystalline Powders and Coatings

During the last ten years considerable efforts have been made to develop thermally sprayed coatings having structural elements in the submicron or nanometer scale. Although the rapid cooling of melted particles during the coating deposition produces very fine structures—typical grain sizes being in submicron scale or even amorphous—the unmolten particle, e.g., carbides in cermets can controllably
be reduced in size only in powder processing. Because of the large influence of carbide size to the properties of cermets, this has prompted large efforts in producing powders having carbides in submicron and nanometer dimensions. Also, toughening of ceramic coating by nanosized metallic particles has aroused considerable interest and resulted in development of powders with nanosized metal particles. Finally, nanostructural powders produced by spray-drying and sintering offer several advantages via their melting behavior. It goes without saying that in order to take advantage of these powder technologies, optimization of the spraying process is a must.

The dissolution phenomenon of the carbides is more emphasized for WC-Co materials having sub-micron or nanosized carbides. Increasing the surface area of the carbides by reducing their size, the control of the spray conditions becomes more critical in order to avoid the overheating of the particles and fully benefit the positive effects from nanosized carbides for properties. For example, McCartney et al. [69] found that the nanocomposite had a poorer wear resistance than the conventional coating under the conditions examined. Wear was dominated by the loss of ductility in the Co-rich binder phase due to its amorphization. The differences in the wear behavior of the coatings could, thus, be explained in terms of differences in powder characteristics, the extent of reaction and decarburization during spraying, and the subsequent development of the microstructure in the coating during splat solidification at high cooling rates. In order to overcome this problem a shift towards the colder HVOF processes has taken place. For example in CJS HVOF process the process conditions can be adjusted more suitable for the deposition of nano or sub-micron sized carbides. In Figure 2 the relative difference in the particle temperature for the DJ Hybrid and CJS processes is demonstrated with some measurement points and from that the process window is estimated. The particle velocity and temperature measurements have been carried out for the same powder for both processes in order to demonstrate the difference. The process conditions effect on the carbide dissolution so that there is no W2C formation in the coating sprayed with CJS. Powder size used for the CJS process was 5–25 micron and that for the DJ Hybrid process 15–36 micron.

Turunen et al. [7] studied the spraying of nanostructured Al2O3 and Al2O3-Ni HVOF powders and properties of coatings deposited thereof. It was found that by optimizing spray parameters high quality coatings with improved properties are obtained. Introduction of nanopowders to the coating process improved the hardness and wear resistance of the pure Al2O3-coating. Introduction of nickel alloying decreased the hardness and wear resistance of the coatings, but increased the toughness of the coatings via introduction of small nickel particles into alumina matrix and between the alumina splats. Addition of a small amount of nickel into alumina can thus be used to markedly modify the properties of the coating.

5. Applications of HVOF Coatings

Due to the excellent characteristics of HVOF coatings as mentioned in the previous chapter, there is a large variety of suitable materials, different HVOF sub-processes, such as CJS, and hence the possibility to tailor coatings for a large variety of applications; therefore, the use of HVOF is broad among several industries, and is increasing all the time. Examples of application areas include process industry, where the coatings are applied to ball and gate valves; pulp and paper industry with coatings to rolls and blades; aerospace industry, where coatings are used for turbine vanes as bond coats for
thermal barrier coatings, turbine sections, landing gears; and automotive industry, which applications include piston rings and cylinder bores [16]. Even some ceramic coatings, which have been previously sprayed by plasma process, are sometimes applied by HVOF spray method. Also raw materials with small-scale component, e.g., nanosized carbides, have enhanced the HVOF coating properties and potential applications as well. In the following, examples of HVOF coating applications and materials are briefly presented.

Typical HVOF coating materials are metals and cermets. Variety of materials is almost endless, and therefore the application areas are wide among different industries. At a very low porosity, below 1 %, HVOF coatings are suitable for protecting the substrate material against corrosion. Because of high hardness combined with high bond strength to the substrate and good inter-lamellar bonding, the use of HVOF coatings is extensive for wear protection applications, such as paper and pulp processing rolls and other wear-resistant parts in paper machines. Increased use of ceramics, and their dielectrical and thermal properties, has opened the door for HVOF coating use in electrical applications and as environmental barrier coatings (EBCs) in power and aerospace industry.

Applications, where coatings are used for protection from wear and friction, are very broad with HVOF technique. HVOF hardmetal coatings containing carbides and/or nitrides, such as WC-CoCr, WC-(W,Cr),C-Ni, and (Ti,Mo)(C,N)-Ni/Co, have very good hardness and tribological properties and hence are suitable for wear protection of machine parts [70]. HVOF sprayed WC-Co/NiCrFeSiB coating with high hardness values and low porosity has been studied for use in coal-fired power plant piping against erosion [71]. Due to brittle nature of the hard metal coating, the applications and conditions must be carefully chosen.

In the energy industry, especially power plant boilers experience both high temperature corrosion and erosion, and HVOF coatings can be applied to protect the tubing in the boilers, especially in the superheater area. HVOF sprayed NiCr and Cr3C2–20NiCr coatings have proven very good high temperature corrosion resistance in biomass fired boiler exposures [72]. NiCrBSi and Stellite-6 coatings tested in coal-fired boilers have shown good hot corrosion resistance [73]. HVOF coatings, such as NiCrSiB and Ni-Cr-Fe-Nb-Mo alloys, for high temperature erosion and corrosion protection have been widely used in waste-to-energy plants in order to [74]. Thermal barrier coatings (TBCs) are used for enhancing the service life of gas turbines and diesel engine components. The ceramic coatings are mainly manufactured with atmospheric plasma spraying (APS) due to high melting temperature of the materials, but the applied bond coats under the APS ceramic coatings to improve adhesion are increasingly made by HVOF technique, bond coat materials being e.g., CoNiCrAlY, NiCoCrAlTaY, NiCrAlY, or NiCr [75].

Different material forming techniques require use of coatings, as the components deteriorate easily in the processes. Deep-drawing is a widely used sheet metal forming process in the aircraft and automotive industries. High tribological demands of the forming tools can be fulfilled with HVOF cermet coatings, such as superfine structured WC-Co, which has high hardness enhancing sliding and abrasive wear [2]. HVOF coatings have been studied for the protection and upgrade of aluminum injection mould tooling, particularly for the low-cost and flexible manufacture of automotive components. Smooth, hard and very well bonded coatings with low porosity and homogeneous microstructure have been manufactured from WC-CoCr, and Cr2C3-NiCr through careful optimization of deposition [76]. Steel sheet continuous hot-dip galvanizing bath with molten metal is a very
detrimenental process for the galvanizing components. Three different high temperature corrosion resistant HVOF coating types have been applied to galvanizing bath components. These include WC-Co, oxide-based, and quite recently developed MoB/CoCr coatings [77]. Optimization of the coating composition and microstructure is of utmost importance in order to extend the operating lifetime of the galvanizing hardware. Also bond coats may be used because of the mismatch between coating and substrate material. HVOF WC-CoCr cermet coatings on aluminum substrate could be used for plastic injection moulds due to high hardness, low sliding wear, low porosity, and good endurance against impacts [78]. MoCoB-Co/Cr cermet coating could be used for protection of glass sheet forming moulds because it has excellent high temperature properties, such as low friction coefficient to glass, oxidation resistance, and low mechanical abrasion [79].

Hard chromium plating has been an excellent and very widely used technique, but due to carcinogenic effect of hexavalent chrome ion (Cr$^{6+}$) in the manufacturing process, finding substituting solutions for the technique has been extensively studied during the last decade and possibilities of thermal spray coatings have been explored as replacer. HVOF Co-base alloy Tribaloy-800 coating has shown good friction and wear properties also in high temperature (500 °C) [1]. Due to good durability of the coating, it could be used for the protection of machine components vulnerable to frictional heat and wear, e.g., sliding surfaces such as high-speed spindle. To replace hard chromium coatings in applications under erosion-corrosion exposure, both HVOF sprayed WC-Ni and Cr$_3$C$_2$-NiCr have been tested to be promising alternatives for those conditions [80]. Cr$_3$C$_2$-NiCr HVOF coatings manufactured from fine-scale and nano-fractioned powders have proved to have very good mechanical, wear and corrosion properties, and could therefore be used as substitute to hard chromium coating in applications such as cylinders in earth moving machines and piston rings and valve stems applications in automotive industry [81,82]. HVOF coatings can be applied to landing gears in aircrafts to replace the hard chromium coatings. The HVOF process provides high hardness, good wear strength and better resistance to fatigue with WC-CrC-Ni coating compared to hard chromium coating [83].

Other versatile applications for HVOF coating include magnetic and biomedical use. HVOF sprayed ferromagnetic Fe-Si based deposits, which have been produced from nanostructured powder, can be used in several magnetic applications even at high temperatures [84]. HVOF hydroxyapatite (HAp) coatings are applied in various biomedical applications due to excellent biocompatibility of HAp [85]. Use of nanostructured Hap has been studied for biomedical use and the results are promising, as the coating exhibits high density and crystallinity, and good microstructural uniformity [86]. In the biomedical field, HVOF-sprayed nanostructured titania coatings could be used for prosthetic devices and other applications, where superior mechanical behavior is required [87].

6. Summary and Conclusions

In this work, HVOF thermal spray techniques have been reviewed. HVOF techniques have significantly developed over the last two decades and new modifications and improvements of the technology have been introduced on the market. The latest developments in spray technology also take advantage of the developments that have occurred in powder production, especially in nanostructured powders. However, in order to fully exploit the excellent properties of HVOF coatings, it is emphasized that optimization of the spraying process is a must. As compared to APS coatings, HVOF
coatings offer a number of advantages in terms of coating microstructure and properties resulting in improved performance in many applications. This holds especially true for metal and cermet coatings. For the deposition of ceramic coating, HVOF process offers improvements of coating quality in spraying of ceramics such as alumina. However, deposition efficiency of HVOF spray is typically lower than that of APS, and may hinder the wider use of the HVOF in many applications despite the clear improvement of properties.

HVOF coatings are nowadays applied in a variety of industries. Major application areas are within industries where coatings are used for protection from wear, friction and corrosion. Other applications for HVOF coatings include, e.g., magnetic and biomedical use.
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ABSTRACT

There are over 1000 biomass boilers in Europe, and the number is increasing due to actions for reducing greenhouse gas emissions. Biomass boilers often experience strong corrosion due to harmful elements in fuels. In biomass burning, detrimental components include especially chlorine, potassium and heavy metals, which can cause chlorine-induced active oxidation or hot corrosion by molten phases even at fairly low temperatures. In order to increase the corrosion resistance of heat exchanger components, either more alloyed steels or protective coatings should be applied. High velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) sprayed coatings may provide corrosion protection for low alloy tube materials. Three nickel-based thermal spray coatings (Ni–24Cr–16.5Mo, Ni–22Cr–5Fe–9Mo–4Nb and Ni–22Cr–10Al–1Y) were tested for two years in a 40 MW circulating fluidized boiler (CFB), which had experienced severe corrosion and a tube failure. The coated tubes were installed to the cold and the hot economizer. After the exposure the coatings and the substrate materials were analyzed with SEM and EDX. The uncoated boiler tubes corroded strongly, whereas the thermal spray coatings exhibited excellent corrosion performance. This paper presents the tube failure at the cold economizer, exposure conditions, the analysis of the coated and uncoated samples, and the corrosion mechanisms of the steel tubes.

© 2014 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Strong actions are needed to decrease the greenhouse gas emissions globally. To prevent severe impacts of climate change, the international community has agreed that global warming should be kept below 2 °C compared to the temperature in pre-industrial times, which means a temperature increase of maximum 1.2 °C above today’s level. In Europe, there are several EU initiatives to reduce the emissions: the European Climate Change Programme (ECCP), which has led to the implementation of dozens of new policies and measures; the EU Emissions Trading System, which has become the EU’s key tools for reducing the emissions from the industry cost-effectively; and legislation to raise the share of energy consumption produced by renewable energy sources, such as wind, solar and biomass, to 20% by 2020 [1].

There are over 1000 power plant boilers for biomass combustion in Europe, and the number is increasing [2]. Typical biomass fuels include wood, consisting of energy wood, forest residues and waste wood, black liquor, agricultural biomass such as energy plants, various types of grass or reeds, and residues/waste. Until today, wood is still the most important fuel for generating electricity from solid biomass. However, strong corrosion of boiler components can take place when burning biomass due to corrosive elements in fuels. These include alkali chlorides, KCl and NaCl, and elements forming low melting compounds e.g. zinc. Commonly, corrosion mechanisms occurring in biomass combustions are chlorine induced enhanced corrosion and hot corrosion by molten compounds [3,4]. The so-called active oxidation occurs in the presence of alkali chlorides as deposits and hydrogen chloride in the atmosphere [5]. Chlorine or chloride penetrates into the oxide-metal interface, where it reacts with the alloy components forming typically FeCl2. The chloride evaporates and during its diffusion to the scale surface is oxidized in the area with higher oxygen vapor pressure forming a non-protective oxide scale. The chlorine is released in the reaction and is able to continue the enhanced corrosion reaction. Active oxidation induced by chlorine is presented in the reaction circuit, Fig. 1. The rate of \( \text{FeCl}_2 \) outward diffusion through the oxide scale is rate controlling for the active oxidation process [5]. The reactions are similar for high chromium alloys. Chlorine reacts with \( \text{FeCr}_2\text{O}_9 \) or \( \text{Cr}_2\text{O}_3 \). However, mainly \( \text{FeCl}_2 \) is formed because of lower Gibbs free energy of \( \text{FeCl}_2 \) compared to \( \text{CrCl}_2 \) [5].

Molten phases in the deposits may result to oxide scale fluxing and hence strong corrosion, when the protective oxide scale is damaged and formation of the new scale is hindered. Elements in the combustion process forming low-melting phases include calcium-, potassium-, and sodium-sulfates and potassium- and sodium-chlorides containing heavy metals such as zinc and lead [6,7]. Copper in the presence of chlorine has also been reported to act detrimentally in boiler conditions accelerating corrosion of iron and nickel based alloys strongly [8]. Some
2. Experimental

The tube failure occurred in the biomass boiler was analyzed. Three nickel-based coatings with high amounts of chromium were thermally sprayed on short boiler tube sections, which were welded to actual boiler tubes. The duration of the exposure in boiler conditions was two years. The corrosion resistance of the coatings and the uncoated substrate material in the boiler conditions were characterized.

2.1. Tube failure

Severe corrosion, tube thinning and renewal of tubing even every second year had taken place in the circulating fluidized bed (CFB) power plant. A leakage also had occurred in the cold economizer of the boiler. The damaged tube, material St35.8, was removed from the boiler, photographed, and made into a cross-section, with subsequent analysis by an optical microscope, a scanning electron microscope, and an EDX analyzer.

2.2. Coating manufacturing and materials for boiler exposure

The coating materials were commercial powders Alloy 59 (NiCr16Mo), Inconel 625 (NiCr9Mo) and NiCrAlY (NiCr10Al). The HVOF spraying was performed with a Sulzer Metco Diamond Jet Hybrid 2701 spray gun. The coatings were applied on a carbon steel tube (St35.8, DIN 17175-79, size: 38 × 5.5 mm). The substrate material was grit blasted with alumina particles (500–700 μm) before the spraying. The goal was to produce sufficient corrosion and erosion resistance by dense and well adhered coatings. The powders are presented in Table 1. The two meter tube sections with coatings were welded to the actual tubes in the boiler in cold and hot economizers. Parameters for the spraying are presented in Table 2. Preheating of the substrate materials was performed up to about 100 °C.

2.3. The boiler exposure

The coating testing took place in a 40 MW circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boiler that burned solid biomass. The district heating power plant had encountered severe problems with corrosion, and the economizer tubes had to be replaced every two years. The test coatings were installed to the hot and the cold economizer, where strong corrosion and a tube failure had occurred. The design of the boiler and locations of the coatings are presented in Fig. 2. In this study, corrosion protection performance by thermal spray HVOF coatings was investigated in the real boiler conditions. The water in-let temperature to the economizers was about 102–115 °C, and the maximum water temperature in the hot economizer was about 200 °C. The temperature of the flue gas before the cold economizer was about 360–400 °C, and before the hot economizer about 520...800 °C. The coating testing in the boiler exposure was for two years. The boiler burned mainly wood-based fuels including recycled wood, mixed with small amounts of peat. The moisture content of the utilized wood was high, over 50%. Analyses of the dry ash are presented in Table 3.

### Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Powder</th>
<th>Nominal composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NiCr16Mo</td>
<td>Alloy 59</td>
<td>Ni–24 Cr–16.5 Mo–1.5 Fe–0.5 Al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCr9Mo</td>
<td>Inconel 625, Al–1625–TG</td>
<td>Ni–20...23 Cr –5 Fe–8...10 Mo–3.15...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCrAlY</td>
<td>Amperit 413.1</td>
<td>4.15 Nb–Mo–Si–Ti–Al</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St35.8</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>Ni–21...23 Cr–9...11 Al–0.8...1.2 Y</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Fe –&lt;0.17 C–0.10...0.35 Si–0.40...</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.80 Mn –&lt;0.040 P –&lt;0.040 S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CH₄</th>
<th>O₂</th>
<th>Air</th>
<th>N₂</th>
<th>Ratio</th>
<th>Powder feed</th>
<th>Stand-off</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>56</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>392</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.345</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
2.4. Sample preparation and analysis

The coated tubes were removed from the boiler after two years and metallographic samples were prepared. The tubes were cut into thin rings, which were cast using epoxy. The coated specimens were cut into cross-sections with a wet cutter due to high hardness of the coatings. Grinding and polishing were performed with ethanol in order to prevent subsequent dissolution of water-soluble compounds. The specimens were studied with an optical microscope and a scanning electron microscope (SEM), and analyzed with an energy dispersive X-ray analyzer (EDX). Optical micrographs were taken from the as-coated specimens. The hardness of the coatings was tested with a Vickers hardness tester (HV0.3) prior the testing from separate samples as well.

3. Results and discussion

The coatings were covered partly with ash deposits, the thickest deposit being on the flue gas side. The endurance of the coatings NiCr16Mo, NiCr9Mo and NiCr10Al against corrosion in the biomass boiler exposure appeared superior compared to the uncoated tubes in the visual inspection of the samples. Thorough analysis of the coatings showed excellent corrosion resistance in the conditions. The carbon steel St35.8 tubes had experienced severe corrosion during the test period. Considerable material wastage had occurred and deep cavities had been formed during the two year usage in the biomass boiler.

3.1. Tube failure in the cold economizer

A tube failure had occurred in the cold economizer of the biomass boiler. In the damaged tube local thinning was detected besides the leakage hole of about 5 mm in diameter, Fig. 3. The tube was covered with a thin light/brown deposit. The reason for the tube failure was severe corrosion with small erosion effect. The corrosion took place under a deposit on the fireside of the tube. The microstructure was typical for the St35.8 tube (ferrite–pearlite), so the overheating of the tube was ruled out. A high amount of chlorine was detected in the oxide–metal interface under the deposit in the corrosion pits, Fig. 4. Corrosion induced by chlorine was the main reason for severe material wastage of the tube. The chlorine from fuel and high amount of water vapor had probably enhanced the corrosion, which is discussed in Section 3.6 in more detail.

3.2. NiCr16Mo coating in the cold economizer

NiCr16Mo coating was dense with minor porosity. The coating had typical lamellar structure of thermal spraying. The coating was well adhered to the substrate, and only very little lamellar detachment was detected in the coating surface. The thickness of the NiCr16Mo coating was about 300 μm, and the hardness about 460 HV0.3. The cross-section of the NiCr16Mo coating before and after the exposure is presented in Fig. 5a) and d).
corrosion, Fig. 6. The outer layer of the coating consisted of nickel, zinc and chlorine were detected in small amounts. Sodium was not surface, but it had no effect on the corrosion performance. The thick coating had also a thick deposit on the metal side. The NiCr9Mo coating was intact and showed no signs of corrosion, Fig. 6. The outer layer of the coating consisted of nickel, chromium, molybdenum, oxygen and a small amount of aluminum. Some detachment of the outer lamellas was found in the coating surface, but it had no effect on the corrosion performance. The thick deposit on the coating contained e.g. oxygen, calcium, sulfur, potassium, silicon, phosphorus, iron, aluminum and magnesium. Also manganese, zinc and chlorine were detected in small amounts. Sodium was not found in the deposit. EDX analyses of the deposits on the coatings and uncoated carbon steel are presented in Table 4. The share of the elements indicates that main components in the deposits were probably CaSO₄ and K₂SO₄.

3.3. NiCr9Mo coating in the cold economizer

NiCr9Mo coating had similar coating quality as NiCr16Mo with dense structure and sufficient adherence to the substrate with some

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>Ca</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Na</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>Cl</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Pb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NiCr9Mo</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 4. a) Optical image and b) SEM image of the cross-section near the tube leakage area. EDX analyses of the corrosion product revealed high amount of chlorine at the metal–oxide interface [w. %].

The corrosion resistance of the NiCr16Mo coating was excellent in the two year biomass boiler testing. The coating showed no sign of corrosion, Fig. 6. The outer layer of the coating consisted of nickel, chromium, molybdenum, oxygen and a small amount of aluminum. Some detachment of the outer lamellas was found in the coating surface, but it had no effect on the corrosion performance. The thick deposit on the coating contained e.g. oxygen, calcium, sulfur, potassium, silicon, phosphorus, iron, aluminum and magnesium. Also manganese, zinc and chlorine were detected in small amounts. Sodium was not found in the deposit. EDX analyses of the deposits on the coatings and uncoated carbon steel are presented in Table 4. The share of the elements indicates that main components in the deposits were probably CaSO₄ and K₂SO₄.

3.3. NiCr9Mo coating in the cold economizer

NiCr9Mo coating had similar coating quality as NiCr16Mo with dense structure and sufficient adherence to the substrate with some

![Photograph of the tube failure, which had caused leakage in the cold economizer of a biomass boiler.](image)

![Optical images of the coating cross-sections before the exposure: HVOF sprayed a) NiCr16Mo, b) NiCr16Mo, and c) NiCr16Mo. SEM images of the coating cross-sections after the two year exposure: d) NiCr16Mo, e) NiCr16Mo, and f) NiCr16Mo.](image)
closed porosity. The average coating thickness was 300 μm, and the hardness of the NiCr9Mo coating was 506 HV0.3. The structure of the coating is presented in Fig. 5b) and e) before and after the exposure. The corrosion resistance of the NiCr9Mo coating was satisfactory. Only traces of chlorine and potassium were detected in the outer surface of the coating down to some tens of micrometers. There was a thick deposit on the flue gas side of the tube and a thinner one on the leeward side. The NiCr9Mo coating was intact and showed no signs of corrosion, Fig. 7. The thick deposit contained mainly oxygen, calcium, sulfur, potassium, silicon, phosphorus, iron, aluminum and magnesium. Also manganese, deposit on the coating contained e.g. oxygen, calcium, sulfur, potassium, sodium were detected in the deposits, especially in the thin layer on the leeward side, Fig. 8.

3.4. NiCr10Al coating in the hot economizer

NiCr10Al coating had high corrosion performance in the biomass boiler conditions and protected the underlying carbon steel tube excellently. The coating was sufficiently dense with low porosity. The thickness of the coating was about 280 μm. The NiCr10Al coating had the highest hardness of these three coatings, about 530 HV0.3. The coating had also a thick deposit on the flue gas side. The composition of the deposit was similar to that of the other two coatings. The cross-section of the coating is presented in Fig. 9.

3.5. Carbon steel St35.8 in the cold and hot economizers

Severe deterioration of the uncoated carbon steel tubes had taken place in the biomass boiler in both the cold and the hot economizer. The tube leakage and stronger tube wall thinning had taken place in the cold economizer. A high amount of chlorine was detected at the metal–scale interface near the leakage. Similar corrosion morphologies have been presented by Spiegel [6] in experiments beneath heavy-metal rich sulfate melts and Montgomery et al. [11] in a reheater of a straw co-firing plant. Spiegel et al. [20] have also reported that the presence of eutectic melts on heat exchanger tubes, e.g. KCl-ZnCl₂ and PbCl₂, can lead to catastrophic corrosion rates even at relatively low temperatures of 250 °C. Due to low condensation temperature of zinc chloride (144–302 °C), ZnCl₂ may have condensed on the tube surfaces in the upper part of the cold economizer, which has lead to severe corrosion and further to leakage [21]. Several millimeters had been lost from the tube wall thickness of St35.8 tubes after the two-year exposure, the thinnest sections being only about 0.9 mm thick, Fig. 10. Thick deposits containing mainly oxygen, calcium, sulfur, potassium and silicon were formed on the tubes. Slightly more zinc was detected in the deposits of the cold economizer than of the hot economizer tubes. Both even and pitting types of corrosion were detected on the samples. Thick, multi-layered porous oxide scales were formed on the leeward side of the tubes. The oxide layers were composed mainly of iron oxide, with small amounts of sulfur, aluminum, manganese, silicon and calcium. Chlorine and potassium were detected in the oxide scale–metal interface. Thick deposits were detected in few locations of the carbon steel tube, mainly on the leeward side. A thin oxide layer was formed below the deposits. In those areas, tube wall had not thinned from the original wall thickness. Minimal corrosion with thin oxide scale on the metal surface observed below the thick deposits is presented in Fig. 11. In the deep corrosion cavities with loose oxide, chlorine was detected together with copper in the oxide–metal interface in the cold economizer, Fig. 12. Salmenoja and Mäkelä and Salmenoja et al. [22, 23] have reported serious corrosion that had occurred in a power boiler firing biofuels. Corrosion scales had layered structure and high chlorine concentrations were detected at the metal–scale interface, which corresponds to the findings in this study. The suggested corrosion mechanism in that case was related to the sulfation of alkali chloride containing deposits by gaseous SO₃. A similar mechanism due to high amounts of potassium and chlorine in the deposits may have enhanced corrosion in this studied case, even though the temperature in the economizer is much lower. Therefore a more apparent mechanism may be related to the presence of zinc and lead chlorides. Severe

### Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>Ca</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Na</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>Cl</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Pb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>NiCr16Mo</td>
<td>46.2</td>
<td>21.3</td>
<td>15.1</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCr9Mo</td>
<td>44.4</td>
<td>21.9</td>
<td>11.9</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>2.9</td>
<td>2.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NiCr10Al</td>
<td>36.2</td>
<td>25.1</td>
<td>13.6</td>
<td>8.5</td>
<td>4.9</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.8</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St35.8</td>
<td>36.5</td>
<td>24.6</td>
<td>8.3</td>
<td>7.3</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>4.2</td>
<td>4.3</td>
<td>2.4</td>
<td>3.3</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>1.9</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St35.8</td>
<td>40.2</td>
<td>20.8</td>
<td>6.3</td>
<td>3.9</td>
<td>8.1</td>
<td>6.2</td>
<td>3.5</td>
<td>4.5</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.2</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Cold economizer.
* Hot economizer.
of elements forming low-melting compounds, such as alkali metals K and Na, zinc, chlorine and lead, were deposited on the tube surfaces, Table 4. Erosion caused by fly-ash and bed-ash had caused enhanced corrosion leaving the metal surface bare of oxide layer. Thick multi-layered oxide scales as well as deep corrosion pits were on the metal surface in other areas. Potassium, copper and chlorine were detected in the oxide–metal interface in the deep corrosion cavities below the porous oxide layers, Fig. 14. The appearance of the corrosion products next to the metal surface implies that molten phases may have been present during the corrosion process, Fig. 12. The multi-layered non-protective oxide indicates the strong role of chlorine in the corrosion process, which produced loose and porous oxide scales unable to heal in the repeating corrosion circuit. Potassium, chlorine and copper were detected at the metal–scale interface and zinc Fig. 10.

Images of a cross-section of the St35.8 tube after the exposure in a) the hot economizer and b) the cold economizer. The extremely strong material wastage can clearly be detected in the figures, as the nominal thickness of the tube wall had been 5.5 mm. Fig. 11. a) Thin oxide layer penetrating into metal on the St35.8 tube below the thick deposit in the cold economizer. b) Composition of the thin oxide layer under the thick deposit in the hot economizer [w. %]. In both cases, corrosion is minimal under the thick solid deposit layer. Fig. 12. Deep corrosion cavities on the St35.8 tube in the cold economizer. Both chlorine and copper were detected on oxide–metal interface in EDX analysis [w. %].

Material wastage occurred especially on the windward side, which implies that alkali chloride–zinc/copper chloride condensation from flue gases on the tube surface may have been the probable cause for the enhanced corrosion. Thin layers containing e.g. sodium, sulfur, potassium and chlorine were present in the oxide–metal interface below the thick oxide scale, Fig. 13. In the hot economizer, similar damage had taken place with deep corrosion pits and loose oxide scales containing chlorine, Fig. 14. An enhanced amount of sulfur was also detected near the oxide–metal interface of the thick oxide layer, Fig. 15.

3.6. Corrosion mechanisms

Severe corrosion had taken place in the economizers of the fluidized bed boiler burning wood based biomass. A tube leakage had also occurred in the cold economizer. The carbon steel St35.8 tubes had thinned strongly up to 78% of the original tube wall thickness. However, only minor oxidation of the metal surface had taken place under the thick, solid deposits, Fig. 11. The boiler atmosphere contained sulfates, chlorides, zinc, copper, lead and fluorides, Table 3. Ash layers consisting...
of elements forming low-melting compounds, such as alkali metals K and Na, zinc, chlorine and lead, were deposited on the tube surfaces, Table 4. Erosion caused by fly-ash and bed-ash had caused enhanced corrosion leaving the metal surface bare of oxide layer. Thick multi-layered oxide scales as well as deep corrosion pits were on the metal surface in other areas. Potassium, copper and chlorine were detected in the oxide-metal interface in the deep corrosion cavities below the porous oxide layers, Fig. 14. The appearance of the corrosion products next to the metal surface implies that molten phases may have been present during the corrosion process, Fig. 12.

The multi-layered non-protective oxide indicates the strong role of chlorine in the corrosion process, which produced loose and porous oxide scales unable to heal in the repeating corrosion circuit. Potassium, chlorine and copper were detected at the metal-scale interface and zinc.

**Fig. 10.** Images of a cross-section of the St35.8 tube after the exposure in a) the hot economizer and b) the cold economizer. The extremely strong material wastage can clearly be detected in the figures, as the nominal thickness of the tube wall had been 5.5 mm.

**Fig. 11.** a) Thin oxide layer penetrating into metal on the St35.8 tube below the thick deposit in the cold economizer. b) Composition of the thin oxide layer under the thick deposit in the hot economizer (w. %) In both cases, corrosion is minimal under the thick solid deposit layer.

**Fig. 12.** Deep corrosion cavities on the St35.8 tube in the cold economizer. Both chlorine and copper were detected on oxide-metal interface in EDX analysis (w. %).
chlorine that formed corrosive compounds with potassium, copper, strong material wastage of the carbon steel tubes was caused by the oxide layers.

Fig. 14. a) Porous and loose multi-layered oxide scale on St35.8 material in the hot economizer. b) Strong corrosion of the carbon steel tube in the hot economizer. Chlorine was present in the oxide layers [w. %].

and lead in the deposits. Therefore it is suggested that in the relatively low material temperature of the economizer tubes, the extremely strong material wastage of the carbon steel tubes was caused by chlorine that formed corrosive compounds with potassium, copper, zinc and lead. Similar corrosion enhanced by volatile FeCl₂ [g] at around 400 °C in a boiler condition has been published by Persson et al. [10] and in laboratory tests under ZnCl₂-KCl mixture by Spiegl [6]. Copper oxide can be chlorinated to copper chloride by a reaction with HCl in the so-called Deacon reaction. Formation of metal chloride is exothermic and can take place in the temperature range 250–475 °C [24]. The forming

Fig. 15. EDX map analysis of a deep corrosion cavity on St35.8 steel tube in the hot economizer.
copper chloride melts are extremely corrosive, and might be one factor in the corrosion process. The wood based fuel had high moisture content in the combustion. The high amount of water vapor in flue gases has been found to accelerate corrosion processes at elevated temperatures [25,26]. With carbon steel, water vapor has enhanced the iron oxide formation and detachment of the iron oxide layers. Breakaway oxidation has been reported on Fe–9Cr steel, with strong development of porous magnetite Fe₃O₄ scale and formation of extended gap in the scale [27].

The HVOF coatings NiCr16Mo, NiCr9Mo and NiCr10Al provided excellent protection for the carbon steel St35.8 in the fluidized bed biomass boiler conditions. After the two year exposure the coatings showed no corrosion. In the relatively low temperature with corrosive atmosphere the coatings were intact with some oxidation on the outer surface, Fig. 6. Small amounts of potassium, chlorine, zinc and sodium were observed on the coating–deposit interface. The deposit appears to have been melted next to the coating surface, Fig. 8. The composition of the coatings was nickel-base with high amounts of chromium alloying. NiCr16Mo contained also molybdenum, NiCr9Mo molybdenum and niobium, and NiCr10Al aluminum. The alloying of the coatings favors high corrosion performance even in an atmosphere with high chlorine and water vapor content and below the deposits containing chlorine, zinc and copper, which had caused severe corrosion to the St35.8 steel. Erosion by fly-ash and bed-ash had no effect on the coatings because of their high hardness and stable structure.

Iron and its oxides have been reported to be completely unable to withstand HCl attack, test conditions starting from 400 °C, whereas both chromium and nickel can resist corrosion against HCl [28]. The severe corrosion of carbon steel St35.8 compared to excellent performance of nickel-based coatings with high chromium content follows these findings. Severe corrosion of carbon steel compared to the coating materials can be explained also by higher solubility of iron chloride in the ZnCl₂–KCl melt than the solubility of nickel chloride and chromium (III) chloride [29]. According to thermodynamic stability calculations, iron forms a liquid phase with chlorine at 310 °C, whereas reactions with chromium produce solid reaction products, Fig. 16a). Copper and zinc can form liquid phases at 430 °C and 320 °C, respectively, Fig. 16b).

3.7. Effect of protective coatings

The thermal spray coatings with high amounts of protective alloying elements showed excellent corrosion performance in the biomass boiler exposure. In the relatively low operation temperatures the iron based tube material corroded severely, whereas the e.g. chromium containing coatings outperformed in the conditions. The coatings had negligible reactions with the prevailing atmosphere due to their ability of forming protective oxide on the coating surface. The nickel-based coatings were sprayed with HVOF, which produced coatings with dense structure and good adherence to the substrate material. The coatings had lamellar structure with splats typical to thermally sprayed coatings. The NiCr10Al coating had the highest melting state, whereas some partly or un-molten particles were detected within the NiCr16Mo and NiCr9Mo coatings. Interconnecting porosity, which would allow the corrosive elements to diffuse into the coating and to the substrate material, was not detected. Corrosion attacks thermal spray coatings typically through oxidized lamellar boundaries and pores in the coating [13]. Therefore, in order to minimize porosity with sufficient melting of the powder particles and to produce excellent cohesion and minimized oxidation of the splats with satisfactory speed of the powder particles, optimization of the coating structure is extremely important.

4. Conclusions

A tube leakage had occurred in a cold economizer of a circulating fluidized bed (CFB) boiler burning mainly wood-based biomass. To increase the corrosion resistance of boiler components thermal spray claddings were tested in the boiler for two years. The claddings were high velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) sprayed on carbon steel St35.8 tube sections which were welded to the boiler tubes in the cold and hot economizers. Despite the low temperatures of the economizers, severe corrosion took place on the St35.8 carbon steel tubes. However, the tested HVOF claddings had endured the boiler exposure well, and all the nickel based claddings offered excellent corrosion and erosion protection to the substrate material.

- The tube failure was caused by chlorine induced corrosion. Corrosion was probably enhanced by the presence of KCl-ZnCl₂ and high water vapor content of the fuel.
- The carbon steel tube St35.8 corroded strongly during the two year exposure in the biomass boiler burning mainly wood with high moisture content. Several millimeters of the tube wall thickness was consumed in two years with a maximum corrosion rate of 2.3 mm/year.
- Below the thick deposits, carbon steel St35.8 was relatively intact with a thin oxide layer on the metal surface.
- Cl, Cu, and K were detected below the thick, multi-layered, loose oxide scales at the metal–scale interface. Zn and Pb were identified in the deposits. It is suggested that the extremely severe corrosion of carbon steel was caused by chlorine induced corrosion together with the effect of potassium, copper, zinc and lead in the deposits.
- HVOF sprayed NiCr16Mo, NiCr9Mo and NiCr10Al coatings showed excellent corrosion resistance in the biomass boiler conditions during the two year exposure.
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Abstract
Managing high temperature corrosion problems in biomass firing boilers has been challenging especially due to high amounts of chemically active compounds, in particular alkali chlorides. Thermally sprayed coatings with high chromium content can offer a solution for protecting low alloyed substrate materials in locations prone to high temperature corrosion. Two thermally sprayed (HVOF – high velocity oxy-fuel) iron based coatings (Fe–27Cr–11Ni–4Mo and Fe–19Cr–9W–7Nb–4Mo) were exposed to biomass boiler conditions for two years. The fluidised bed boiler for district heating used mainly wood-based fuels mixed with small amounts of peat. The coated tubes were located at the hot economiser of the boiler, where the estimated material temperature was about 200 °C maximum. After the exposure the coatings and the carbon steel St35.8 substrate material were analysed with SEM-EDX. It was detected that corrosion due to elements such as chlorine, potassium, zinc, lead and copper had caused severe material wastage in the biomass boiler with relatively low heat exchanger surface temperatures. The low alloyed tubes had suffered severely with a corrosion rate as high as 2 mm/year, whereas dense thermal spray coatings offered excellent protection during the exposure.

1. Introduction
Application of biomass as fuel for power production has been increasing due to legislation in Europe. To avoid severe impacts of climate change, the EU has committed to reduce its greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions to 20% below 1990 levels. Several initiatives to reduce greenhouse gas emissions are applied in the EU, including the European Climate Change Programme (ECCP), EU emission trading system and legislation to raise the share of energy consumption produced by renewable energy sources, such as biomass, to 20% by 2020. However, biomass can be very corrosive to boiler heat-exchanger components during combustion. Several corrosion mechanisms prevail in biomass combustion, including corrosion induced by chlorine as a major drawback to the exploitation of the technology [1]. Corrosion failures may lead to severe operational problems such as unexpected plant shutdowns, high maintenance costs and reduced availability of the plant. Wood derived fuels are the most utilised biomass type in Finland. Even though the Cl content in wood can be low, combustion of wood based fuel, markedly recycled wood, may accelerate corrosion rates in power plants [2].

High temperature corrosion is a severe problem in power plant boilers burning difficult biomass fuels with varying quality. Main components in ash of wood and woody biomass including bark are CaO, SiO₂, K₂O, MgO, Al₂O₃, P₂O₅, Fe₂O₃, MnO, SO₂ and Na₂O [3,4]. According to Obernberger and Thek [5], bark briquettes can contain 499 mg/kg sulphur, 375 mg/kg chlorine, 2410 mg/kg potassium, 10.1 mg/kg lead, 170 mg/kg zinc and 7.1 mg/kg copper, and the water content can be 9.6 wt.%. The water content has an influence on the combustion efficiency, the temperature of combustion and the corrosion mechanisms within the boiler. Typically fly ash and deposits in biomass combustion contain high amounts of potassium and chlorine. Corrosion mechanism in biomass firing or co-firing biomass include e.g. active oxidation by chlorine, selective chlorine corrosion, hot corrosion by eutectic melts and sulphidation [1,6,7]. A lot of emphasis has been laid to superheater area corrosion research at temperature ranges of 300…600 °C depending on the burnt fuel (waste–biomass-co-firing) [7–9], especially on corrosion caused by chlorine [6,7,10], but there are only few studies in biomass conditions at lower temperatures (< 300 °C), where e.g. economisers operate [11].

During combustion, chlorine is typically released from the fuel almost completely. Also sulphur is readily released. In the fuel gases, chlorine is usually present as HCl gaseous alkali metal chlorides (KCl, NaCl), or as fine alkali metal chloride particles. The main sulphur compound in the gas face is SO₂, and in the condensed phase it is typically found as alkali metal and calcium sulphates [12,13]. Fly ash may form detrimental ash deposits on tube surfaces in the economiser area of the flue gas duct, as well as condensing alkali vapours may enhance the fouling and corrosion of the cooled heat-exchanger surfaces [4]. Chlorine is especially detrimental to the heat exchanger surfaces because it forms compounds...
with a low melting point and a high volatility in the boiler conditions. Chlorine plays an important role in the fine particle and deposit formations. Alkali metal chlorides of biomass combustion have high vapour pressures and therefore they condensate at low temperatures in the flue gas. On the other hand, sulphur reacts with alkali metal (sodium or potassium) chlorides and hydroxides by sulphation reactions (Eqs. (1)–(2)) [14].

\[
\begin{align*}
2 (\text{Na}/\text{K})\text{OH} + \text{SO}_2 + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 & \rightarrow (\text{Na}/\text{K})_2\text{SO}_4 + \text{H}_2\text{O} \\
2 (\text{Na}/\text{K})\text{Cl} + \text{H}_2\text{O} + \text{SO}_2 + \frac{1}{2} \text{O}_2 & \rightarrow (\text{Na}/\text{K})_2\text{SO}_4 + 2\text{HCl}
\end{align*}
\]

Bramhoffer et al. [15] showed that an addition of 250–3000 ppm HCl (g) into oxidising atmosphere leads to accelerated catastrophic corrosion of a low alloy steel. Zinc plays a detrimental role in particular when waste wood is used for combustion [6]. In biomass burning or waste incineration low melting compounds are for instance ZnCl₂, FeCl₃, and FeCl₂, with melting points of 318 °C, 676 °C and 303 °C, accordingly [16,17]. According to thermodynamic equilibrium calculations by Otsuka [18], vapour condensation of KCl, NaCl and Na₂O₆ as well as lead and zinc salts takes place on the tube surfaces at a temperature lower than 350 °C. Pitting corrosion at low temperatures (300 °C) due to chlorides and sulphates that present as heavy metal salts in a melt or semi-melt phase has been reported by Montgomery [19]. Catastrophic corrosion rates can occur in the presence of molten chlorides on heat exchanger surfaces even at low temperatures of 250 °C [11]. Skirrivas has shown that enhanced corrosion can occur below the first melting point of alkali sulphate–alkali chloride salt [20]. It is assumed that water vapour accelerates the passive-layer breakdown. Chlorine, HCl and chlorides are especially detrimental on iron and low alloy steels as they prevent the formation of protective oxide layers [17]. Ehlers et al. [21] has shown that under the conditions of high H₂O(g)/O₂ ratios the penetration of water vapour molecules triggers the enhanced oxidation and sustains the high growth rates of the poorly protective Fe-rich oxide scale formed in the atmospheres. At very low temperatures, below 140 °C, condensing of flue gases containing H₂O, SO₂, NO₂ or HCl can cause formation of acids either in small fog droplets or as a film on to the surface, which leads to dewpoint corrosion [22]. The dewpoint temperature of the specific compound depends on the pressures of the compound and water vapour. However, in typical economiser temperatures the dewpoint or downpipe corrosion should not take place.

There is a need to tackle the corrosion problems in power plant boilers induced specially due to chlorine [2]. Efforts to limit corrosion caused by chlorine and alkali metals in boilers burning difficult fuels have led to the addition of sulphates into the boiler. The corrosion is reduced by capturing alkalis from their chlorides before deposition on the tube surfaces. The method is based on the reaction between sulphur trioxide and chlorides by sulphation of the alkali chlorides. Spraying of either ammonium sulphate solution or sewage sludge with iron and addition of aluminium sulphate into the boiler have been shown to decrease superheater corrosion both in wood and waste fired boilers [2,9,23]. The corrosion reduction of heat exchanger surfaces, e.g. economisers and superheaters that are exposed to the corrosive species has been performed by development of high alloyed steels and nickel alloys, but due to the high price of the materials, their use is limited. Coatings offer an option to prolong the lifetime of heat exchanger surfaces by creation protection of economical carbon or low alloy steel [24,25].

The HVOF spraying is a suitable coating method for boiler applications, as it produces dense and well adhered protective coatings [28]. However, optimisation of the composition and the structure of thermal spray coating are especially important in the case of corrosion protection in extreme conditions, such as power plant boilers. Splat boundaries, inter-connected voids and pores can act as a fast diffusion path to the corrosive species [29]. HVOF spraying can be performed in-situ in a boiler depending on the boiler design and arrangement of the tubes. However, due to the complex nature of thermal spraying, the best quality can be achieved in a workshop, with subsequent installation and welding of the coated tubes and local coating of the joint areas. Ceramic coatings are typically applied as TRCs (thermal barrier coatings) on gas turbines with a metallic bond coat, MCRAHY (M = Ni, Co) [30]. These mainly stabilised zirconium oxide ceramic coatings as an outer, porous layer, to protect blades from high temperature exposure and softening of the nickel superalloy. However, in boiler conditions, their application is not suitable due to differences in coefficient of thermal expansion (CTE) between the ceramic coating and a metallic boiler tube, as well as their harmful effect due to thermal conductivity of heat exchanger surfaces due to their high thermal insulation properties.

Nickel based coatings have been reported to give satisfactory high temperature corrosion protection in biomass fuelled and waste to energy boiler [31,32], but iron based coatings can offer a more economical solution. Iron based thermal spray coatings with high chromium content were tested for two years in a power plant boiler, which had previously experienced heavy corrosion.

2. Materials and methods

Two iron based coating materials were thermally sprayed on boiler tube sections, which were welded into actual boiler tubes for two years of exposure in real boiler conditions. The power plant was a fluidised bed boiler burning mainly wood-based fuels. The district heating boiler did not include superheaters and the economisers were components with the shortest life in the boiler.

The tested HVOF coatings had high chromium content. The corrosion resistance of the coatings and the uncoated substrate material in the boiler conditions were analysed.

2.1 Coating manufacturing and materials for boiler exposure

The HVOF coating was performed with a Sulzer Metco Diamond Jet Hybrid 2700. The coating powders were an experimental Fe–27Cr (Fe–27Cr–11Ni–4Mo) and a commercial SHS9172HV1 (Fe–19Cr–9W–7Nb–4Mo) from Nanosteel (The Nanosteel Company, Providence, RI, USA). The coatings were applied on a carbon steel tube (St35.8, DIN 17175–79, size 38 × 5.5 mm). Prior to the deposition, the base material was grit blasted with alumina particles (500–700 μm) to produce a surface with good adhesion. The surface roughening is essential to guarantee good bonding between the base material and the coating. The aim was to manufacture dense and well adhered coatings, which could provide satisfactory protection to the base material against corrosion and erosion. The powder compositions are presented in Table 1. The coating was performed on short tube sections (about 2 m), which were welded to the actual tubes in the boiler. Spray parameters for the coatings are presented in Table 2, as well as the measured hardness.
Table 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Code</th>
<th>Particle size</th>
<th>Chemical composition</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe–27Cr</td>
<td>52 + 22 μm</td>
<td>Fe27Cr10.7Ni13Mo1.45SiC</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe–19Cr</td>
<td>53 + 15 μm</td>
<td>Fe19Cr10.6W1.1Mo3.6Mo + 5 B 2.1C 1.1Mo 1.6Si</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St35.8</td>
<td>Substrate</td>
<td>Fe 0.17 max. C 0.10–0.35 Si 0.40–0.80 Mn 0.040 max. Ph 0.040 max. S</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Could not be analysed with EDX.

2.2. The boiler exposure

The 40 MW fluidised bed boiler burned solid biomass, mainly wood-based fuels including recycled wood, mixed with small amounts of peat. The wood derived fuel consisted of 4–18% bark, 2–7% of recycled wood and 3–6% of peat. The main part of the fuel consisted of logging residue chips, sawdust, stump hog fuel and wood chips. Analysis of the fuel was not available. A schematic figure of the boiler design is presented in Fig. 1. The boiler produced hot water for district heating and hence contained only economisers, not superheaters. In the boiler, there had been serious problems with corrosion leading to tube leakage, and the economiser tubes had to be replaced every two years. By this study, feasibility of thermal spray coatings for corrosion protection instead of using higher alloyed boiler tubes was investigated.

The test coatings were installed to the hot counter-flow economiser, where severe corrosion had occurred. The goal was to investigate the possibility of corrosion protection by thermal spray coatings in the boiler. Temperature of the flue gas before the hot economiser was about 520–800 °C, water in-let temperature to the cold economiser was about 102–115 °C, and the maximum water temperature in the hot economiser was 200 °C. The boiler exposure duration for the coatings was two years. The moisture content of the used wood was high, over 50%. Analyses of detrimental elements in the dry ash are presented in Table 3. Other elements were not analysed. Sandberg et al. [33] have conducted a long-term measurement period analysing biomass fuels. Some of these results are presented in Table 3, as the wood derived fuels in Sweden are comparable to wood-based fuels in Finland.

2.3. Sample preparation and analysis

The tubes sections with coatings were removed from the boiler after the two years of exposure and cut into rings, which were cast into epoxy. The specimens were prepared into metallographic cross-sections. The grinding and polishing were performed with ethanol in order to prevent subsequent dissolution of water-soluble compounds. The specimens were studied with an optical microscope and a scanning electron microscope (SEM), and analysed with an energy dispersive X-ray analyser (EDX). Separate samples were characterised in an as-coated state with an optical microscope and a Zwick ZHU 0.2 hardness tester using the cross-sections of the coating samples.

3. Results

3.1. The two-year biomass boiler exposure

The carbon steel St35.8 had experienced severe corrosion during the 2-year exposure in wood firing circulating fluidised bed boiler. Considerable material wastage had occurred and deep cavities had been formed in the biomass boiler conditions. The coatings Fe–27Cr and Fe–19Cr had endured very well under the boiler conditions. The coatings were covered mostly with ash deposit on the leeward side. In a visual inspection the coatings showed no sign of deterioration.

3.2. Carbon steel St35.8

The uncoated carbon steel tubes had suffered severe material wastage during the exposure. In worst cases, several millimetres had corroded from the tube thickness, the thinnest sections being only about 1.5 mm thick. Both even and pitting types of corrosion were detected on the samples. Chlorine was detected on some of the corrosion layers, and hence the strong deterioration may have been induced by active oxidation. Uncoated tube samples are shown in Fig. 2. Strong orientation of the material wastage can be observed. The flue gas side, especially ±45°, had lost as much as two thirds of the nominal tube wall thickness. Because thick, porous, multi-layered oxide scales, which are often detected on low alloy steel in the case of chlorine corrosion, were not present in some areas, some erosion due to the fluidized bed sand may have occurred. In some areas a thick deposit was left on the carbon steel tubes. Below the deposit, only a very thin oxide layer was detected on the metal surface, including manganese, silicon and aluminium (Fig. 3). Thick deposit, thin oxide and low metal degradation rates were mainly present together. In certain areas deep corrosion cavities (up to 400 μm) were formed into the carbon steel tube (Fig. 4). Chlorine, sodium and sulphur were present in the corrosion products within the cavity. Severe pitting was detected principally in the side against the flue gas flow. Another example of strong material wastage of the carbon steel is presented in Fig. 5. Several hundred micrometre deep pits with partly detached oxide layers on the surface were formed on the tube surface. Below the oxide layer, smaller pits were detected, which contained e.g. potassium, sodium, copper and chlorine. Even
3.3. Deposits on the coatings

Thick deposits had formed on the flue gas side of both coated tubes, shown in Fig. 7. Based on the EDX analysis, the deposits formed on hot economiser tubes consisted mainly of oxygen (O), calcium (Ca), sulphur (S), potassium (K), silicon (Si), iron (Fe), phosphorus (P), and aluminium (Al). Also smaller amounts of e.g. magnesium (Mg), manganese (Mn), zinc (Zn) and chlorine (Cl) were present. Main components of the deposits are presented in Table 7. Detailed EDX analyses of the deposits on both coatings are presented in Table 4. Similar results have been presented by Obernberger and Thek [5] and Åmand et al. [34] at biomass fired boilers, where main components in deposits have been K$_2$SO$_4$, Ca$_3$(PO$_4$)$_2$, NaCl, KCl, CaSO$_4$ and K$_2$CO$_3$.

3.4. Fe–27Cr and Fe–19Cr HVOF coatings

Fe–27Cr and Fe–19Cr coatings were sprayed with HVOF for high temperature corrosion protection of biomass fired boiler tubes. Thicknesses of the tested coatings were about 300 μm for Fe–27Cr and 375 μm for Fe–19Cr. Both coatings were dense and well adhered to the substrate. However, the outer surface of the coating showed weak cohesion and detachment of lamellas. Both coatings had a typical lamellar structure of thermally sprayed coatings with some porosity and non-molten particles in the structure. Fe–19Cr having a higher melting state. Hardness of the coatings was 658 HV0.3 for Fe–27Cr and 935 HV0.3 for Fe–19Cr, which is considerably higher than hardness of the carbon steel. Corrosion resistance of the coatings was excellent in the boiler exposure compared to the uncoated steel tubes (Fig. 8). SEM images of the coatings before and after the exposure are presented in Fig. 9.

Coating Fe–27Cr had endured the exposure well and showed excellent corrosion resistance in the boiler conditions. Corrosion products were not detected in the coating (Fig. 10). Fe–27Cr coating with alloying elements chromium (27%), molybdenum (4%) and silicon (1%) had high protection ability against high temperature corrosion induced by biomass burning. With sufficient oxygen partial pressures chromium can form a protective oxide layer on the coating surface, which prevents reaction with chlorine and hence the detrimental active oxidation [10]. Molybdenum has been shown to act favourable for the corrosion resistance in oxidising–chloridising environments by reacting slowly and behaving rather inertly [35]. Similar protective behaviour has been detected by alloying a small amount of silicon into steels [36]. Fe–19Cr coating had sufficient corrosion resistance in the boiler conditions. The overall corrosion performance was good and no severe corrosion was detected. Fe–19Cr powder has a nanoscale microstructure and the coating is partly amorphous, which have both been reported to act beneficially for corrosion resistance [24,37]. Only some thin surface areas, about 10 μm deep, of the Fe–19Cr coating had corrosion stronger corrosion pitting can be seen in Fig. 6, where almost a 2 mm wide and 1 mm deep pit with a porous multi-layered oxide scale is presented. Near the metal surface there was a corrosion product with a width and 1 mm deep pit with a porous multi-layered oxide scale is shown in Fig. 7. Based on the EDX analysis, the deposits formed on hot economiser tubes consisted mainly of oxygen (O), calcium (Ca), sulphur (S), potassium (K), silicon (Si), iron (Fe), phosphorus (P), and aluminium (Al). Also smaller amounts of e.g. magnesium (Mg), manganese (Mn), zinc (Zn) and chlorine (Cl) were present. Main components of the deposits are presented in Table 7. Detailed EDX analyses of the deposits on both coatings are presented in Table 4. Similar results have been presented by Obernberger and Thek [5] and Åmand et al. [34] at biomass fired boilers, where main components in deposits have been K$_2$SO$_4$, Ca$_3$(PO$_4$)$_2$, NaCl, KCl, CaSO$_4$ and K$_2$CO$_3$.

3.3. Deposits on the coatings

Thick deposits had formed on the flue gas side of both coated tubes, shown in Fig. 7. Based on the EDX analysis, the deposits formed on hot economiser tubes consisted mainly of oxygen (O), calcium (Ca), sulphur (S), potassium (K), silicon (Si), iron (Fe), phosphorus (P), and aluminium (Al). Also smaller amounts of e.g. magnesium (Mg), manganese (Mn), zinc (Zn) and chlorine (Cl) were present. Main components of the deposits are presented in Table 7. Detailed EDX analyses of the deposits on both coatings are presented in Table 4. Similar results have been presented by Obernberger and Thek [5] and Åmand et al. [34] at biomass fired boilers, where main components in deposits have been K$_2$SO$_4$, Ca$_3$(PO$_4$)$_2$, NaCl, KCl, CaSO$_4$ and K$_2$CO$_3$.

3.3. Deposits on the coatings

Thick deposits had formed on the flue gas side of both coated tubes, shown in Fig. 7. Based on the EDX analysis, the deposits formed on hot economiser tubes consisted mainly of oxygen (O), calcium (Ca), sulphur (S), potassium (K), silicon (Si), iron (Fe), phosphorus (P), and aluminium (Al). Also smaller amounts of e.g. magnesium (Mg), manganese (Mn), zinc (Zn) and chlorine (Cl) were present. Main components of the deposits are presented in Table 7. Detailed EDX analyses of the deposits on both coatings are presented in Table 4. Similar results have been presented by Obernberger and Thek [5] and Åmand et al. [34] at biomass fired boilers, where main components in deposits have been K$_2$SO$_4$, Ca$_3$(PO$_4$)$_2$, NaCl, KCl, CaSO$_4$ and K$_2$CO$_3$.

3.3. Deposits on the coatings

Thick deposits had formed on the flue gas side of both coated tubes, shown in Fig. 7. Based on the EDX analysis, the deposits formed on hot economiser tubes consisted mainly of oxygen (O), calcium (Ca), sulphur (S), potassium (K), silicon (Si), iron (Fe), phosphorus (P), and aluminium (Al). Also smaller amounts of e.g. magnesium (Mg), manganese (Mn), zinc (Zn) and chlorine (Cl) were present. Main components of the deposits are presented in Table 7. Detailed EDX analyses of the deposits on both coatings are presented in Table 4. Similar results have been presented by Obernberger and Thek [5] and Åmand et al. [34] at biomass fired boilers, where main components in deposits have been K$_2$SO$_4$, Ca$_3$(PO$_4$)$_2$, NaCl, KCl, CaSO$_4$ and K$_2$CO$_3$.

3.3. Deposits on the coatings

Thick deposits had formed on the flue gas side of both coated tubes, shown in Fig. 7. Based on the EDX analysis, the deposits formed on hot economiser tubes consisted mainly of oxygen (O), calcium (Ca), sulphur (S), potassium (K), silicon (Si), iron (Fe), phosphorus (P), and aluminium (Al). Also smaller amounts of e.g. magnesium (Mg), manganese (Mn), zinc (Zn) and chlorine (Cl) were present. Main components of the deposits are presented in Table 7. Detailed EDX analyses of the deposits on both coatings are presented in Table 4. Similar results have been presented by Obernberger and
products such as small amounts of chlorine and potassium (see Fig. 11a). However, there were few perpendicular cracks reaching down to the substrate material, which had led to some corrosion in the coating–substrate interface on these areas. Small amounts of sulphur and chlorine were detected under the coating near the crack (Fig. 11b).

4. Discussion

4.1. Corrosion mechanisms in biomass boiler exposure

4.1.1. Corrosion mechanisms of carbon steel

Carbon steel St35.8 had experienced extremely strong corrosion in some parts of the hot economiser. Solid and thick deposit formed on the tube surface had protected the metal, and a thin iron oxide layer was present. However, some areas of the tubes had corroded severely and the tubes had thinned over 2/3 of the wall thickness. Erosion due to circulating bed sand (CFB boiler) may have increased the corrosion rate with uncoated carbon steel tubes in some areas, but mainly the material wastage was caused by corrosion. No erosion effect was seen in the coated tubes. The thick and dense deposit on the leeward side had remained intact only in a few areas. Especially on the windward side, the carbon steel tubes had deep corrosion cavities, which contained multi-layered, porous and poorly adherent iron oxide scale together with e.g. potassium, chlorine, sulphur, copper, sodium and zinc. In some cavities, the scale next to the metal surface had been molten (Fig. 6). Turbulence of the flue gases and local low melting compounds with chlorine have probably been the cause for the irregular material wastage in the tube circumference. Similar corrosion has been reported in biomass and waste boilers by e.g. [6–8]. Montgomery et al. [19,38] has reported pitting corrosion in the presence of heavy metal and chlorides/sulphates in melt or semi-melt phase at 300 °C, and the presence of Zn–K–Cl melt in waterwall at low water/steam temperature (285 °C) with high flue gas temperature, which support the findings in this study.

Chlorine corrosion mechanism is caused by the attack of gaseous chlorine, which reacts with iron and chromium forming volatile metal.
chlorides in the interface. It is proposed that high partial pressure of chlorine close to the metal is caused by a rapid sulphation of KCl to K₂SO₄ in a melt formed adjacent to the metal surface. When the KCl/ K₂SO₄/Fe system becomes molten, the KCl sulphates quickly in the melt and generates a high partial pressure of Cl₂/HCl. This causes accelerated oxidation and can explain the internal corrosion of the metal, which is detected in Fig. 11. Chlorine induced corrosion has been suggested to occur in high temperatures, above 320 °C.

Both zinc and copper have been shown to increase the corrosion rate of steels and nickel-based alloys in the presence of alkali chlorides. First melting point of a NaCl–KCl–CuO salt is already at 387 °C, and NaCl–KCl–ZnO at 400 °C, and for ZnCl₂–KCl eutectic it can be as low as 250 °C [16, 40]. Galetz [41] has also shown that the eutectic mixture of NaCl–KCl– Na₂SO₄–K₂SO₄ + addition of heavy metal heavy metal chlorides (Pb, Zn, Cu) can decrease the melting point below 300 °C. The chemical composition of the molten phases could not be fully revealed. The compounds for formation of the molten salt may have contained FeCl₃–KCl–CuCl₂–ZnCl₂ (Fig. 6).

The corrosion has probably been enhanced by water vapour, as a large amount of water vapour in flue gases has been reported to accelerate corrosion processes at elevated temperatures [42–44]. With Cr containing steels, the water vapour causes evaporation of chromium from the surface in the form of chromate CrO₃(OH)₂ (g) [45, 46]. However, in the case of iron, the water vapour has increased the iron oxide formation, and cracking and spalling off the iron oxide layers. Ehlers [21] has reported breakaway oxidation of P91 steel (Fe–9Cr), associated with formation of large amounts of porous Fe₃O₄, and development of continuous gap in the scale. KCl has also been reported to be strongly corrosive towards

---

Fig. 5. Severe corrosion of St35.8 carbon steel material. EDX point analyses 1–2 [wt.%] from the corrosion pit are presented in the small SEM image.

---

Fig. 6. Corrosion mechanism of St35.8 in the opposite side of the thick deposit in the hot economiser. Chlorine can be found in the oxide in the corrosion cavity according to EDX analyses [wt.%].
stainless steel in environments containing O₂ and O₂ + H₂O. The sulphation reaction at the presence of water is presented in Eq. (3) [45]:

$$2 \text{KCl} (s) + \text{SO}_2(g) + \frac{1}{2}\text{O}_2(g) + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{K}_2\text{SO}_4(s) + 2 \text{HCl}(g).$$  (3)

The high amount of water vapour may have played a strong role in the corrosion process, as after the test period the burnt wood was changed into fuel with lower moisture content (wood from the previous year), which lowered the corrosion damage of the tubes.

It is proposed that the corrosion of carbon steel has been chlorine induced corrosion, which has been enabled by low melting phases with chlorine, potassium, zinc and copper. A non-protective iron oxide layer formed on the metal surface has cracked due to reactions with water vapour and corrosive elements in the deposits. Chlorine and other elements have been penetrated through the oxide layer into the oxide–metal interface, where suitable conditions with high chlorine vapour pressure have formed for active oxidation. Enhanced corrosion has led to the formation of porous oxide layers, which have spilled off from the metal and caused severe material wastage to the boiler tubes. The heavy metals present in the deposits have taken part into reactions with chlorine and in some places molten phases have formed.

4.1.2. Corrosion mechanisms of thermal spray coatings

Fe–27Cr and Fe–19Cr coatings showed no or negligible corrosion after the two years of exposure in a circulating fluidised bed boiler burning biomass. Both coatings were iron based with a high chromium content. Fe–27Cr coating contained also nickel, molybdenum and silicon. Coating Fe–19Cr contained alloying elements such as tungsten, niobium, molybdenum, boron, manganese and silicon. Both coatings were alloyed also with carbon for carbide formation to give resistance against fly-ash and bed-ash erosion in boiler conditions. The Fe–19Cr coating partly was amorphous and the powder contained a nanoscale microstructure according to the manufacturer. A prior tube failure in the boiler was caused by severe corrosion due to chlorine, which was detected in the metal–oxide interface of a 13CrMo44 boiler tube in the cold economiser. Analyses of the deposits demonstrated the presence of e.g. potassium, chlorine and zinc in the boiler surroundings. Chlorine was not detected on the Fe–27Cr coating, which was dense, well adhered to the substrate and did not contain open or interconnecting porosity and therefore was an excellent protection for carbon steel tube in the exposure. The metallic coating was partly oxidised (about 6 wt.%) during the coating process and it was able to form sufficient protection against corrosion in the boiler conditions. Coating Fe–19Cr showed minor corrosion in the outer layer of the coating (20 μm), but was also dense and contained a small amount of porosity. However, the coating had few perpendicular cracks, which had allowed corrosion to proceed to the substrate. Iron oxide containing also sodium, sulphur, chlorine and small amounts of potassium and zinc was detected on the coating–substrate interface. The nature of the corrosion scale indicated that it had been molten during the exposure (Fig. 11).

4.2. Coating mechanical integration

Coating Fe–19Cr had about 20 perpendicular cracks around the perimeter of the studied cross-section (Fig. 12). This had led to corrosion in the substrate material under the coating near the crack. It is assumed that the cracks were formed during the coating process, as later studies have revealed the problem [28]. The cracking was probably due to a

Table 4

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Element</th>
<th>O</th>
<th>Ca</th>
<th>S</th>
<th>K</th>
<th>Si</th>
<th>Fe</th>
<th>Mg</th>
<th>Al</th>
<th>P</th>
<th>Mn</th>
<th>Mo</th>
<th>Na</th>
<th>Cl</th>
<th>Zn</th>
<th>Ti</th>
<th>Ba</th>
<th>Pb</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fe–27Cr</td>
<td>31.7</td>
<td>23.9</td>
<td>13.8</td>
<td>7.0</td>
<td>6.8</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.5</td>
<td>2.1</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>0.8</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>0.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fe–19Cr</td>
<td>37.3</td>
<td>24.5</td>
<td>16.5</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>4.1</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>1.6</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>0.9</td>
<td>0.7</td>
<td>0.6</td>
<td>...</td>
<td>0.2</td>
<td>0.1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Fig. 7. SEM images of the thick deposits and their main chemical composition by EDX [wt.%] on the coated tubes: a) Fe–27Cr and b) Fe–19Cr.

Fig. 8. A coated boiler tube after the exposure. Severe material wastage of the uncoated tube can be detected in the right side of the picture.
thermal mismatch between the substrate and the coating, which had caused thermal stresses during the coating solidification. Either a bond coat to minimise the stresses due to the mismatch of CTEs between substrate and the Fe–19Cr coating should be applied, or the coating process should be optimised. Process parameter variation has a strong effect on the coating structure, e.g. residual stresses, density, porosity, melting state, cohesion and lamellar boundaries. Diagnostic tools, such as ICP, an in-situ coating property measurement device, and SprayWatch, a sensor for particle temperature and velocity, can be applied in process optimisation to measure the stresses formed during and after the coating, and spray jet properties.

5. Conclusions

Two iron-based thermally sprayed high velocity oxy-fuel (HVOF) coatings were exposed for two years in a circulating fluidised bed (CFB) biomass boiler, which used mainly wood as fuel. The coatings were sprayed on short tube sections, which were welded to the actual tubes in the boiler. The coatings were installed into the hot economiser. Even though the material temperatures on the boiler were low, the corrosion conditions caused severe damage to the carbon steel tubes. During the two years of exposure, the actual boiler tubes had lost even several millimetres of their thickness. Thick deposits with minor

![SEM images of the coating cross-sections before the exposure](image)

**Fig. 9.** Optical images of the coating cross-sections before the exposure: a) HVOF sprayed Fe–27Cr, and b) HVOF sprayed Fe–19Cr. SEM images of the coating cross-sections after the boiler exposure: c) Fe–27Cr, and d) Fe–19Cr.

![SEM images of the coating cross-sections after the exposure](image)

**Fig. 10.** SEM images of the Fe–27Cr coating. The coating showed no signs of corrosion.
oxidation were mainly in the leeward side and severe pitting in the windward side. In comparison, the thermally sprayed coatings had endured in the boiler exposure well, and Fe–27Cr coating offered excellent protection to the substrate material. Fe–19Cr coating had sufficient corrosion resistance in the boiler conditions. However, the Fe–19Cr coating had few perpendicular cracks and hence the underlying material had corroded slightly.

- Wood based biomass with high moisture content had caused severe corrosion to the Ste35.8 carbon steel tubes in a circulating fluidised bed; several millimetres in two years.
- As there were corrosion products in the windward side pits, the effect of erosion has not been major in the material wastage. It is more probable that the formation of non-protective loose oxides has led to continuous spalling off the oxide layers and high corrosion rate.
- Corrosion mechanism of Ste35.8 carbon steel is proposed to have been corrosion induced by chloride together with low melting phases of potassium, copper and zinc.
- Fe–27Cr HVOF coating had excellent corrosion resistance in the conditions and could be used to increase the lifetime of carbon steel or low alloy steel substrate material in biomass fired boilers.
- Fe–19Cr material showed sufficient corrosion resistance in the boiler conditions, but due to perpendicular cracks the coating did not protect the substrate material.

- Structure and quality of the coating, such as adhesion, cohesion, density, interconnecting porosity and amorphous phases can be influenced by the optimisation of thermal spray process parameters. The coating structure is very important on corrosion resistance of thermal spray coatings in order to prevent the transport of corrosive elements towards the substrate.
- Thermal spray process parameters should be optimised for coating material Fe–19Cr to prevent the perpendicular cracking.
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Nickel- and iron-based HVOF thermal spray coatings for high temperature corrosion protection in biomass-fired power plant boilers

Biomass burning for production of electricity and heat has been increasing due to legislation in Europe. Growing awareness of environmental problems has led to strict restrictions on greenhouse emissions in the energy sector, and increased demand for higher use of renewable energy sources and carbon-neutral fuels, such as biomass. There are over 1000 biomass boilers in Europe, and the number is increasing. These plants often face serious problems due to high temperature corrosion. Fouling and corrosion in biomass boilers can lead to tube failure and leakage. In addition, demand for higher efficiency of electricity and heat generation requires an increase in steam temperatures, which raises the material temperatures of boiler tubes and may result in more severe corrosion problems. To overcome corrosion damages to boilers, commonly used low-alloyed steels are being replaced by higher-alloy tube materials. However, the high price and sometimes difficult machinability of these materials hinders their adoption. Thermal spray coatings can offer an attractive solution for corrosion protection of boiler tubing.

The objective of this work was to determine the corrosion resistance of thermal spray coatings in biomass combustion conditions. The overall research aim was to enhance the lifetime of the heat exchanger surfaces of biomass power plant boilers. The research focused mainly on improving the high temperature corrosion resistance of thermal sprayed HVOF (high velocity oxy-fuel) coatings by optimizing their structure and verification of corrosion performance in biomass boiler conditions. Focus was also placed on determining the corrosion mechanisms of nickel- and iron-based coatings. The corrosion performance of the selected coatings was validated in both laboratory conditions and real biomass boiler conditions. According to this research, the tested HVOF sprayed nickel- and iron-based coatings can offer protection for low-alloy substrates in biomass boiler conditions. The results of the present study will help optimize the coating process for high temperature corrosion applications, and in adopting the use of thermal spray coatings for protection of the heat exchanger surfaces of biomass boilers.
Termisesti ruiskutetut nikkeeli- ja rautapohjaiset HVOF-pinnoitteet korkean lämpötilan korrosion suojukseen biomassaa polttavissa voimalaitoksissa


Termisesti ruiskutetut pinnoitteet voivat tarjota houkuttelevan ratkaisun kattilaputkien korrosionsuojaukseen.

Nickel- and iron-based HVOF thermal spray coatings for high temperature corrosion protection in biomass-fired power plant boilers

Biomass burning for production of electricity and heat has been increasing due to legislation in Europe. Growing awareness of environmental problems has led to strict restrictions on greenhouse emissions in the energy sector, and increased demand for higher use of renewable energy sources and carbon-neutral fuels, such as biomass. There are over 1000 biomass boilers in Europe, and the number is increasing. These plants often face serious problems due to high temperature corrosion. Thermal spray coatings can offer an attractive solution for corrosion protection of boiler tubing. The objective of this work was to determine the corrosion resistance of thermal spray coatings in biomass combustion conditions.

The research focused mainly on improving the high temperature corrosion resistance of thermal sprayed HVOF (high velocity oxy-fuel) coatings by optimizing their structure and verification of corrosion performance in biomass boiler conditions, both in laboratory conditions and in real biomass boilers. According to this research, the tested HVOF sprayed nickel- and iron-based coatings can offer protection for low-alloy substrates in biomass boiler conditions. The results of the present study will help optimize the coating process for high temperature corrosion applications, and in adopting the use of thermal spray coatings for protection of the heat exchanger surfaces of biomass boilers.